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All Candidates(except Reform)at Ratepayers,
Monday,October 18,1993
Des
Kennedy,
author,
Denman Island, after declaring that he

marijuana, she answered that she
believed higher consciousness could

from the back room to the main hall

had voted NDP for "three decades",

be

to question eight of the nine
candidates in the running for MP in
the Comox/Albemi riding.
Bill
Gilmour of the Reform Party was
conspicuously,
although
not
surprisingly absent. The dght other
candidates mounted the stage where
Ratepayers chairperson Jim Aitken
informed them that th^ would have
to strain their already stressed voices
and speak without microphones.

and identifying himself as the brotherin-law of Green Party candidate

substances, but that

More than one hundred
interested islanders moved chairs

Aitkin then introduced the

candidates: Mike Hicks, PC; Ernest

Daley,National Party; Richard Porter,
Green

Party;

Kenneth

Foster,

Independant

Party;
Kathleen
Lapeyrouse, Natural Law Party; Bob

Richard Porter, and an arrestee at

Clayoquot Sound, asked Porter
"Why Green?" Porter gave a short
speech on the Green Party line,
basically, to learn to live with nature.
Marcus

Isbister,

farmer,

Denman Island, asked PC candidate
h^e Hicks to state the PC figures

regarding the national debt. Hicks
replied with a set of figures, which
left
a
general
feeling
of
unenlightenment among the crowd.
Roxanna Aitken,
Trustee, Denman Island,

Island
asked

reached

vrithout

the

she

aid

of

would

support the proposal to grow hemp
for pulp and paper. This sentiment
was echoed by Mr. Smuda, while
independent Foster was against any
reform to the current law.

Jacqui Pearlson, farmer, Denman
Island, asked Mr. Daley if his party
would allow the export of Canadian
water. Daley answered "No".

At this point in the meeting,
Clayoquot arrestees Ann Fairbanks
and Tim Wees questioned Hindle,

Daley and
Porter
regarding
reconciliation on the Clayoquot
procedures

and

the

issue

of

Skelly, NDP; Lonnie lEndle , Liberal

would support continued government

Party; and Guenther Smuda, Canada
Party, and the rule that questions be
addressed to a particular candidate.
Low-tech did not, however,
dampen the spirits ofeither the crowd
or the contenders. Bentley LdJaron,
potter, of Denman Island started off
the questioning by asking MP Bob

subsidy for the CBC. Both candidates

clearcutting in general. Daley
contended that the criminal charges
were the initiative of the government,

answered "yes".

in the Clayoquot cases, not the

the main thrust of Daley's remarks, as
well as less foreign control and

that the flipping of real estate by

Skelly, of the NDP to explain his

ovmership of Canadian industry.

logging companies was a major

Porter and Ernest Daley whether they

Bob French, upholsterer,

court's. Porter, who stated that his

Denman Island, asked Ernest Daley to

wife was one of the arrestees,
proposed a Green "human free zone"
plan "to back off the environment and
stop dominating nature". He stated

comment on the National Party's
economic plan. "No free trade" was

party's stance on Clayoquot Sound.

Hillel Wright, single parent,

Skelly deflected the question by
stating that the Harcourt government
was bound by legal constraints
entered into by the Socreds, and that
the Premier's main problem was his

Denman Island, asked the Natural

inability to expl^ these constraints
to the voters.

concern

and

recommended

Law Party, the Canada Party, and the
Independent candidates whether they

sustainable communities as a remedy
to environmental problems. Porter's
views were warmly received with

would support a review of the

applause.

existing federal cannabis le^slation.
After someone explained to Ms.
Lapeyrouse that cannabis meant

Skelly objected to Daley's
cont'd....

page 2

arose concerning the number of
candidates allowed to speak to each
question . MUce Hicks covered his

Incumbent MP Bob Skelly
quoted figures that large corporations

Pages

and psychological, self-esteem and

tale signs of addiction to alcohol or

The discussion continued,

health and nutrition were all discussed

drugs.

guided by professional anecdotes and
figures fi-ora Barbara. Abuse and

by the participants.
Ms. Unroe presented charts

to his right and whispered to Tim

were not paying their fair share of
taxes. "Corporations are reporting
million dollar profits and not paying

alcohol,

Aitken. Lonnie Hindle drew the

any taxes."

focus of the All Candidates Meeting

biggest laugh of the evening when he
observed, "see, the Conservatives are

that while Clayoquot was certainly an

always making deals."
Mike Hicks later drew the

The final question of the
meeting was finom Lorraine Martinuik,
artist/writer, Denman Island. "What is
the biggest single issue in our

offamily dysfunctions such as no talk
rules, controlling behaviors, and
ambiguous values which can be tell

was appropriately Federal Issues, and

including process addictions, such as
religion, workaholism and selfrighteousness, cravings, both physical

analysis of responsibility in the
initiation of cnminal contempt
charges in the Clayoquot decision
Dot Youds, senior dtizen,
Denman Island, pointed out that the

important and emotional issue, the
candidates were representatives ofthe

Federal, not Provincial parties and
should be questioned as such. This
too was met with applause.
The meeting continued until
well past 9:00PM with questions on
bio-diversity, UI and welfere ftaud,

mouth with his hand and leaned over

only boos and hisses of the meeting
when

he

encouraged

economic

growth even if it came fi"om foreign
investment and ownership.

Between the"feeding at the

building project employing youth and

trough " question and the debt and

providing housing for seniors, single

Smuda: representation ( being in

defidt discussion, a disagreement

parents, and the poor.

defidt

Porter: Clayoquot Sound

DENMAN
SCHOOL

the

ISLAND
SITE

OLD

PRESERVED

FOR COMMUNITY USE

Foster; unemployment

collective

consciousness

Hindle: representation(being part of
government)

touch

with the constituents ).

Under an agreement signed
October 8, 1993, the Old School site

and buildings have been leased by the
Islands

Trust

to

the

Denman

TlDELENE, Denman Island's first
newspaper since the demise of the

between extreme bias to a lack of any

ISLAND LIFE in September 1992.

controversy whatsoever.

In feet, we plan to become

Denman's first regular, bi-monthly
(that's twice a month, folks)
newspaper, publishing every full

In HDELINE, we plan to
give you, the readers, and residents of
Denman Island, a newspaper on the

edge, real news about our community,

moon and new moon, beginning in

real reporting and real editorial access

January, 1994.

for the public.

In the past, ISLAND LIFE,
HIGH TIDES and RAG & BONE

inquiries and requests fi-om local

So in response to many

residents, merchants, and visitors

concerning Denman's serious lack of
regular local press services, we have
produced an election special preview
issue ofTIDELINE.

Write and let us know what

Barbara Unroe ofthe Courtenay Drug
and Alcohol Clinic facilitated the
meeting.
Doug Colwell, a social
worker with the Ministry of

Nine others, all islanders, attended.

During the opening circle,
participants
expectations

expressed
their
and
concerns.

Community awareness,
zero
tolerance of violence toward women
and children, island kids and old
counter culture mythologies, 12 step

TIDELINE.

Ratepayers Association to undertake
what became a 4-year initiative to
maintain the school in the public
domain for community use.
The Islands Trust agreed to
fecilitate the sale of the school
between School District #71 and the

firom

the

Islands

Trust

The

Association, in turn, will lease the
property to diff^ioit community
groups. Oiganizations such as the
Denman

Island

Local

Trust

Committee, the Waste Management

Committee, the Fire Depaitmoit, the

administration of the lease, while the

- the Denman Island Fire Department,

Association will actually manage the
property on the conununity's behalf.

the Ratepayers Waste Management
Committee, and the Denman Local

The fecility will be finandally self-

Trust Committee.

sustaining, relying on uso* payments

variety of community uses.

The

The agreanent

a wtal component ofDenman's
community life since 1912.
With
construction of a new school, the fete

itself was negotiated by the six-person
Old School Committee comprised of
Denman community members and

ofthe Old School was in some doubt.

local trustees.

In 1989, strong community support
for keeping the property within the
public
domain
prompted
the

agreement,
the
Ratepayers
Association will lease the Old School

Under

the

current

Denman

Island

Conservanqr

Association, the Women's Outreach
Society, the Denman Craft Collective
and the Youth Activities ad hoc

committee have expressed interest in
obtaining space at the Old School to
better provide community services.
rather than direct taxation mon^.

The conununity acquisition
of the Old Sdiool will hdp preserve

the heritage value of the school itself
and will provide facilities that advance
the spirit, education and government
of the Denman Island community.

Community Calendar

TIDELINE: Site 50, Comp 10,

Denman Island, B.C., VCR ITO.
DIRCS(community hall) Upcoming Events

Denmun Islund Women's Outreuch Society
Social Services and Housing in
Courtenay, attended as a practicum.

of

you think.

Community News
The Denman Island Women's
Outreach Sodety held a "kitchen talk"
on Denman Island on Friday, October
15, on the subject of Alcohol and
Drug Abuse and Family Crises.

section

Local
Trust
oversee
the

much-needed central location for a

The Old School site has been

existed as monthly or occasional
magazines. Editorial content wavered

Outreach

Ratepayers Association and to hold
title to the property on behalf of the
community. The Association raised
the $10,000 purchase price through
donations by three community groups

Ratepayers Association to serve as a

Denman
Island
Committee
will

Editorial
Welcome, bienvenue, to

Women's

Islands Trust Press Release

Skelly: fair distribution of wealth
Ificks: forestry and fisheries
Daley: direct representation

Lap^rouse:

trough "), and the national debt and

addictions,

riding?"

Other
highlights
were
Hindle's enlightened views on native
blockades, land claims and wilderness
preservation and Foster's "national
housing project" which would embark
the nation on a massive house

bureaucratic waste(" feeding at the

substitute

The

Society will be presenting more
community
oriented
programs
throughout the year. Look for
notices in the Community Calendar

intervention programs, alcoholism and
relationships, and the problem of
drunk drivers in downtown Denman

were all brought up by the
participants.

Ms. Unroe stated that 1 m 6

people in B.C. are effected by drug
and alcohol abuse, 1 in 4 on
Vancouver Island. Stats for Denman
TgianH were not available. Cont'd...

Fri. Oct. 22 at 8:00PM

- Coffee House Drum Jam $2.

Sat. Oct. 30 at 9:00PM
Sun. Oct. 31at 6:30PM
Fri. Nov.5 at 8:00PM
Fri. Nov. 12 at 8:00PM

- Halloween Dance featuring The Larry Ho Blues Band with John Atlee, $8,$7, $5.
- Kids Halloween Party at the Community Hall.
- Coffee House Open Stage $2.

- DIACS Concert with MARANG,Afiican Music and Dance.

Denman's 11th Christmas Craft Faire will be held in BOTH halls DECEMBER 4th & 5th. Application forms for table space will

be available at both stores on October 15th. Any questions call Leslie 335-2918.
MiNUS TIDES Magazine: Next issue ofthe bi-aimual literary magazine, v.6,#2, will be released on Dec. 4th at the Christmas Crafl
Faire. The MiNUS TiDES booth will be in the main room ofthe Community Hall. Deadline for prose, poetry, letters, cartoons,

combc, black and white art, etc. is Nov. 15th. Please include S.A.S.E. ifyou want your original work returned.

THE MONSTER * CASE LOT SALE

GLENS VIPEO HITS

China cola

$24.00 / case

Regular movie special; 5 movies, 5 days, 5 bucks

Clearly cola

$24.00 / case

Over 1,100 movies to choose from including new

Reeds ginger ale

$26.99 / case

releases.

Virgin Springs sparkling
glacier spring water
Plain 24/355ml
Lemon 24/ 355ml

Edensoy 12/ IL
Rice Dream 12/ IL

Vitasoy 12/ IL
Westsoy 12/ IL

NEW SERVICE

We now accept VISA, MASTERCARD,

$15.39 / case
$15.39/case
$31.80/case
$27.96 / case

and DIRECT PAYMENT CARDS.
AUTOMOTIVE

$27.60 / case

Anti-freeze 4L

$5.99

$27.60 / case

SINGLE SALE SPECIALS

San J Sauces

20% off

(Thai, Teriyaki, Szechuan, Tamari,
wheat free and lite Shoyu)
Arrowhead Mills

20% off

pancake mix
(blue com, buckwheat, multigrain,
oat bran, griddle lite)
Nuts To You,

DELI•MARKET

20% off

(nut butter)
Eden and Eddie Pastas

All health care products

10 am

20% off
20% off

Mexi Snax and

Little Bear com chips

r^Giunh

8:00 pm

$2.49 ea.

Callus" BCTOSSfrom
tbcHsJI"

GENERAL STORE - DENMAN

©osiisi^ss^Rvrces
Denman Island

FAX

' BMOTOCOPIES

Word processinq
; ; - QRAPHICS
PHON6/FRX

335-2731

OP6N 9:30 - 5:30 MON - SflT

3676 D€NMnN RD (RT D6NMRN HRRDIURR6)

General Store &

Jt Cafe on the Rock
POST OFFICE & LIQUOR AGENCY -

- COMMISSIONER OF OATHS OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK ***

Open 7;30am (10am Sun & Holidavs)

DSHMAH HARDWARS

Close 6:30pm, 9pm Fri. & Sat.

335-2400

STORE: 335-2293

HARDWARE • KEYS • RENTALS

BULK CHAIN OIL. FILES, ETC.
HYDRAULIC WOOD SPLITTER FOR RENT
3676 Denman Road

Mon - Sat

9:30 - 5:30

CAFE: 335-2999

Phone orders accepted - Special orders can be arranged
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Reform Tops Denman Poll,
but National Takes Hornby
In an election that left many pels &
pundits scratching their heads, our own
insular microcosm provided some
perplexing stats as well. The Reform
Party drew 117 votes on Denman for
23.1% of the 509 voters, with the

50.4% of the

votes(2.8%) to Natural Law's 11 votes,

vote. The Hornby middle ground was

or 2.2%, proving that while the Beatles

slightly more diverse with Green ahead

may or may not be more popular than
Jesus, Kim Campbell is more popular
than Doug Kenning, at least on Hornby

Denman for a total of

with 96 votes (19.6%), Reform with 78

votes (16%), and Liberal with 64 votes

Island. Oh, yes, the Independent drew 1

Liberals a close second with 105 votes,

(13.5%)bringing up the rear.
Out of the playoffs, at least for this

or 20.6%.

year, were the PC, which scored 24

488 votes cast.

On Hornby, the National

Party polled 123 votes for 25.2% while
the NDP ran closes with 101 votes, for
20.7%.

National, Green (87 each) and NDP
(83 votes) bunched up together on

vote on Hornby, enough for ,2®/o of the

votes on Denman (4.7%) where the

For those who might want to

Natural Law Party managed only 6
votes for 1.1%. On Hornby, it was a
different story, where the PC Party
narrowly avoided the cellar, with 14

compare the 1991 Provincial results with

the 1993 Federal stats, with an eye to
predicting the next election, we offer the
tables below:

1993 Federal Election

Denman:

Party

Total Votes

% of votes

Hornby: Party

Total Votes

% of votes

Reform

117

23.1

National

123

25.2

Liberal
National

105

20.6

NDP

lOI

20.6

87

17.1

Green

96

19.6

Green

87

17.1

Reform

78

16.0

NDP

83

16.3

Liberal

64

13.4

PC

24

4.7

PC

14

2.8

Natural Law

6

1.1

Natural Law

11

2,2

Independent

0

0

Independent

509

100

1

.2

488

100

1991 Provincial Election

Denman: Party
NDP

Liberal
SoCred

Hornby: Party
243
116
45

55.1

NDP

264

67.3

26.2

61

15.6

10.2

Liberal
SoCred

34

8.7

6.3

Green

20

5.1

13

3.3

Green

28

Rhino

9

2.0

Rhino

Independent

1

.2

Independent

442

100

0

0

392

100

Motivations
On
September
21st,
1993,
approximately 80 Denman Islanders
traveled about 160 km across Vancouver

Island to the Clayoquot Peace Camp.
The next morning, about 20% ( 17

islanders) chose to be arrested for
disobeying a court injunction by refusing
to move off the logging road leading to
the Kennedy River Bridge. When 80
members of a community of less than

1000 act in concert, one can only call it a
movement. The following three columns

will hopefully give our readers some
insight into the motivations of our

neighbors regarding their decisions.

- Page 2 -

- Page 3 -

GUEST COLUMNS

Words & Feelings - Darlene H. Lessard

3 Clayoquot Arrestees - Tell Their Tales

patience, the end of our rope at one time

for our earth, the only home we have,
the only home our children will have.

or another during our life. Hearing
about the decision to log most of

adults by the children. There will soon

I think we all reach the end of our

Trials and Tribulations of Being Arrested -RonDobie
I've worked in logging for 15 years

fellow workers to my arrest. We hear
lots of talk about how loggers are angry

and in Clayoquot Sound on and off for
ten years. I am outraged by the

and back the government's decision and

privileged positions we have afforded

the
independent
decision, even
employers, and realize that it's
consciousness raising time for everyone

socially
and
environmentally
irresponsible corporations in the forest

Watch the course of the trials and

industry; access to timber, subsidized

the government and industry reactions
closely; something of an intellectual and

road building, stumpage rates 1/4 to

emotional roller coaster. The thought of

1/10 of those paid by small independent
contractors
who
provide
better

being jailed for 45 days after a 6 week
trial wasn't too appealing, but I could

utilization, more jobs, and a greater tax
benefit to the people of the province, for
access to the timber. Corporations have
achieved these privileged positions
through

successive

questionable

means

governments

rationalize this because when I first

started working in logging 15 years ago,

pay my own room and board. So I came
to think ofthe sentence as a double shift.
I'm also sure accommodations couldnt

for

decades bought into, or been bought
into the system that the corporations
dictated.

Clayoquot Sound is no

exception.

These forests are a very

be any worse than some of the logging
camps I've had the pleasure to know.
Possible inconvenience for my family
for my largely independent decision is a
concern, although I think they can
handle it, and court business offers Max
some on the job training, and children
need a future. After working in West

special limited commodity; it is criminal
to

continue

with

the

destructive

practices and attitudes that have been

used in the past. We are risking our
children's birth right and our children's

Photo hj H. Wright -

children's future if we do not initiate

Rcrt Dobic and Emily Fairbanks at Peace Camp

significant change now.

coast camps for years even 45 days and

would receive for stopping loggers from
going to work. I thought I might be
seen as a traitor, Interestingly, there

To get booked look a morning. For me
as a cross dresser (part of the logging
community as well as part of the
seemingly anti-logging community) it

be

happening. ENOUGH!!!
Fear. ..anger....fiiistration....love...

judgment — these words, these feelings
at the Clayoquot Blockade this fall.

Fear for the future of this planet.
Anger with our politicians and people in
general, but mostly anger with myself
for allowing the destruction to rage
unchecked. Frustration of being one of
the many voices not being heard, of not
knowing how to end the insanity. Love

legal repercussions for their blatant and
video taped inability at following the
guidelines set out for the "new and
improved" logging practices.
How
could I simply sit and write another
letter?

When I'm tired, I wish I could wear

the blinders of complacency and pretend
all is well, and YES, greed should be
allowed to reign, but then I see all those
young faces sitting in judgment and the
blinders fall away.

have been mixed reviews. There have

public relations campaign.

jobs and a healthy sustainable future for
loggers

for

perseverance,

the

I'm

initial

very

thankful
creativity,

for
and

sentencing of 45 days and $1500 plus

seeking commitment of Friends of

fines, expressions of hope, that things
would be lightened up by the time my

Clayoquot Sound and their supporters.
Despite the muddle, misunder
standing and disagreements, I am very
grateful for the democracy we have.

concern for me was the reaction of my

the summer.

VOTE NOVEMBER 20. 1993
Director for Area"A"&

9-1-1 Emergency Services Referendum

X

X

wondering what the implications would

be for my family; wondering if I would
still have a job when it was all over.
There were so many questions and no

clear answers - only a growing sense of
anger and sadness every time I listened

sentencing of the first groups to go to
what our sentences may be. If 1 express
remorse for my actions, and/or plead

home, but we have been told that it only

single-party lines.

story about new blockades and neu

Now, two months later, I have no

I am fortunate to have a sympathetic

regrets. I'm glad I spoke out and very
glad that I did so with other members of
my community.

employer and a co-worker with a
generous heart, who is willing to cover
my shifts while I am away on trial and

9-1-1
Emergency
Services

X

works with touch-tone phones and

The uncertainty i:

difficult for my family to deal with but
know that I have their support.
I

have

had

tremendou.'-

encouragement from friends and family
and my follow arrestees. Every new
arrests gives me courage and reminds
me that I am oitly one of many who have

taken this step. I am proud to have
spoken out.

COLUMN - A VOICE FROM THE BEACH By Hillel Wright
"Clear Cut Issues?"

Clayoquot Sound has become the

Islanders have been arrested and trials

Our community is well known for

finance legal procedures.
Everyone
loves trees, but where does it all lead?
What about support for much needed
youth activities and employment, to cite

have begun and will continue, at least
until spring of '94. Fundraising has

supporting en\nronmentai issues, and the

one example. Just think of the youth
centre $100,000 would buy.

already started and legal costs, travel,

Conservancy has emerged as the major
fundraiser on the island, raising well

childcare and fines will, for some time

over $100,000 to purchase land or to

biggest regional issue of the day, and
perhaps on Denman as well.
22

Most seemed to respect

BRETT.
Morion

trial, I have given up on trying to predict

the

was denying the evidence and simply
obeying the directives of an asocial
bottom line corporation.
The afternoon of my arrest I was
back at work at my logging job. A great

had been turned back by the blockade
while making a delivery there earlier in

agonizing over this decision, wondering
if this was a wise or crazy thing to do,

possibly in jail, but there will still be a
loss of wages.
If I am imprisoned I will miss my
children terribly, and I know that will be
the hardest part of all. We are hoping
that electronic monitoring will be
possible so that we can all be together at

peace

bewilderment that another government

trial came up, from a truck driver who

away from my family at that time. After
weeks of carefully following the

sound.

sentence will be harsher.

change", that things have been unfairly
balanced on the sides ofthe corporations
after

28 and I do not know how long I will be

I had spent the summer

the Kennedy River Bridge in Clayoquot

me to speak out in this way.

significant change in forestry to create

and

There is still much uncertainty about

the future. We go to trial on February

growing belief that it was necessary for

understanding that "things have to

decades,

In the early hours of September 22, I
was arrested along with a number of
other Denman Islanders, for blockading

The Reid poll shows over a million
people in this province opposed to the
government position on Clayoquot
despite huge Mac-Blo and government

My stand was for

and

Clayoquot Arrestee: 2 months later - Anne Fairbanks

to the news from Clayoquot and a

against the other.

MARTIN.
Carol

couldn't

place.

was difficult to celebrate on one side

children

simply

offering for the gifts this area has given
me and promises to give throughout the
future: a very beautiful, magical, healing

been some cold shoulders, sneers,
disbelief from
some, but
also

our

us and ask "Why did you let this
happen?" "What action did you take to
stop this?"
Logging practices must change if we
are to have the tomorrows, our very
existence is at risk. My heart goes out
to all the loggers and their families as
I'm sure they must be experiencing
incredible fear at the thought of the
changes ahead for them. They will need
help to bridge this period oftransition.
While "knowing minds" were
arguing the future of this forest, the

this

guilty of contempt of court (not possible
- the B.C. Supreme Court was the last
thing on my mind that cold September
morning) my sentence may be lighter. If
I plead innocent as I intend to and refuse
to apologize to the court (for what?) my

$2000 seems a relatively small, easy

I was concerned about what reactions 1

To get arrested took a few minutes.

and

be a time when our children will turn to

despair,

I worked 21 day shifts and I'd have to

and

have

Clayoquot Sound, I felt such utter

were the motivators for me to risk arrest

in the industry.

Will there be a home? Judgment of the

Mac-Blo money machines were legalh
allowed to destroy a part of my
children's future. Not only were they
given permission, there have been no

ahead, be real concerns for many of our
residents, both arrestees and their friends
and families.

Art Duhame, who writes the "On
Balance"
(cont'd page 4)

the NORTH ISLAND NEWS is not

- Page 4 simply altruism and consensus or are
there alternate political agendas, as well

usually one of my favorite writers. Most

as dissent below the surface?

of his columns simply spout the SHARE

largely

community responsible for bailing out
those who stage-managed a very serious

underwritten by big logging companies
like MacBlo. But Art came fairly close
to the mark recently when he suggested
that some Clayoquot organizers may

piece of street (or in this case, road)
theatre? Should the ND? government,
which in its two years in office has
legalized
midwifery,
saved
the

have
maneuvered
well-intentioned
citizens to the blockades and thence to

Tatshenshini Wilderness and initiated $1

(or pro-logging company) column in

philosophy,

which

is

the courts, in order to enhance their
public profiles as leaders, or thdr status

million fines for forest policy violators,
continue to be villainized by its former
supporters?

in the ecology movement.

The

Is the solidarity one often notices at

local "Friends of Friends" meetings

Is the

local

Page 5 this writer, needs to give up their tight
control of the means and methods of

Letterbox

protest. The circle needs to be opened
up to all shades of opinion and more
forms of dissent. The operative word in
this important process is not expediency,
but respect ... respect for the trees,
respect for the people, respect for the
community. To this writer, polarization
("Us & Them") is an even greater threat

toward a richer island life for all.

to

Paul LeBaron

the

environment

than

clear-cut

logging.

Now you know

I like your reporting of the allcandidates meeting and your editorial,
but would like to see your name

of Friends"

leadership, while undeniably working for
a good and just cause, in the opinion of

blockade at the Kennedy River Bridge
and has been a supporter of the Friends
of Clayoquot Sound since 1985.

for

the

"news

paper"

(TIDELINE) can contribute in many

included in further issues.

Thank you for your contribution

Denman Island B.C.

For the record, this writer was on the
"Friends

ways.

returning to the ocean. The problem is
over fishing and in particular the net
fishery off the mouth of Fillongley

group

Include Me

This is such an important idea, I
want you to know you have my support

All the best!

Creek.

David Webber
Denman Island B.C.

We need a greater set-back at the
mouth of Fillongley Creek but Federal
Fisheries ignore our repeated requests. It

Smells Fishy

seem that the demise of small streams

As we enter into the winter season

are low on the list of priorities when it

part of the ritual is the gill net fishery
(for Chum salmon)in Lambert Channel.

comes to the "show boat" fishery like

the Big Qualicum Hatchery salmon run.
And round and round it goes and
where it stops everybody knows.

Denman Island has had a Salmon

in anything that I can do to be helpful.
If you have a small "community

Enhancement program for ten years,

group" to help out please feel free to

with limited success. Yes we have a

David Fairbaim

good environment for Coho Salmon in
Fillongley Creek and the fiy are

Denman Island B.C.

Editorial

include me in it. I believe, a support

"Who We Are"

Press Release - Atlantic Salmon Watch

Thanks to all those who responded
in print or in person to the first edition
of 1lUELINE. Yes, we are coming out

no doubt, allow subjective statements to
appear in print. This writer was a Green

YORK TIMES as models rather than
modem tabloids like THE PROVINCE

Rhino candidate for MLA in 1991 and

or community advertisers like THE

gathering tactic in V.l #1. Our intent
was to provoke response to the job the

posted both Green and NDP lawn signs
in 1993. Gofigure.
Opimon, however, is something we'd
rather leave to you, the readers and

fluff or photos in TIDELINE. Do send
us political cartoons, social critic

paper did, and was doing, rather than to

residents of Denman Island.

the people responsible for the job.
One reader thought the words

often heard that the "Letters to the

of the closet and forsaking anonynuty,
which

we

used

as

an

information

"although not surprisingly" regarding the
conspicuous absence of Reform's Bill
Gilmour at the Denman All Candidates

WeVe

Editor" pages are the ones most read in
most papers, and we encourage and
support all opinions, corrections and
information that you, the readers, send

GRAPEVINE. So don't look for lots of

comics, press releases, community
calendar updates, guest columns, and
especially, letters. A free book or
literary journal will be awarded for the

In 1991 the Federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, in conjunction
with the Provincial Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food began a

A program such as this is dependent
upon the assistance of individuals
already in the field. Please report all
sightings and captures of Atlantic

program to monitor Atlantic salmon in

salmon in B.C. waters.

the waters of B.C. The Atlantic Watch

Atlantic salmon resemble Pacific
salmon but differ in a number of ways.

program is a monitoring program to
determine the abundance and range of

best news tip of the month, and for the

salmon escape from private aquaculture

best guest column. Write to:

facilities along the B.C. coast. The

betrayed a lack ofobjectivity.
Well, perhaps, but objectivity is
largely a myth as regarding journalism,

us, as space allows.

Site #50, Comp.#10

program enlists the help of federal and
provincial fisheries workers to report

Our policy is to provide real news
and good reporting. We take THE

Denman Island, B.C. VOR ITO

occurrences of Atlantic salmon, in

and we at TIDELINE will occasionally.

GLOBE AND MAIL and THE NEW

TIDELINE

Extinction or Sustainability?
On the 13th of April, 1993 the B.C.

largest remaining block of lowland

at TIDELINE would like to hear their

ancient temperate rainforest. Hence,

comments. Write to:

ofthe 260,000 hectare Clayoquot Sound
would eventually be clearcut. It is felt
by fourty-one percent ( recent Angus
Reid poll)ofthe population ofB.C. that

protests and blockades occured and
subsequent arrests were made, by those
expressing their opposition.
What of the fifty-nine percent that
support the governments decision? We

this decision will destroy the world's

TIDELEW
IS PUBLISHED THE THIRD
WEEH OF EACH MONTH
NEXT ISSUE DEC. 15

w

(Recycled paper)

TIDELINE

bronze background and can become
much more numerous( 10-20 ). Other

Pacific Biological Station

ditinguishing features include; relativly
large scales, x shaped black spots on the
back ,8-10 anal rays and usually worn

Phone 756-7000

LARGE BLACK SPOTS
ON

REPORTAGE:
HILLEL WRIGHT
235-1051

LAyOUT3 DESIGN:
WESMICHIN

TVPESEUING:
GLORIA MICHIN

PRINTING:
DENMAN ISLAND
BUSINESS SERVICES

Contact: Andy Thomson
NanaimoB.C. V9R5K6
Fax 756- 7053

(Salmo salar)

Denman Island, B.C. VOR ITO

ADVERTIZING:
WESMICHIN
335-0778

captured and kept frozen until delivery
to the Pacific Biological Station C2in be
arranged.

ATLANTIC SALMON

Site #10, Comp.#12

EDITORIAL
HILLEL WRIGHT
WESMICHIN

It would be appreciated if any
encountered Atlantic salmon could be

the fish matures and enters the river the
spots become reddish on a green to

salmon.

government announced that two-thirds

colouration. Atlantic salmon, unlike
Pacific salmon, are repeat spawners.

diameter)on the gill cover. In an adult
fish these spots are black on a silver
background and usually number 2-4. As

addition fisherman, both commercial and
sport, and fish processors are asked to
cooperate and report catches of Atlantic

Mature males aquire a kype or hook on
their lower jaw as the fish enter fi"esh
water, both sexes become darker in
colour taking on a bronze to green

The most distinguishing feature is a
number of large spots ( 0.5-1cm in

Atlantic salmon in B.C. waters. Atlantic

or rounded dorsal and tail fins from the
abrasive action ofthe net pens.

LARGE BLACK SPOTS
ON GILL COVER

SLENDER CAUDAL

PEDUNCLE

LARGE SCALES

8-11 ANAL
FIN RAYS

NO SPOTS
ON TAIL
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COMMUNITY NEWS
* Penman Islancl Ski Club - If you are interested in ^roup ski trips, discount lift tickets, car pooling to Mt. Washington and free ski
instruction call Pennis Srady at 335-C561.

* Penman Island Sc^uash Club - If you are interested in playing sc^uash this winter from Pecember 1, 1993 to April 1, 1994 contact Wes
Michin at 335-077S> for details.

'
Library Notes - Once again, the library will be conducting a BOOK. SALE in conjunction with the Craft Faire on Pecember 4th & 5th. in
addition to the many paperbacks, we have a large number of hard cover books, some suitable for gifts.
Ross Westergaard. auther of Midshipman Kirk, has offered to teach " Writing and Marketing Articles and Short Stories". This is the

same course he previously taught at North Island College, but he is offering it here for only a loony a lesson, and the loony goes to the
library. The classes are scheduled to begin in February. If you are interested call 335-10B7.

NEW BE01N]\1]^G
HAIR !§;TIID10
* For the whole family *
Qualia & Qoldwell hair care products

pQciois * flnti fige Treatments
Full Bodi,; LUoxing * Monicures * Pedicures
Make-up * €or Piercing * lash S Sroiu Tinting

( sold in bulk )

- veflR FND SPeClflL -

Ask about Christmas perm specials
Appointments call 535 -1600

Lymphatic Drainoge Massage 1 1\2 Mrs. $40.00
Gift Vouchers Rvoilable

* Blackberry Lane Preschool - The preschool year has begun once again. This year we've gone through c^uite a few changes. We are still c
co-operative in that the parents maintain the prescchool and fundraise, but this year we dispensed with participation days and hired an

Jackie Telep

2976 Northwest Rd.
Denman is!. B.C.

assistant teacher, Netty deVilliers. On November 25th we are having an orientation/potluck supper for all the preschool parents. It

( Behind the Genera! Store )

VOR ITO

Marcelle Durville
Licenced Esthetician

Tel;(604)335-1446

should be an informative and enjoyable event. At our monthly meetings we are viewing the Barbara Coloroso video, which is a humorous,

no-nonsense look at parenting. Our next meeting is Pecember 2nd 1993 at 7:00 p.m. Freschools days this year are Mon., Wed., and Fri.
from 9:00 to 12:00. For more information call 335-0201 or 335-I403, president Heather Monks.

COMMUNITY HALL CALENDER
Saturday November 20 RECYCLING PAY -10:00 am -12:00 pm, in front of the Hall.
Monday November22
I5LANP6 TRUST - Public Hearing 7:30 pm.
Friday November 26
TIBET IS NEAR -10 Tibetan Monks, performing multiphonic intonation $12, 7:30 pm
Thursday Pecember 2
Beyond the Looking Glass's production of TALLEY'S FOLLEY. This "no-holds-barred romantic story " stars
Kymme Patrick and Michael Armstrong. Adult theatre, tickets are $10 and $B for seniors & students, B:00pm.
Saturday December 4&
Sunday Pecember 5

Penmans 11th annual Christmas Craft Faire.

Friday Pecember 10

Pance to the HOCKEY MOMS,tickets $5 Students.$7 Members & $B Non-members,9:00 pm.

* CHILD CflRC *
In caring, sharing household
5 days / weeK
Monday - Friday

Will be offering a Basic Bookkeeping Course
December 2,6, & 9

Time 7 - 9 PM

Maximum 3 per class

Cost $50.00

8:50 AM - 6:00 FM

Ages 0-12 Yrs.

Sylvie Marcil

FOR MORE INFORMATION PHONE 335-0981

3336 Lake Rd.
335-0457

Saturday Pecember 11 &

Sunday Pecember 12

REP CEPAR CIRCLE - By donation, 10:00 am - ?

33S-o:^JS

Wednesday Pecember 15 Penman Island Elementary School - CHRISTMAS CONCERT,6:30 pm.
Saturday Pecember IB

HARMONIA MUNPI - Singing in the Light, Songs for the Season $6 Adults,$3 Students & Kids under 12 free.

Sunday Pecember 19

OLPE TYME CHRISTMAS PARTY - Starts at 3:00 pm. with Christmas tree decorating.

RUMPLESTEELSKIN

1

J

mmmm pmm Bsmrn
vmmskw Mmw.j m
mmmmm mmt

DCNMRN ISLRND
BUSIN6SS SeRVICCS

Friday Nov. 1 9

FAX
PHOTOCOPIES

GENERAL STORE - DENMAN

WORD PROCESSINQ
QRAPHfCS
PHONe/FnX
IF

TICkETS Teene

?S

Won-mGmbere $10

ALCOHOL
PLEASE

335-2731

OPeN 9:30 - 5:30 MON - SflT
3676 DCNMflN RD (RT D€NMflN HRRDUURR€)

FOR SALE: SEGA GENESIS MACHINE PLUS 4 GAMES

At the HALL

ft

Denmanlsland

P®6

GeneraIStore &

Cafe on the Rock

- POST OFFICE & LIQUOR AGENCY - COMMISSIONER OF OATHS -

*** OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK ***

DEMMA\M HaWMRE

Turtle Shell
Secondhand

335-2400
DENMAN

& Consignment

FAMILY HAIR DESIGN

irs:

335-1547
5 PM

(Behind the General Store)

Open 7:30am daily(10am Sun / Hoi)
Close 7:30pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)

HARDWARE • KEYS • RENTALS

CAFE: 335-2999

WINTERIZING SUPPLIES - CAULKING, WEATHERSTRIPPING

Open 7:30am daily(10am Sun I Hoi)

BULK CHAIN OIL. FILES. ETC.
HYDRAULIC WOOD SPLITTER FOR RENT

Close 7pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6;30pm Sun)

- SPECIAL ORDERS -

Sandy Shaffer
3590 Northwest Road
Denman Isl. B.C. VOR 1T0

STORE: 335-2293

335-0155

3676 Denman Rood

Mon • Sat

9:30 - 5:30

Phone orders accepted - Special orders can be arranged

•BUCkERFfELDS

GLEN'S
it

a

VIDEO
HITS

DEL!MEATS S CHEESES

, Sug)rise ^

*ALL BODY CARE PRODUCTS - 25% Off

N6w Relsas©
Contest
Pick the right movie
Win " big time"

K

I
a
0

s

'
GROCERIES

*BEVERAGE SALE

*STASH TEAS

Reed's Ginger Brew - $.99

Now only - $2.99

China Cola - $.99
^MICHELLE'S PASTA

Special - $1.99

"REGULAR MOVIE" SPECIAL

TI-BARS

This week only - $3.79
MOkgNUNWEILER FLOUR

Five (5) Movies

Reduced to - $7.50
*50ml BIO PHARMA
ECHINACEA

Five (5) Days
$5.00

I
S

Best price anywhere - $9.99

R
R

SUPPORT
LOWERING
PRICES

DELI•MARKET

AUTOMOTIVE
SPECIALS

1

- Coming Soon *No more freight charges

i

*Direct Buckerfields

'Window Washer

delivery to Kaleidoscope

4L - $2.49

*lncreased inventory

*Window Wiper

will be available

Open 10 am - 8 pnn

*Call us now with ail your

On Denman across from the Hall
Call us!! 335-0451

FEED NEEDS

1
s
is

Blades - $5.79
*Antifreeze

4L-$5.99

>1

* WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD S DIRECT PAYMENT CARDS

"Carols, Advertising,Posters, Announcements b' b' b-OTIb

m> mio

* Now Open *
DENMAN - HORNBY

GLA
3632 East Road

Denman Island B.C.
335-0561

Serving both Islands with o
complete mobile gloss service

* Picture gloss
* Plate glass
* Thermal units

7th Annual

CHRISTMAS HALF PRICE SALE
EVERYTHING 50% OFF
Until December 25th

Come early for best selection

* Mirrors

* Storm windows
* New construction

Aluminum 8c Vinyl
Call for a free estimate
3632 East Road
Denman Island B.C.
335-1576

TI
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Olde Tyme Christmas Party - Ale. l. Barker

SuNdAy DECEMbER 19Th

For the last decade Mike and Diane Comeau, our local General store
owners, have hosted the annual Christmas Dinner on Denman Island. To

f p.M. TO 9

06de

find out how it started and other such questions I interviewed them.

Ji

Q: When was the first dinner?

A: About nine years ago(1984 or 85).
Q; Who's idea was it?

A: It was mine (Mikes). "It's a seasonal tradition in many areas."
Q; How did you get the idea?

A: From "His Agape Love".
Q: Who were guests at the first dinner?
A; Mostly single people or single parent families and those with no
families nearby.

Q; Why did the dinner move from the cafe to the Community Hall in
1990.

A; We ran out ofroom in the cafe.

Q: How many people were in attendance at the 1992 dinner?
A: Approximately 600-700 and approximately 12 meals taken out to shutins.

Q; Do you have any new plans for this year?
A: More food, more volunteers and more flin.

Please Join Us and help make this
a real Community Party

The Christmas Dinner is one of the many traditions found on Denman

Island. Thank you for reading this and have a Merry Christmas!

n

Shango tha Aftican god, pafton of fite, thunder,
lightning and ownar of the drums, is {>ersonified in
this ensemble featuring infectiously rhythmic
rhumbas, comparsas and congas, adding to these
elements a strong salsa beat, the signature
horn section, and a touch of fazz.

The result is a unique danceable music that can
easily be enjoyed by all. £hango Asho is a versatile,
multi-cultural ensemble with members from

Columbia, Venezuela, Nicaragua, Chile and Canada.

DIRC2 - presents
December 21,1DD2, at 9pm

QHAMeO A2HE

Costume, Masquerade or Porma! Dress
'Prizes for best Dress-up*
The famous Carmen Meranda's will be serving
hots d'oeuvres while doing the cha-cha.
Ticket price of $15.00 Includes hors d'oeuvres and
champagne. Tickets are available at both stores.
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A CHRISTMAS STORY

GUEST COLUMNS

The Christmas Lights - J.M. de Vries-Kollee

Country Woman (wanderings & wonderings)- Roberta Dedoming
"Well, I don't think we are going to
have a Christmas tree this year," Papa

Christmasy.

says.

even the biggest one and she can't

"Why do you say that Papa?" Anne
asks, worried.

explain why it has to be this tree. She

situation has become critical. Papa taps
a few lights and switches some more

only knows, it is the one she is going to

around.

"Oh, your mother does not like the
needles in her carpet and all that other

take home.

Yet, she sees the most

beautiful one, in an instant.

It is not

Papa never swears. "Dam" is the
worst he will say. Anne knows, the

"Okay, plug them in," he says,

fuss around it."
"You better leave me out of this

In the office, clouded thickly with
smoke, she finds the two men. They are
heavy into discussion. To Anne, it

says.

John," Mama calls from the living room,
where she is reading one of her

seems time has stopped. It wouldn't
surprise her, if they had picked up the

eyes then. A miracle has happened.

magazines. "And don't make her all

same conversation from last year! She

excited!"

keeps standing in the doorway, not
really knowing what to do. Finally Papa

Papa gets up then and goes into the

hallway. In a minute he is back, wearing
his coat.

"Are you coming Anne, or what?"

Anne runs to get her coat. Laughing

with relief she says, "You were just
kidding, weren't you Papa?"
Papa only smiles.
Every year they buy their special tree

at the same place. Papa knows the
owner, Mr. Peters. At one time, he was

just a drunkard. In and out of prison all
the time. Papa used to book him, let
him sleep it off in jail and drive him
home the next morning. Mr. Peters
really respects Papa, Anne can tell.
Every year he comes running, as soon as
he sees them, smiling wide, behind his
gray mustache. He always calls Papa

"chief, even though Papa is a police
sergeant.

"Hello chief! Christmas here again."
"How are you Max? Yes the year

just about gone by."
"Well, I am fine, can't complain sir.
And is this Anne, your little gjrl? My,
my, you have grown into a young lady!"
"Thank you Mr. Peters."
Anne remembers again, why she

likes him so much. He always makes
her feel so good.
"You go ahead then, little lady. Get
the biggest one you can find, while I
take the chiefinto the office."

Anne walks among the rows oftrees.

They are all beautiful. They all smell so

without much conviction.

Anne, her eyes closed, does as he
"Ha!" is all she hears. She opens her

Now the arguing will start, she
knows. Papa wants to pay for the tree

The floor is the background to the
prettiest picture in the world.
There they are, the fir-cones,
snowmen, candles, santas, all beaming
their tiny light, into Anne's happy face.
"Oh Papa, it is magic!"
Papa smiles a bit now.

and Mr. Peters doesn't want to hear a

"I am always amazed, these things

notices her.

"Ah, Anne."

word about it. It always ends, with
Papa laying the money on the desk,
beside the door.

When they leave, Mr. Peters pushes
a couple of cigars into Papa's pocket.
Kissing Anne on the forehead, he gives

light up after all," he says.

The lights used to belong to Anne's
grandparents. They gave them to Papa
when he got married.

"I will put the lights in, while you
hold on to the tree Anne."

How can I be writing a column called
Country Woman? Sure, I've lived here

on Denman for nearly 24 years but I am
from The Big Apple (which is, as you
may know, roughly the same size as
Denman Island! Talk about scary.) The
REAL country women have been in the
country since their own childhoods,

right? So here 1 sit, feeling like a
displaced and under qualified urban
impostor.
What is it that sets country women
apart from city women? Like myself,
many Denman Island women are of
(sub)urban background, part ofthe trend
that began in the mid-late 1960's, the
movement toward the land that reversed

the long time tsunami of people moving
from the country into the cities for
financial stability and security. Many in
the 1960's (70's, 80's, 90's) were (are)

country-bound to find those qualities of
life that had been lost in the city and
suburban squeeze, those values that need

quite), artistically creative and politically
sophisticated. (Of course there are
women country bom and bred who

we want to cultivate, we can at the same

time open in peace and privacy and

environment.

those urbane interests and attitudes that

meditative awareness to the sense of

Speaking of cities, driving home

wonder and earth-belonging that has
always been a part of the rural
experience.
Or can we? During the past several
years, I have feared that it has become
more difficult to maintain a healthy

from work one day toward evening, 1

balance at this buffet of choice.

The

issues that have arisen as our population
expands and fear is bom have altered our
psycho-sociological
landscape
as
dramatically as any earthquake. This
people-tide has washed up onto our

clean air and water, trees and self

candies in her hand, Mr. Peters' cigar

His face is relaxed however, and in his

smoke all over her, Anne knows

eyes, the Christmas lights, throw tiny

reliance in order to emerge. Maybe at
the time we didn't know exactly what we

Christmas will really come.
At home. Papa takes the Christmas

stars.

were looking for, but we were quite

beaches what appears to be a welcome
wagon load of rigidifying positionality
that constructs a paradox when
juxtaposed to the magical and awe

Right away Anne's hands become

certain we couldn't find it in downtown

inspiring movements of the ocean tides,

lights out of the box. He puts them all
together. There they are, a long lifeless
string, on the carpeted floor. None of

sticky, from hanging on to the tree.
The branches try to touch her face
and get into her hair. It is all part of

Manhattan with the police breathing
down our necks for opposing a war that
has finally been acknowledged as a

the moon, the breath of the seasons.

her sisters, or even Mama are around,
because now comes the painful part.

Christmas and her heart fills with such

travesty.

joy! When Papa has to kneel down,

As a consequence, many women in
this neck of the woods are variously
highly
educated,
professionally
successful, computer literate (a fax

of good and evil (Good is us. Evil is
them) and we are cast out into the real

Anne makes a shocking discovery.

Papa plugs the lights in and nothing
happens. A feeling of panic rides up

Looking on the top of his head, she sees

into Anne's throat.

a tiny bald spot.

"What if...what

if...this year they won't work?" She
steps to the side. Staying out of Papa's
way. is very important now, because she
knows he will get excited about nothing.
Papa switches some lights around.

"Papa's hair is falling out," it flashes
through her mind. "My Papa is getting

Denman Island apple of the knowledge

world. This process repeats endlessly (as
circumstances change our lives) and
seems to call forth a hefty portion of
Taoist mindflilness and the respect

updated, upbeat, uptown traffic report
from Vancouver. Apparently, it was a

particularly difficult rush and tear day in
the Big Puddle ~ lots of traffic jams and
MVA's. Looking out of my car window
were potholes a'plenty but not another
vehicle in sight. At that moment a family
of deer meandered across the road.

Within the time span of a deep breath of
gratitude, I realized that I surely feel
myself to be an authentic country
dweller.

I

am

not

sure

Anne does, but the lights lay there, still a

these

woman, but as of today Denman Island
is (still) the country, I am certainly still
here, have been for some time and,
hopefully, shall continue to be for some
time to come. There is nowhere else in
the entire world that I would rather be.

Maybe that is all the credential I need.

Christmas is forgotten, so are the
mouth. The tree drops. Before Papa

whether

wonderings and wanderings are enough
to rate me as a bona fide country

tree and the lights. Her hands fly to her

can say "dam" again, Anne asks, in a
quavering voice, "Are you going to die

"I should have thrown this whole
dam lot out. And the tree? Who needs

Paradise lost? We have eaten the fresh

tumed left onto Lake road off Yule
Road and heard on the car radio an

old!"

"Plug them in again," he tells her.
defunct chain.

machine in every chicken coop? not

Hillel Wright). If this mindful respect is
not our priority, these processes may
become personally and spiritually
exhausting and communally divisive,
hurtling us back into a Manhattan of the
mind and heart while, ironically, on the
physical plane we might perhaps even
successfully preserve our cherished mral

embody these qualities as well.) Perhaps
it is a distinguishing feature of our lives
that here exists the possibility of
embracing all that is best from both the
urban and the rural universes. Choosing

Papa looks very busy all of a sudden.

her some Christmas candy. With those

spoken ofin last issue's column(A Voice
from the Beach, "Clearcut Issues" by

soon Papa?"

a tree?"

From the staff at...
Men
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CIdyOqUOt - Robbie Newton
I want to start by thanking Hillel and
Wes for having the nerve to once more

end

try a community newspaper. It isn't
trivial to put oneself forward into the

environmentalists against loggers. It's a

centre of such an effort.

Editorial

government which has made the bad

comments for example, are not likely to

These are our lives which we trip over

moves not the loggers, even M&B are
only playing out the role that the
government has set them up for.
The Save Clayoquot movement has

with our words. And I put the 'we' in
there because I don't plan to sit on the

the creation of martyrs.

receive the light dismissal that they
generate elsewhere. This is home turf.

sidelines and mutter to myself or my safe
friends.

Hillel trod on just such delicate
grounds

with

his

comments

on

Clayoquot. If there ever was an issue
that I agree on, it is the need for the
protection and restoration of our forests.

Yet in the whole saga over Clayoquot,
not just this year's campaign, I find little
to agree with. We have a government

that just wants to bully its solution
through. We have a house full of NDP

MLAs, elected by us to represent us,
who have, each and every one, kept their
mouths shut even though there are polls
which show that 50%

of those who

elected them oppose the government's
position. How can you have democratic
government

when

your

own

result

is

confrontation
wrong

headed

confrontation,

which

has

contest.

a

pitted
It's

the

another, for me, unpalatable aspect to it,
The grand
gesture of personal sacrifice has always
been suspect in my books. I can salute it

sides.
I have yet to hear anyone
welcome the idea of the land being
returned to the Nu Chu Nalth Nation. I
have heard it talked about as a political

possibility, as something that might
happen or even as something that ought
to happen. But where is the sense that
these people are the legitimate owners of
this land? Where is the sense that it is

as an honest and courageous act, I can

these people who have to be convinced
to protect these forests for all our

salute the person for their faith and

futures?

generosity. Perhaps if those 800 acts of

It is the same story all over. They

civil disobedience had taken place in

get good press. Politically, people are
now kow-towing to the notion of native
self government but when it comes down
to acting, heel dragging and distrust

front of the legislature with the
government as their clear target, I could

have given them my open hearted
support. As it is, they simply changed
the focus of the conflict to another

become the dominant tactics. Returning

appeared to be uniformly respectful of

side of the case because their personal
political careers might suffer.

the process and the persons of the law.

The acts ofcontempt were only technical
gestures. There is no good reason for

should start from that position and if you

personally feel that you cannot trust
them to act honourably and responsibly,

maybe you should go back and question
your own level of racism.

Isn't it

be made available for the playing of
politics; not by governments, nor

extraordinary that much older and more
serious agreements with native people

of dollars that they were selling if for

corporations, nor individuals.

can be repeatedly walked over, yet we
are bound to honour an agreement with

forest resources being depleted at an

and

unrecoverable rate, they are being sold at
a twenty year old devalued price.
movement is remarkable. I have to call

Considering the issue, their role has been
extraordinarily fuzzy.
If there is
anything clear in my mind it is that the
whole of Clayoquot area should be

it a movement because its massive

returned to them.

All of the native

impact is the result of a very broad

made by its thieves. If you buy a stolen

peoples of B.C. are due to have lands

car, should the owner have to pay off

groundswell

small

returned to them on a massive scale and

your losses to get the car back?

In that respect I feel

buoyed by it. But however peaceful and

an unspoiled Clayoquot should be first
among those areas to go back to them.

peoples appears to be fuzzy. Maybe

respectful these people have been, the

It is due and overdue.

In some respects the Save Clayoquot

of individual and

group efforts.

Coming Home-TimWees
What drew over 800 people to take a

The second

blow came

when

I

stand and be arrested at the Keruiedy

experienced the circle. My old friend,

Bridge this past summer?

ego, was devastated by the goodwill
emanating from the human family that

I went there with the intention of

NOT being arrested. I was skeptical.
The first blow to my skeptical self,
was that the people at the Clayoquot

Peace Camp were presenting REAL
alternatives

and

had

documented

a company that by now owes us all such
a vast debt of renewal that it is far

beyond any resources they can hope to
offer in return? Besides why should a

piece of stolen land be stuck with a debt

evidence and personal testimony

lived around the circle. All the folks had

come home. Everyone who sat around
the circle wore camp clothes, blurring
and disappearing the normal distinctions
of social standing. We were as one, in

presented a proposal from the circle and
then asked for dissent.

That is right. The first request was
not for agreement. It was for dissent.
Dissent could be a question of

clarification. It could be an objection
without any intention to stop the action.
And anyone who felt so compelled could

block an action. If anyone said, "No,"
the proposal before the circle was
vetoed. The person who blocked a

It is saddening that those of us who
were arrested at the Kennedy Bridge do

able to sell lumber for the same number

Nation.

need to get off.

uncomfortable truths about ourselves,

to M&B in the past.

Nalth

someone else's power. It's a rat race we

some

Courts should not allow themselves to

Chu

becomes

everyone's interest, including the forest.

it upon themselves to repeat the gesture.

Nu

success

It is possible to grow hemp and
attendant crops on the prairies and let
our insatiable appetite for paper

I have no doubt that this government

the

and

to stand as a veto.

is going through extreme pangs about
the cutting rights that have been granted

Lastly there are the native peoples

into supporting it as a truth while they
subvert their own principles. Truths

success,

circles of over 200 people. We fought

the courts to have been offended by

Not only are our

Identified with the pulling down of

to have small wood lots practicing real
eco-forestry, developed and planned in

those acts except where individuals took

twenty years ago?

underlying sad truth and environmental
and peace activists have been co-opted

It is contradictory and patronizing to
hold to the idea of giving the land back

the logging companies to eliminate their

say for companies who seem proud to be

to

negotiated.

their unions who have contracted with

own jobs so that the few who are left
can take home more pay? What can you

promotes confrontation as the only route

defeat and wimp off. That is I think the

It is possible to have a completely
revitalized forestry policy. It is possible

with protective strings attached. It is
theirs, period. Negotiations with them

The behaviour of arrestees

dealing with conflict. Maybe it would
have been different if they had been
given the kind of assertive support that
the Save Clayoquot movement has
poured into achieving its own goals.

only remain truths while we continue to
give them support.
Confrontation

everybody.
Around that campfire, people were
completing circles of consensus, and all

role.

They could easily have refused to be

Maybe it's part of the native concept of

I think in the end the truth is that it's

all power politics and you play it to win,
the way winners play, or acknowledge

in

Clayoquot to the native peoples is
central to any resolution. Without it the
area's long term future cannot be finally

drawn in.

that's the kind of media reporting they
get. Maybe they have weak leadership.

consensus, that this world can work for

irrelevant place, the courts.
The performance of the courts has
been worse than anything that I
anticipated.
They have allowed
themselves to be co-opted into a political

representatives refuse to present your

What can you say for the loggers and

I can't help but feel that there is a fair
degree of inherent racism below the
surface of the Clayoquot issue, from all

support oftheir assertions.

were satisfied with the result.
real battles.

We

We had

heard

some

proposal would be expected to offer an
explanation and an alternative, but
neither had to be acceptable for the "No"

but we did not go to bed until we were

not have a circle that includes our

in consensus. This was real.

If the forest were not the source of pulp,

circle safe.

Our commitment to end

government and the forestry companies
and where we have the right to offer our
dissent. We would say "No" to what is

there would be no need to clear-cut. We

clear-cutting gave us urgency. The open
and ritualized way dissent was requested

happening. We do have a thorough
explanation for our stand. We do have

consume REALLY renewable resources.

could have a clear shot at recovering our

forests as a nurturing partner in our
future, and, in the doing, put the prairie
farmers back in the financial black.

The rule of non-violence made the

made it all work.

alternatives to the way we do business in

The feather was passed around the
circle, and everyone spoke freely. The

our forest now.

But is there anyone who will listen?

facilitator of the circle formulated and

HARMONIA MUNDI
Presents

As I said the role of the native

(Cont'd page 5)

Songs for the Season
Saturday, December 18tb, at 8pm
Denraari Island Community Hall
$6 Adults, $3 Students
& Cliildren under 12 free

T'Tll
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Editorial

GOING MY WAY - David Webber

If you're one of these "commuters"
who looks at their watch and says, "It
might be close, but I think I'll make the
Ferry!" Makes it on time, but doesn't
make it on!! I know the feeling. Ooh,
that can be a "Kodak moment".

That seems to be the story for many
of us on the 5:00 PM these days and it

makes one wonder..."Is something
changing?" It's not the summer. There's
not a lot of tourists around.

happening?

What's

Are there more people

commuting to work these days? Or are

there just more people living on Denman
Island now? Maybe there are more
people living on Hornby Island? There's
one thing for sure — many commuters

are finding "the old last minute rush" Just
isn't cutting it any more.
Now this isn't totally bad. The store
at Buckley Bay must be increasing its
sales ofcoffee and snack food. Their gas
sales must be busier (if you can imagine
that), even though that takes away from
local Island business and that probably
isn't going over that well.
Are we being inconvenienced too
much by waiting at the dock of the Bay
one more hour? Probably not! This is
where you catch up on your reading, do
your homework or talk to the
neighbours. It could be for the creative
thinker the quiet peaceful time for
finding the missing piece to the creative

puzzle. As the weather gets wetter and
colder our opinions may vary a little,
but as I see it, as long as it doesn't
happen every day it could even be the

One given

in

starting

a

small

The

did my job.

reporter tries

and

objective and to flatly record the facts;

arrestees, had positive things to say

favourite music and miss the 5:00 PM

the paper, and the columnist has a

about the column, especially concerning
my assessment of the "Us & Them"

turns out that there was less hostility and
more support than I had dared hope for.

with a smile!

Aifter all, why did we

move to the Island?

It wasn't for the

be impartial

And those who have always ostracized

me don't seem to be ostracizing me

a much smaller number, had a negative

much more than usual.

increased dog population, the crowded
neighbourhood rental situation, or the

consciousness.

sudden rash of break-ins and thefts.

Relax!! You may need that extra hour
of peace and quiet before you get home.

the

community

One arrestee said he was

Whatever your opinion, TIDELINE

VOICE FROM THE BEACH "Clear

offended by the column but declined to

wants to hear fi-om you. Got something

Cut Issues?) which gave me the greatest
challenge. I wanted to state my opinion

explain why or to enter into a dialog.

to say? Write us a letter.

Last issue it was the column (A

some back pain that morning, as I

wood until the first of December.

syndrome).

sometimes

During the past one or two decades,
women's movements have proposed the

I sincerely hope that no one in our

meaning? And, if so, would one of the

community will interpret this column as

suggestions be that issues are clear?

being in any way sexist or misogynist.
While like many others I have had
difficulties in conjugal relationships and
have lived as a single parent for a dozen
years, I have loved, been loved and am
loved by mature, enlightened, and
independent women. I'm in love with

Does one person determine the biggest
regional issue of the day?

not "OK you've talked me into it." I
fully support and validate this principle.

my back was sore. I didn't think I was up

1 think it's time men received the

as sex objects by men, then it's also true

one right now.
So to all humans of Denman Island

an answer. She too had a sore back.

that men have been seen as beasts of

we say, let's respect one another. Let

"Very well," I said and together we
tackled the job. It took only one second

yes mean yes and no mean no.

five weeks. My chiropractor was soon

burden by women. Indeed, the day
before my unfortunate encounter with
the water jug, another woman asked me
to help her move a piano. Thankfully,

treating me for a slipped disc, a pinched

this woman took my "no" seriously.

to put me out ofcommission for the next

Let's have a safe and
community holiday for all.

second issue of TIDELINE 1 must
respond to the column - A Voice from

the Beach entitled "Clear Cut Issues?"
Does this title have more than one

But my fiiend wouldn't take no for

same respect. If women have been seen

to it.

joyous

Do you really think that $100,000
spent on a youth center would better the

youths?

What about the parents?

WmEMEE
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335-1051
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w
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youths that some people may not grasp...

Moving along to another "Issue" Art Duhame is not one of your favourite
writers yet you want to share his gossip
and spread more rumours. How can you
suggest that the people who chose to go

Also,

how

is

the

community

responsible for bailing out those "who
stage , serious...street theatre"? And on
the "Issue" of control and circles - could
one not control their own movement and

create even bigger circles?

Last, but not least, "respect;" it is

to Clayoquot have no brains of their

clear that it has been cut in this column

own? When one suggests someone is
trying to enhance their public profile is
this not what you are trying to do,
enhance your own profile as something?

even by me.
Don Candy
Denman Island, B.C.

PtGSS RgIGGSG- Community Hall News
around the set, the boathouse of the

Along with the Sid Williams Theatre

even laughed at their ingenuous acting of

in Courtenay, the Denman Island Hall
has become the venue of choice for a
variety of productions that visit

"The Tradition of Debate." Thanks to

Tally's riverfront homestead. Armstrong

Jeannie Day who organized the Monks'

created a strong, sympathetic character.
Patrick had some trouble portaying her
character's difficult mood swings, from
flint-like anger to the softening emotions

Island

and

the

Comox

visit.

In December, Courtenay's "Beyond

the Looking glass Theatre" performed

In November we were visited by the
ADVERTIZING:
WES MICHIN

believe they have a longer range plan for

Regarding Conservancy supporters; I

Vancouver
Valley.

EDITORIAL
HULEL WRIGHT

reaction.

Letterbox

was unable to lift even a stick of fire

friend asked me to help lift a water jug

and

problem. The most gratifying comment

with

Denman to do a few errands.

down at the general store, I said "no",

my anxiety

was that "it made people think." Others,

up

knees, lungs (from toxic gasses) and
wrists & forearms (carpal tunnel

had caught up with me. So when an old

all

personal agenda which he or she tries to

muscle. I spent Hallowe'en in Hell and

when a woman says "no" to a man's
sexual advances, she really means "No"
and not "maybe," not "ask me again,"

So, after

Many islanders, including several

link

Federal Election, I was downtown

principle "No Means No," meaning that

are shared in this issue.

the editor tries to further the interests of

to

Respect
After reading the impressionable

strenuous

to

reporter, editor and columnist.

Men's "off-limits" areas include backs,

a

written

among other things, and their opinions

sciatic nerve, and a pulled hamstring

after

have

responses both verbal and in print have
conwnced me that, at the very least, I

On October 26, the day after the

did

readers

TIDELINE concerning the column,

sleeplessness while working on the final
shape and wording of the column, it

"No Means No...for Men Too"

weekend, the aftermath of a slipped disc
which I suffered in 1992. My years of
commercial fishing, tree planting, clam
digging, oystering and fire-wood cutting

Some

A month of

to be misunderstood.

solution to "winding down" that doctors
are always suggesting to their "stress
patients".
Buy a new book, some new or

COLUMN - A VOICE FROM THE BEACH By Hillel Wright

I had

with strength and clarity; I didn't want

community newspaper is the necessity
of wearing a variety of hats. Just now
I'm wearing at least three at TIDELINE,

Tibetan Buddhist Monks of the Ganden

Jangtse Monastery.
The packed
audience at the hall was thrilled by their
dazzling costumes and exotic musical

Lanford Wilson's play "Tally's Folly."
This one act, 97 minute play is set in

wartime Missouri (1944) and reveals the
courtship of southerner Sally Tally
(Kymme Patrick) by her persistent

instruments, and stilled by their simple

suitor, Jewish accountant Matt Friedman

reverence and complex chanting.

(Michael Armstrong). The audience sal

We

oflove.

The community and the hall owe a

big vote of appreciation to Vic Sylvan,

who has played a major role creating our
theatre space during the past 5 years.
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- Budget Night

Denman/Dallas Connection

Laurie Grogan has been working on a made for TV movie called "Hazing Back" which features former "Dallas" start Linda Gray. Laurie

On November 15th, Denman's three
tax-supported services ( The Fire

weeks ahead of time and presented on
Budget Night.

Department - John Kirk, Solid Waste
Management
Gloria
Michin,

As a result of Regional District

Community Hall - Pam Willis) gave
public presentations of their proposed
1994 budgets. For full details, contact
the volunteers listed below.

Next year, budget proposals (as well
as the previous year's financial
statements) will be posted in the library 2

Fireball:

George Ferry, John Kirk,

Walter Scott

Community Hail:

policy changes, our services wnll now be
overseen by Management Committees
made up of islanders together with the
Area A Regional Director. Nominees
for 1994 were chosen at meetings held
by each Service and introduced and
approved informally at the meeting.
They must be formally appointed by our
Regional Director of this area. They are:

Pam Willis, Wes

Youth Theatre productions. The film is scheduled to air next summer. Look for details in future TIDELINEs.

Michin

Waste Management:

Alan

Fraser,

Local Artist
DANIEL VAN

Jennifer Inderwick, Gloria Michin

HEEST;

Indian art fascinates me. I

Talks are continuing with Regional
District to iron out the details of how the

have come to recognise

Management Committee will operate,
given the Regional District's need for
legal accounting and our island need for

that Indian art and the

indigenous modernism are
ine.xtricably
bound

together.
The role of
Canadian art is to capture

autonomy.

Portion of Budget Paid by Taxes

1993

1994

Total Budget

Fireball

$49,295
9,000
20,796

$53,403

N/A

10,000

$51,100.00
$29,800.00

Community Hall
Waste Management

plays the brother of a young man who is killed in a college hazing prank. Gray plays the revenge-driven mother. Laurie was on the set for
six days in early December and has a substantial speaking part. He has also appeared on the TV series "Neon Rider" and in several Denman

21,000

the inner life of northern

people and natural forms
of the wilderness.

relationship
Indian

The

between

culture

modernist

culture

and
in

Canada is important to my
art work. I look to Indian

- Crime Report: "Break-ins"

art for thematic material

and to authenticate my
Dec. 9.

Courtenay RCMP

1993

confirmed

today

that

they

are

at least 3 weeks, according to RCMP
sources.

to

crimes. You can call a confidential TIP

of break-ins to residences & vehicles in

TIDELfNE the theft of a chainsaw,

line at 338-8477, day or night. Or, you

driveways at several locations around

gasoline, a bicycle, and liquor, cigarettes,

can

East

on

etc. from a number of locations around

Denman Island. Most of the reports are
theft of cash, including rare bill & coin

the island, but centering around East

investigating "an undetermined number"

Road

&

Nelson

Crescent

Residents

have

reported

modeniity.
The
authenticity of Indian art

Courtenay RCMP requests the
assistance of the public in solving these

call

the

RCMP

at

oym.

Drawing

338-1321

(daytime) or 338-6551 (emerg./night
line).

Road & McFarlane Road.

collections. The rash of thefts goes back

substantiates the modem
work and vice versa.

from

my

understanding

of

spiritual

symbolic

and

the

nature inherent in Northwest Coast Indian art. I continue to spill those feelings onto paper, thereby creating my images. Recently, two
works were selected by jury, to show at the Arts Alliance Gallery, Courtenay, B.C. Also I received many comments about another pair of
images selected recently for showing at Langley Centennial Museum National Exhibition Centre.
DANIEL VAN HEEST
RIDGE STUDIO GALLERY
8511 McFarlane Road

Denman Arts and Entertainment
Books

Three Denman Island authors saw their books published in 1993, They were Ross Westergaard, MIDSHIPMAN KIRK (Horsdai &
Schubart), historical novel; Hillel Wri^t, WELCOME TO THE BELOW TIDE MOTEL,(Trabami), poetry; and Tim Wees, NOWHERE
WAS HOME,(self-published), oral history. Books slated for publication in 1994 include Des Kennedy, CRAZY ABOUT GARDENING

(Whitecap), Bryanna Clark, THE ALMOST NO-FAT COOK BOOK: Everyday Meatless Recipes for your Family (the Book Publishing
Company of Summertown, Tenn.), summer release, and THE HOLIDAY HEARTH (same publisher), winter release; and Hillel Wright, A
DENMAN ISLAND OF THE MIND (Trabami), poetry.

Funky Melow on "Much Music"
Gary Piercy appeared on the cable-TV network "Much Music's" MIKE & MIKE'S EXCELLENT CROSS CANADA ADVENTURE, along
with his original T-shirts, his graffiti fence painting, his comic book, and our own Denman Island ferry, last month. The show aired the five
minute piece 4 times during November. Gary says a video-tape of the show will be available during December at the general store. Gary

also says "persistence pays off." He figures the 20 minutes of free publicity is worth close to SIM of advertising.

Denman Island B.C.

Studio Appiontments: 335-1384

Travel
i/iss2£

im

My

'.0>

"Tfe 36foot steefsloop
depaTtedfrom tHe
'Denman Island'Wfaf tnjufp 198S.I^oardzoereJac^Carson
and iMonka Qdderskeue. Supplies and spares were loaded in
l/ictoria. A(ft turn was made past Cape Jfatten). 5 years,30,000
plus miles and a mdliori tight years tater they returned. Ihe event is
recorded in a series cf watercolbur paintings and is showing at the
'Brac/^ndate Art(jatJdiy m'JeSruary 1994.
Crew Comments:

B' eopte, in generat, werefriendfy to us. But the disparity Between
our relative weaCth and their poverty ivas ovenvhetming.
Our World

Atany'Diopfe
LimitedSpace...

Bermuda Cheezie Chicken - H. Openshaw

Mrs. Wongs Wings - Mrs Wong

Serves 6

Serves 3

1 - cooked chicken or 12 cooked chicken legs
1 - can of cream of mushroom soup

15 - medium size chicken wings
250 ml - soy sauce

1 - can cheddar cheese soup

250 ml - water

1 - can asparagus (optional)

30 ml - brown sugar

3 - large tomatoes

1.25 ml - Chinese 5 spice (no substitutes, Leung's Market carries it)

3 - cloves garlic (minced)

5 ml - tarragon

N€UI BCGiNNING
HAIR STUDIO

BEAUTY UNLIIilTED
FocIqIs * RntI flge Treatments
Full Body LUoxIng * Monicures * Pedicures
AAoke-up * 6ar Piercing * Losh S Brouj Tinting
Lymphatic Drainage Message

* For the aihoic family *
Quoilo & Goiduuei! hair core products
(sold in bulk )
Rsk about Qirlstmos perm speciois
flppointments coll 335-1600

* CHRISTMAS SPCCIRL *
- A Gift Lulth Foclo!
Gift Vouchers AvQlloble

Mix ingredients, bring to a slow boil, add wings and simmer for 25

250 ml - grated cheddar cheese

minutes.

parmesan cheese

They may be eaten hot or cold. When refrigerating , refrigerate in

6 - bananas

the juice.

Marcelte Durville
Licenced Estheticlan

2976 Northwest Rd.

Jackie Telep

Denman Island B.C.

(Behind the General Store )

Tel;(604)335-1446

VOR 1T0

This is real finger food so have lots of napkins.
Remove the chicken from the bone and cut into pieces. Place in a

Island Massage Therapy

greased shallow oven proof dish. In a separate bowl mix the soups,
tarragon and garlic. Pour this over the chicken making sure all the
pieces are well coated. Slice the tomatoes and cover the chicken

completely. Drain the asparagus, if using it, and arrange up the
middle of the dish. Cover this with the grated cheese, pressing it
down and making sure all the tomatoes are covered right to the
edges of the dish. Sprinkle with parmesan and bake at a moderate

ailQy

Leyah Kelly

Bookkeeping Services

Re^ist^ered Massage Therapist

335-0981

Extends Wishes for a Joyous Season
and Prosperous New Year

heat, 325 degrees for 30 minutes until bubbling and heated through.
Peel the bananas and fry in a little butter, 1- minute each side. Serve

2769 Northwest Road
Penman Island 3.C.

the chicken with fried bananas and fluffy rice. ENJOY!
COMMUN(Ty NEWS

Manev Thanks to the Individuals &

Appointments:

Individual Businesses who have made

335-2584

another year possible...

'
Penman Island Ski Club - will run a daily ski bus to Mt. Washington., for more details call Dennis Drady at 335-0561.
'
Penman Island Preschool - Last chance to get your raffle ticket, for details call Heather Monks 3351403.

" Hillel's 7th annual pool tournament December 27.1:00pm.4076 East Road.
* New Years Prop-in, December 31, at the Seniors Hall 9:00pm.

COMMUNITY HALL CALENDAR
Wednesday December 15
Saturday December IS
Sunday December 19

PENMAN ISLAND ELEMEtiTAKY SCHOOL - Christmas Concert, 6:30pm.
HARMONIA MUNDl - Singing in the Light, Songs for the Season,8:00pm.
OLDE TYME CHRISTMAS PARTY - 3:00pm.

Tuesday December 21

SOLSTICE - Potluck Pinner, 6:00pm.

Friday December 31

NEW YEARS EVE DANCE - With "Shango Ashe", 9:00pm.

D.I- GENERAL MERCHANTS
CLOSED AT 6:30pnn ON THE 24th
CLOSED CHRISTMAS DAY

OPEN 10am - 6:3Qpm BOXING DAY
OPEN 10am - 6:30pm NEW YEARS DAY

Miracle On 34th Street

White Christmas

A Christmas Story
Buttons & Rusly &
A Special Christmas

GENERAL STORE - DENMAN

Denmanlsland

the New Year.

GeneralStore&

Prancer

Sandy Shaffer

335-0155

Cafe on the Rock

(family)
(classic)
(classic)
(comedy)

$1.99
$1.99
$1.99

Reminder.

Everything at DeBrady Glass
is half-price until" XMAS"

(kids)

$.99

(kids)

$.99

(comedy)
(family)

$.99
$1.99

$1.99

*** OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK ***
STORE: 335-2293

DEMMAM HaXRDWARS

HOUDA/ HOURS

Open 7:30am daily(10am Sun / Hoi)
Close 7:30pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)

33a-2400

Denman Hordwore/DIBS

- GIFT CERTIFICATES - SPECIAL ORDERS

National Lampoons
Christmas Vacation

^qJc

A wonder filled Holiday Season
to all my Denman clients & friends.
Looking forward to serving you in

3632 East Road
Denman Island B.C.
335-0561

- COMMISSIONER OF OATHS -

Rudolph The Red
Nosed Raindeer

FAMILY HAIR DESIGN

- POST OFFICE & LIQUOR AGENCY -

* XMAS VIDEO'S *
The Santa Clause Movie

ON DENMAN

Book these early for the 25th

Get two days for the price of one

CAFE: 335-2999

Open 7:30am daily(10am Sun / Hoi)
Close 7pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)
Phone orders accepted - Special orders can be arranged

- Christmas Lights & Replacement Bulbs

- Window Seal & Caulking
NEW!! Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning System
for Rent
nt

^

Open 9:30 - Noon Dec. 24
Closed Dec. 25. 26. 27
Closed Jan. 1 & 2

3676 Denman Rd.

BEST WISHES FOR THE SEASON

• VEU MEATS a CHEESES

BUCKERflELVS

i

GLEN'S
VIDEO

"NEW ARRIVALS"
*The Firm

HITS

*I\/Iario Brothers

1.

*Sleepless In Seattle
*Rising Sun
*Dragon
*Guilty As Sin

I
I

GROCERiES

1
5!

"REGULAR MOVIE" SPECIAL

Five (5) Movies
Five (5) Days

rQ

$5.00

I

On Denman across from the Hall
Call usi! 335-0451

'Wisfwigyou a Merry Cfiristmas

1

®

i
'Increased inventory
'Dog & Cat food available
'Call us now with all your
FEED NEEDS

1^11

i
«

AUTOMOTIVE

9{appy 9'jpco year
Qtm &!Jean wouU CH^ to tfianl^

parts
Caii or

tfieir customersfor tfieirpatronage
during tfieyear

aljto part
ordering

I

• WE ACCEPT ViSA, MASTERCARD S D/RECT PAYMENT CARDS
SPECIRL RNNOUNCeW^NT

Carde,/Kdvortmnq,

Friday January 21, 1 994, <^>:30pm
*P.C. user group meeting*
(everyone uuelcome novice ~ expert)

Posture,
AnMouncements
Call 355-0775

mpms

Ken Buchon s, 9416 /V\cFarIc?ne Rood

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT THAT yOUV HAVE TO GIVE UNCLE HAHUYANOTHER BOTTLE OF
OLD SPICE....

JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT THAT YOU'd NEVER BE ABLE TO MALL AUNT GLADYS'IN
GLOUCESTER HER PRESENT IN TIME....

ANV THEN YOU THOUGHT OF AU WE TRAFFIC IN COURTENAY, COMOY OR NANAIMO.....
j)ONT PULL YOUR HAIR OUT!

thinrofthb denman craft shop
i WE'LL BE OPEN DECEA^SER 14 - 24 EVERY DAY ROM ll"'" - 5p'

I

CRimT NEn TO the community HALL)335-0881

AND FOR THE PERSON FOF WHOM YOU CANT THINK OF A GIF, WE HAVE GIF
CERTIFICATES!

ALL SALES CONFIDENTIAL
-NO GST-

TO
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DENMAN ISLAND B.C.
Violence Free Zone? - John Showier
We have a problem on Denman

It is time to end this behaviour.

especially for the future. But repairing

Island. It is family violence. In the last
year two women have been brutally
assaulted to the point of hospltalization.
One ofthese women is still, after a year,

Zero tolerance (to wolence) is not an

the emotional damage of this abuse will

unreasonable goal for a community such
We have had signs

be very difficult until it stops.
No more 'nudge', 'nudge', 'wink',

declaring a nuclear free zone, why not a

'wink', or tut-tutting is going to change

wearing a steel implant in her leg to

Zero Tolerance Towards Violence zone
or a Violence Free Zone. The situation

this situation.

at

The

good hearted and generous, zero

women confide in her that they have
also suffered from physical assault. This

perpetrators of this violence need to
know they face the censure of their

too much. How we do it is open to

is all I have known of and I have had no

community at large

suggestion but the time has come to

repair the broken bones.
This same woman has had thirteen

access to any pipeline of information.
Nobody seems to want to talk about this

situation

except

as

a

titillating

addendum to gossip.

as Denman.

present

is

repugnant.

We have many women's groups on

For a community which is basically
tolerance to physical abuse is not asking

begin.

the island who are working on this
problem.. Support and education are

laudable

actions

of

prevention.

The Truth About Spousal Abuse - Sarah Paddock
When I came to Denman Island 16

downs. I leaned the answer to that after

woman's home. The fact that her man

months ago, I had the feeling, which I
expect is common to a rural community,

a year of psycho-therapy and peer
counselling. I had been made to feel

could do such a thing in front of
witnesses proves that he felt he had her

that I was leaving the cruelty and

that it was my fault, that 1 deserved it
and nothing better. I suspect that most

confident she wouldn't report him or let

violence of the city behind me for good.
I was surprised, therefore, to see a
poster for the Women's Outreach

women in that horrendous situation feel

Society on the wall at the Senior's

completely under his control. He was
any of us do so.
The insidious thing about spousal
abuse is that it escalates. If a person
(and women have done brutal things to
their husbands as well) gets away with it
once, there is a good chance they will

Centre. "Spousal abuse on Denman?" I
asked myself. "Yes," came the answer,

slowly, as I got to know more people on

get away with it again. The attacks tend

the Island.

Spousal abuse is everywhere. Some

to get worse, and when the victim is
habitualized to it and barely reacts, the

people say it used not to be this way,
but I fee! it has. The good thing is that

attacker will seek a more hideous

most people now talk about it and there

punishment. Many victims die this way,

•m

are outreach centres, crisis lines and safe

The reason I wanted to include some

homes in most towns, villages, cities and

of my own story in this piece is because

island communities.
The reason I am so concerned about
this issue is that 1 was a victim of a

I am no longer ashamed of what
happened to be. It wasn't my fault, I

the same.

(and why) I put up with the beatings,
the hospital visits, having to make up

witnessed

lies to explain the bruises, the time lost

from work and from life in general, and
the constant belittling remarks and put-

didn't deserve it, not the first time, not

Photo by Lynn Thompson

violent husband for four years in the
early 1980's. I often ask myself how

ever. I want to encourage other victims
(I know you're out there) to seek help
have

and tell a trusted fnend, and to report

an

the abuse to the authorities. 'We need to

acquaintance of mine by her spouse and
was informed by fiiends that this was a
commonplace occurrence in this

do this, for our own health and sanity
and for that ofthe community we share.

Since

I

have lived

a

vicious

here

attack

1

on
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DIWOS - Miriam Leigh

Outreach Society was chartered in
September 1992. The purposes of the
society are to educate women and the
community at large on subjects
concerning the . cultural, health,

Library at the Community Hall,
hopefully by the end of February.
Regarding the issue of family
violence in our community, the RCMP
has told us that the fastest possible
response time to Denman, via car &

economic and social status of women

Zodiac, is one hour and that this

and children, especially regarding abuse

"emergency" response is only authorized
if weapons are known to be involved.
In view of this reality it is appropriate to
seek solutions through the community
itself. Each community has its own

The

Denman

Island

Women's

and violence.

Over the past year a group of six
women have been busy gathering info
and skills to be shared, sponsoring

Hotline (338-1227) which will link into
Denman help if so needed. All support
remains confidential.

The mandate of

the society is to educate and provide a
help, support and sanctuary for victims
of physical, emotional and sexual abuse.
The Comox Valley Transition Society
(338-1247) operates a safe house, which
at this time is the only shelter available
to Denman victims of family or
relationship violence.
In conclusion, it is fair to say that

women are not the only sufferers in
family violence situations. Men often

videos such as "One Hit Leads to

personality. The Women's Outreach
Society encourages members of the

Another", and completing two grants

community to ask what we can do to

lose their families, women their homes,

from the Ministry of Women's Equality.
The society raised $252 at the

help solve this problem.

and children lose everything, most of all
the security which they so badly need.
And not forgetting cultural concerns,
come out and enjoy an International
Women's Day potluck and celebrate
together
the
diverse
cultural
backgrounds of our island women's
community (time and place to be
announced).

educational community viewing of

Suggestions

can be sent to the Society do Miriam
Leigh (P.O. Box 71) or mailed directly

Christmas Craft Faire raffle. The money
will be used to build book shelves to

to TIDELINE. The time has come for

the community to take up the slack
where agencies leave off. Perhaps a
public forum on social problems in our
community would be helpful.
Hopefiilly, the community has

house a collection of books on Family

and Relationship Violence which were
obtained thru one of the grants. This
collection of books will be available for
check-out from the Denman Island

experience every day through media is

Building

an invitation to banality.
Skills useful in managing conflict
are, with variations, the same ones used

between

in peer counselling, class meetings,
cooperative learning, peer tutoring,
negotiations, mediations, family disputes
and glorious squabbles of all kinds.

encouraging and challenging is that this
program won't really work without

members, building a base of common

community involvement, right in the

practice is, we believe, a realistic goal.
Demystifying the various forms of
conflict managing throughout the school
district with a generic training package
is our longer goal range. What is both

classroom: modeling and teaching what
we're asking the children to learn.

If you're interested, information wll

be available at the Denman, Hornby and
Union Bay schools.

GUEST COLUMNS
A Covered Play Area? - Hans Jungmann
Something
happened
recently,
something that passed like the summer
and fall. I would have forgotten and
said that's that, except for talking with
some kids around town. I am talking
about the covered play area beside the
old school. I'm sure that argument,
discussion and voting has settled the

best of purposes take away someone
else's traditional place of recreation and
fim. Conununity recycling is important.
The people that run recycling are
organized adults and have the spirit and
means

to build a roof over a cement

got dropped off by their parents. Other
times it was a larger group of five to

eight year old girls and boys organized
for afternoon or after school fun with
plastic hockey sticks. Even if it was

raining the kids could get out together

pad. Behind the covered play area is

and play.

question. Did the kids get heard? Did

another cement pad, a good spot for the
recycling spirit to cover and utilize. So

the children's experience get a hearing?
I don't believe a child's feelings and

why take away from the children's
experience?

To a child or the kid in us, play is
life, it's a large experience, it's feeling,
learning and developing. Some boys
told me that they couldn't always

experience could be communicated, felt

Hockey! The boys around here like
to play hockey, same as most places in
Canada, except we get more rain than
ice, but we have a covered play area.
It's shaped like a rink, it feels right.
Sometimes it was just a group of boys
who phoned each other. They got their
pads and sticks and a puck or two and

become aware that there is a 24-hour

and valued in the forum of an ordinary

WHAT YOU CAN DO
About Violence Against Women

Ratepayers meeting.
Here are a few, perhaps unrelated
arguments. The covered play area has
always been a play area for children and

We women make up 51% ofthe population, and live with violence and the fear of violence every day. We must continue to demand that

some common language
school and
commum'ty

should continue to be a play area. Why
would an adult organization with the

organize their games and sometimes an

adult helped them. Now the question is
where, where is that place, centrally
located where cement is ice and a roof
keeps offthe rain?

Is it a fait accompli? I hope not.

men stop battering and raping us, and to work together until all women can live free from the fear of attack.
Covered Play Area - Update

Expose men who attack. Their protection is anonymity.
Call your nearest rape crisis centre for support and information on possible options for women.
Talk with other women and plan what you can do in your neighbourhood, city or town Strategize for safety. Work out ways to
4.

protect yourselves and end violence against women.
Talk frankly with your daughters about sexual assault. Let them know they can talk with you

5.

Take assertiveness training or self defense.

6.

Keep emergency numbers handy. Plan where you would go and what you would do if attacked.

adjacent to the north side of the
building. According to principal Bill
Green, there is a chance that the pad will
be the start of the building of a new

Conflict Resolution - HemyWagler
On the afternoon of December 15th,

four elementary school counsellors:
Darry Gudendag, Alison Walkley,
Cynthia Davies, and myself, Henry
Nagler, facilitated the first of a series of
trainings concerning conflict resolution.

workshops will be skill practice
sessions, focusing
on
particular

often dismissed as 'part of the territory.'
Humiliation is rarely targeted in
conferences on peer mediation, and

identified

school violence.

attended.

Following each of the two

skills,

for

example. "I"

messages, active listening and diffusing
anger.

The intent of these sessions is to

The label, conflict resolution, is

provide a base of shared knowledge
regarding respectful relationships. We
invited parents and staff of the Denman,

strongly associated with the most visible

Hornby and Union Bay elementary
schools as well as home schoolers and

seniors.

Approximately forty people

High profile physical violence
gamers ftinding for cash short schools
and it also misses the point. The pre
conditions for physical violence exist in

conflicts such as physical violence on

the very fabric of our culture.

the playground. In fact, more subtle,
pervasive and damaging forms of

often teaching and promoting respectful
relationships requires hard work and
vigilance, sometimes you get lucky.
Doing nothing to counter what children

violence such as teasing, bullying, putdowns and exclusion in schools are

A cement pad has been poured at the
new Denman Island elementary school

Most

(Cont'd page 3)

covered play area. The problem to be
overcome is the plethora of school rules
and regs. For example, the Board has
no objection to cement work being
contracted privately, but draws the line

at carpentry, where only union labour
may be hired.
Bill Green frivours a community built
structure, which he says would be
cheaper and would also boost
conununity spirit. He cites the recently

poured pad, which was contracted to
local John Mather, who donated his

labour, so the school had only to pay for
the cost ofthe cement.

Teacher Dennis Lavalle pointed out
the good example set by the Hornby
Island community, which generated a
community effort to build a roller

hockey rink at Joe King Park. Bill
Green thinks there may be a way to get
the School Board to move favorably on
this issue. Dennis Lavalle thinks we(the
community) should look into it. Any
suggestions?

Denman Island Clayoquot Arrestees go to Court February 28th
A benefit concert will be held February 12th, at the Community Hall to help pay for the expenses that will occur during their 2-3 week
court appearances.

The evening offers a gala Valentine Concert with great music and comedy. Featured entertainers thus far will be CLAGGY BOOTS, and
SWAN ROAD. Claggy Boots presents a unique combination oftraditional Celtic tunes, with modem folk music from the U.K. and North
America. The band features Valley locals Sam & Hazel Lennox. Swan Road features original music by local Denman Island singer /

^ngwriter Randy Duncan. Watch for more details for this exciting wening.

.
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This is a Bust

COLUMN - A Voice From The Beach - By Hiiiei Wright
"Jubilee"

orJustice for The Clavoauot Caver

by Tim Wees
Ishould have been in court last December 2nd to

leteive my sentence,but at9:30am on the appointed day,I

WCsi^hg with some finends having'cbff<^/I.w6I^ up
suddenly to,''Holy Smokes!," coming out of my mouth.
I'm supposed to be in court in Victoria at 2pm this
aftemoonl"A fellow coffee drinker across the table told me

QQtto panic,and Idid soon settle down.I phoned my lawyer
and had the matter held over to January 6.
I did not want to face being sentenced as a criminal.
Notjust yet.
I have become part ofthe growing club of Canadian
Criminals. There must be hundreds of thousands of us by
now,maybe a million,or more.And every one ofus has had
an important part of our identity, our self-respect, taken

.^ay^The act of convicting and then sentencing a human
being as a criminal is a statement from society intended to
dishonour the guilty party. On December 2nd I was not
willing to face the final pronouncement.
When the fiitefiil time arrived, January 6, 1994 at
2pni,I was able to face Mr. Justice Hutchison of the B.C.

Supreme court with a smile on my face.I shared with him

the ancient Chinese curse, "May you live in interesting

several men that we get, "Back up against the wall!"
Somebody must have quickly over-ridden this command
because we were instead escorted to holding cells and then
processed with civility.
Then we were taken up to receive our anklets. Here
the atmosphere was different. We were dealt with as human
beings, except for the indignity of having these anklets

I asked the corrections officer,"Is this for real?"
He said,"Sure. Go ahead."

These people are Pavlovian in their thinking. The
clear message was that we are NOT wanted in the jails and
would be well advised to take electronic monitoring. Well
that was my choice anyway, and I did not need the extra
push.There was one person in our group who bad chosen to
go to jail. Maybe all this was for his benefit. He might
change his mind. Other arrestees can be forwamed.Do not
expect it to be fun if you go to jail. Personally,I feel that I
have made my point and do not need to suffer further
indignity.
Thursday night I hitched a ride home with another
arrestee, plugged myself in and the next day phoned the
corrections people and attempted to negotiate time out,four

to begin the next day, Saturday. Friday, there was no time

time, provided I am good.

out.

branch.

There were some annoying, but not really danger
ous,incidents that happened when I and my friends left the
court in custody on Thursday afternoon,January6.First we
were taken down to a holding cell. There were six of us in
the cell. We spent two and a halfto three hours there. After

a time,the air wasshutOff,and the atmosphere sta rted to get
stuffy. The door was opened from time to time as people
were taken in and out, and so there was always that brief
soume of new air. I personally made two requests that the

air be turned back on. These were ignored.
We had a Quaker minister in the cell who needed

badly to go to the bathroom for a pee. Westrenuously made
a request three times that he be taken to the bathroom.These

requests were ignored' or refused, once with a comment,

"Well;there's only two of us." Ultimately,this man had to
pee inhis plastic lunch bucket.The results showed that the
man was indeed pressed. The guard came in and watched

when the Quaker started to really pee and commented that
"He better not be peeing in there," not seeing the bucket.
Thdm was no gutter or drainage of any kind from the cell,

^^(^pekerwaseseOrtbd to the bathroom tgemptythe lunch
MilM^fbiejwe
on to the Wilkinso^nTioid Jail.
^^en we airi^ed atthejail,it was clear thatthis was
not a place to just walk aWay from. When we Walked into
the'niain processing area, it was to a loud demand from

the ancient

Hebrew

Jubilee year, "all bondmen were freed,
all ancestral belongings were returned to

those forced to give them up due to
poverty or debt, all mortgaged lands
(except lots in walled cities) were
restored to original owners, and all land
was left fallow."

installed. There was even a box of Christmas chocolates on

the desk where arrestees would sit to have the anklets puton.
The sign on the box said,"EAT ME."

times."I told him this trial,"had indeed been interesting,"
and I thanked him for his humanity. He smiled back and
thanked me for my submissions to the court and then
sentenced me to twenty-one days on electronic monitoring,
less seven for good behavior, plus twenty-five hours com
munity service work. I am on probation until the end of
August, and my criminal record will be expunged at that
I was then placed in the custody of the corrections

Jubilee, in

biblical tradition, was a year long
celebration held every 50 years. In the

I began my year long Jubilee on

and 2pm daily,Monday to Friday.On Saturday and Sunday,
lam not permitted outofmy bus exceptfor briefbiffy visits.
lamcalling this experiences retreat,and lamhaving
a wonderful time combing some internal gnarls out of my
life. I do though feel some distress for the people who feel
under attack from the work that I and my friends have
undertaken. I would like them to know that there is no

intention to either damage or destroy a way of life. There is
an intention to restore our democracy as a vibrant and alive

no

one

is

ever

individual insures respect for the Circle.

The circle is not over until everyone has

Teresa, 17; & Rose, 14) at the
giveaway. Hano & Rose were bom on
Denman Island, so the bond between

had a chance to speak their hearts. No
one feels that they can save the world
beginning at 7:30 PM & still be home to
watch the CBC Prime Time News at 9.
That's why we never state the time our

family and community was strengthened

feast & giveaway, which took place at

Circle will be over. Only the Creator
knows for sure.

In the new year, and in years to
come, I hope to see all our Island

I've

meetings take place in the form of the

the Denman Island Community Hall on

received, and one that the Denman

circle. I'd like to see the spirit of the

December 11, 1993.

Island community has also received, is
the concept & practice of the circle.

After a morning of traditional
"Sisiwis"* ceremonials, during which
time I was mostly in the kitchen
preparing roasted albacore, halibut and
scallops for 50 guests, the giveaway was
held. All guests received several gifts,
the

children

and

4

traditional

Perhaps

the

greatest

gift

circle, tolerance, patience, fairness &

There have been so many Red Cedar

respect, become the true spirit of our
community. I hope most of you will

Circles

join me in realizing this hope.

in

the

back

room

of the

Community Hall for the past 7 years,
that a kind of "critical mass" has taken

place and more and more groups who
use the back hall are meeting in circles,
rather than in squares.

♦"Sacred

Breath,"

the

traditional

medicine of West Coat First Nations and

shared with all by Johnny Moses with
the permission of his Elders.

witnesses were gifted with money. At
Editorial
Once again the column "A VOICE
FROM

THE

BEACH"

has

been

controversial, namely "No Means No...

for Men Too." I wish to be quite clear
in saying that in no way did the column

intend to belittle the suffering of rape

The issues at hand were power in

relationships, coercion, stereo-typing
and personal boundaries. While these
issues may relate to both rape victims
and victims of unnecessary work-related
injuries, here the similarity ends. The

them in an especially hurtful category of
suffering.

This news magazine and its editors
are committed to serve the causes of

compassion, humanity, respect
equality for all residents of

and

Denman

damage done to the human dignity and
selfesteem of rape victims clearly places

Island and of Planet Earth.

TIDELINE is pleased to welcome Sarah

TIDELINE'S aim is to be written by, as

call (335-1051, 335-0778, 335-2272) or

Paddock to our staff as writer and co-

well as read by, the people of Denman
Island. If you would like to write, edit,
investigate, or report, or simply inform
us of your group's activities, give us a

victims, female or male, as some readers

interpreted.
Editorial II

editor. Sarah has a background in
music, psychology and art and writes
poetry as well as magazine articles.

EDtTOmU

muEL mtm, sarahpavvock

business in and with our enviroimient. We need to become

nurturingstewards ofour planet. Otherwise there will be no

circle, and

I was most fortunate to have all four

society. There is also an intention to alter how we do
planet.
That's just the truth.

the

of my children (Hano, 21; Anita, 19;

loved ones.

natural, hand-made, and manufactured,

As you read this I should be on my last day or have
the whole thing behind me.As I write this it is January 11,
day 5,and I amallowed to be away from here between noon

interrupted. A person can speak for as
long or short a time as the spirit moves
her.
Respect for each & every

and finally, to have a Red Cedar Circle

and

beautiful sunny day,and the most I could do was sit out on
the roof and dangle my foot through the vent within range
of Big Brother's beeper.

guests gave me money while I spoke in
thanksgiving to the Creator and to those
who had supported me and my family
through the years.

by their participation. As I looked back
on my 50 years on Planet Earth and my
21 years on Denman Island, I felt both
joy & pleasure to be surrounded by

hours daily. She said that I was only allowed one hour for

bus by 1:45pm, as promised. At 2:15pm, the corrections
officer called me and said thatshe had not told the computer
that I would be gone on Saturday.She said that the arrange
ment was only from Monday to Friday. Sunday was a

In the Red Cedar Circle, everyone is
given a chance to speak in turn, around

December 27, 1992 and completed it on
my 50th birthday, December 27, 1993.
I decided to forgive all debts, material
or emotional, to pay any debts I owed,
to give more time to my community,

exercise and mail runs.Isaid that Ido not have a car.I hitchhikeand need more thanan hour.Wesawed offattwo hours,

So,with my watchjustsetfrom the CBC time signal,
I left the bus at a few seconds past noon on Saturday,
collected the mail and walked the dog and was back in the

the end of the ceremony, during which
traditional Sisiwis songs are sung, the

NEXT ISSUE FEB. 23
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Library Notes
There were 3837 visitors to the

Letterbox

Blessings

A New Island publication - yay! I
think the community has very much

highlight of our Christmases since we've

for not doing our part to clean the hall.

lived here. In particular we liked to sing

The company of carollers disbanded, the

been missing a communal forum in

at the tree. To find that such an event

accordion went back in its case. Some

could even be in these cynical times
gave us delight in this community.
After the wonderful meal and good
fellowship, including Santa, at the hall,
we set out, glowing with Christmas
Spirit, to the tree.
Less singers than last year, but good
accompaniment, and good will. We
were just finding our "merry" voices,
when a young woman came to scold us

of us went to sweep, sort and tidy. We
felt quite disappointed.
Must the hall clean-up happen at the
same hour as the carol sing? If so we
are willing to take a turn or two, and I'm

which to communicate. Thank you for
your efforts - may it fly.
Lee Andra Jacobs

Oenman Island

Hall clean-up

First - GOOD ON YA for producing
the paper.
Second - We looked forward to the

Christmas Party for weeks. Its been the

sure others would, too, if asked.

Please remind us, next year.

Microwave Tower Meeting

question hearing on Wednesday evening
r^arding it's intention of erecting a 120
foot(40m)tower at the top of the ridge

Approximately 30 people showed up
at the meeting, and many questions were

The EC Tel Mobility representatives did
not have any data or information

raised and opinions offered. The theme

regarding the safety of the equipment,
responding that since it is a rather new

The

of justification of the proposal centred
upon the expressed desire for a reliable

form of microwave use, it is LARGELY

proposed site is in a previously cleared

communications system for the Denman

UNTESTED (emphasis added).

area of Jim Kirk's land, near the United

Island from Qualicum to Royston, and

Island Volunteer Fire Department, and
Ambulance crew, although several of
their members spoke against the
proposal.
Much distaste was expressed for the
visually striking form that it would take,
but the microwave tower proposal

of Health, 1987
Brodeur. P. "Currents of Death", and

parts of the

found it's most concerned and adamant

"The Zapping of America"

opposition in regards to possible health

The Qrgone Biophvsical Research Lab

risks attributed to this new technology.

P.O. Box 1395, El Cerrito, OA 94530

above "downtown"

Church.

Denman.

The purpose of this tower

would be to allow a maximum of 15

cellular phone users a wider area of use
in the regions of Denman Island, Hornby
Island, the east coast of Vancouver

adjacent

west

coast

mainland.

References:

Ahlbom A. et al. "Biological Effects of
Power Fields," New York State Power

Lines Project, State of New York, Dept.

Denman Craft Shop

have information regarding break-ins,

Royston wrecks, and lesson four will
request a two page article, as above,
ready for submission to an editor.
If you wish to take part, please

you may phone a confidential TIP line at
338-8477 or the RCMP at 338-1321

contact Diane Davis at 335-1087.

MINUS TiDES Magazine

New Vet Coming to Denman

Magazine is scheduled for April 1994,

Dr. Brett Hajrward, of the Puntledge

to coincide with National Book Week.

Veterinary Clinic in Courtenay will be

We are now calling for submissions of
short fiction, poetry, comix or cartoons,

The next issue of MiNUS TiDES

around.

Writing Class
Ross Westergaard, author of well

over 1000 newspaper and magazine
articles, and author or co-author of

(day) or 338-6551 (night).

operating a small animal (dogs & cats)
clinic on the 1st Wednesday of every
month, beginning Februaiy 2, 1994.
The clinic will take place in the back
room of the Community Hall. The

Xerox or xeroxable art, opinion, reviews

or satire. Contributors receive a year's
subscription to MiNUS TiDES.

The eleven women running the
YOU- islanders, for supporting the
store, bringing us through our first year.
We are proud to display 61 Denman
Islanders' crafts, 50 consignors in
We

thank our consignors whose sales are
contributing highly to the shop's
success. Local patronage has been
outstanding, thus we are ready, willing
and able to stay open throughout the

year. Our hours are Friday, Saturday
and Sunday from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00

clinic's hours will be 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

been

Writing & Marketing Articles and Short

Horses will be tended at the owners

Stories on February 7 following the
Writer's Group meeting. These will
comprise four lectures, each taking

REVIEW, EVENT, GRAIN, NEWEST
REVIEW, PRAIRIE FIRE, YELLOW

appointments by phoning 338-0537, or

SILK & other North American journals.

you can simply drop in.

Our address is SITE #50, Box #10,

place on subsequent Mondays at 2:15

Denman Island, B.C. VOR ITO, Please

p.m. at the library.
There will be no specification for

Crime Report: "Break-Ins"

include a self-addressed stamped
envelope if you want your work

lesson one, but lesson two will demand

a query or cover letter, lesson three will

property.

Islanders

can

make

RCMP: The investigation of breakins on the island continues, according to
RCMP sources in Courtenay. If you

published

in

CAPILANO

returned.

Denman Island Film Society
Don't hibernate alone! Join the "Denman Island Film Society."
This group was formed last spring, and we have been showing
videos in the school library twice a month, including: Noam

Chomsky's 'Manufacturing Consent', the Joseph Campbell series,
'Making Sense of the Sixties', 'The Heart of Tibet'(about the Dalai

Lama), & biographical films of Carl Jung & Jean Cocteau. In this
new season, we hope to offer some feature-length foreign films that

are not readily available in our local video outlets. And if you have
any interesting videos of your own that you would like to share with
the community, we invite you to contact one of us, or better still come to our next film evening! Titles are still not available as of
this writing, but watch for posters (at the stores & the big tree)

p.m.

Saturday. January 29
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Also we'll be celebrating our

official first anniversary of opening in
February, so look out for details.

Phyllis Fabbi

Friday, February 11
7:30 p.m. at the Denman Is. School Library
Saturday, February 26

Carla Morrison

Sudasi Gardner

Liz Ann Munro

Anna Lise Haagerup

Laura Pope

So many of you have come into the
shop and commented encouragingly

Lee Andra Jacobs

Bev Severn

about the atmosphere, nice feeling and

Cheryl Moreland

Patti Willis

beautiful decor of the craft shop. Thank

Lynn Thompson

We are a non-profit group, so admission is by donation - and we
even serve refreshments (coffee, tea & baked goodies)! Call one of
us if you have any questions or suggestions. We are: Rod Chant
(335-1438), Guy Marion (335-2799) & Marsha Woodbum (3352437).

you for sharing our delight in what has
become a source ofjoy for us.

* KEH HAMM *

COFFEE
HOUSE

* EARLE PEACH *
ORIQINAL FOLK &: BLUES

Friday, January 38th, at 8:00pm

$5, $4-members, $2-tcoiis

Past

MiNUS TiDES contributors have also

announcing our next films, which will be shown on:

Denman Craft Shop wish to thank

addition to the eleven members.

for a while, come in and have a look

three books - including Midshipman
Kirk - will commence teaching his

Bob & Velda Parsons
Denman Island

PRESS RELEASE - Community News

EC Tel Mobility held a community

library in 1993. That is 598 more
visitors than in 1992, and a whopping
1656 over 1991. The library continues
to receive many donations for you to
choose from, so if you haven't been in

request a two page article on the

COFFEE
HOUSE

ACOUSTIC BLUES, BOTTLEUECK GUITAR
Coffee House & Baek Room Dance

Saturday, February lOtIt, at 8:00pm
$5, $4-niembers, $2-teens

- Page 9 -
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Coffee House Presents Folk & Blues Features

this when reading RUNAWAY, Lau's

determined

first book.

FRESH GIRLS failed to

situation and become a woman at the

elicit even very much interest. Her
characters for the most part are quite

same time (no mean feat), all the
girls/women in FRESH GIRLS appear
to have completely given up, given in to
their circumstances. They are no longer

one dimensional and

The monthly Denman Coffee House

his

vintage

Gibson

&

his

1927

1991

Juno

Award

for

Roots

&

Mississippi National Steel Guitar to play

Traditional Music.

original melodies & bottleneck classics.
Don't miss this show if you like R 'n' B,
folk, country or blues.
GUITAR
PLAYER Magazine has called Ken
Hamm "...a Canadian acoustic guitar
player who plays & sings the blues like

Coffee houses start at 8 p.m. with a
limited open stage and will stay open
after the feature performance for a jam.
Admission is $5/$4 Community Club
admitted

he was bom & bred in the Mississippi

information, The February evening with

Delta..."

Ken's work was featured on

Ken Hamm is quite likely to turn into a

on violin & Brent Gubbels on bass.

Holger Petersen's compilation album

On Saturday, February 19, acoustic
blues legend Ken Hamm appears, with

"Saturday Night Blues" which won the

back room dance. Coffee, tea, juice &
baked goods will be available.

series is presenting feature performers at
the January & February Coffee Houses,
held in the back room ofthe Community

Hall. On Friday, January 28, Vancouver
singer/songwriter Earle Peach, formerly
with "Natural Elements" visits with a

new group to play ori^nal blues, jazz,
folk & Celtic music.

Earle leads on

guitar & vocals, with Blaine Dunaway

members, and $2 teens.
free.

Call

12 & under
335-1051

Duncan, 335-2005.

filled

what the author intended to show, and if

Whereas

RUNAWAY

Book Review:

was

Myth, nature, family, romance and

mythologies can be a bit bothersome,

the mystical connections among these

but on the whole, these are poems you

recurring themes is the stuff that Paula

will be pleased & rewarded to go back

LeBaroris first book of poetry, CIRCLE

to.

OF FIRE, CIRCLE OF STONE, is
made of.
The poems are sparse,

sometimes to the point of bleakness, but
most of them also reveal a ray or spaiJc

captures the essence ofthe book.

of insight or energy which reaffirms the

at the Lake Farm by Victr Sylvan using
an ADAT "porta-studio". The group
has been busy sending the tape out to
Summer Festivals, and in February will

guitar, vocals, original music and lyrics;
Noni Urquhart, French horn, trombone,
hand drums; Victr Sylvan, flute,
saxophones; Richard Sauve, bass guitar
and Francois Neron, drums. The group
would like to thank everyone for their

references

begin working on a follow up album.

support.

Exchange Students

here on Denman Island. It was recorded

Saturday Dec. 4.

with

bass; Terry Morrison and Linda Miller,
vocals; guest drums Kim Backs and Bob

Grant; with Hillel Wright on raps,

Denman

Island

blues

guitarist/composer John Atlee, who also

recorded at Joe King Park, Hornby

Island, on a Sony Walkman, and "Fervor

de

Borges", recorded

McGowan

at

the

by

Dixon

Denman

Island

poet's commitment to cany on, to see
measure

of our lives.

to

Occasional

obscure or

personal

Community Hall.

MiNUS TiDES Tapes is another

Gardner. The music has been described

P.O. Box 11037

Vancouver.

as blues/rap, with country/folk elements.

English

language

and

honesty

of

expression to go along with it.

matter that she is dealing

with is

My desire for you spills
And lays like liquid fire
On the water, on the stones.

by Paula LeBaron form CIRCLE OF
My heart beats wildly
A captive be£ist

FIRE, CIRCLE OF STONE

Here are some examples
of Adrinka symbolism

usually used on cloth and
pottery to represent their
heritage (African Tribe)

Bi-nnka-bi
"bite not one another"

Accra, Ghana. Africa

Label This! is available from MiNUS

TiDES, Denman

Island, 335-1051.
Odenkyem da nsuo mu, nso onnhome

spares nothing in her brutal honesty at
portraying the darker side of humanity,

prostitution and the various obsessions

but somehow these stories failed to

that go along with the occupation such

touch me.

Her latest book, a collection of short

as drug addiction, sadism & masochism,

There is a certain rush of excitement

stories, FRESH GIRLS & OTHER

illness of the mind, body & spirit, and

STORIES, unfortunately falls short of

most of all, complete despair.

that I feel when reading a brilliantly
executed piece of writing. I experienced

Lau

You are the dreamer, I am the dreamed.

Tunisia, North Africa

4-trak studio and at Bullfrog Studio in

The subject

Sometimes in the ni^t
You wrap your hand in my long hair

CANADA WORLD YOUTH

Kama Corbett

her obvious potential.

In the cage my body forms.

By Kama Corbett

assistance was received from Nemo

Reviewed forTIDELINE by Paula LeBaron
two wonderful gifts; the gift of the

Denman. Write to:

Press, Courtenay. The cover is by Julia

Book Review: Fresh Girls & Other Stories - by Evelyn Lau (HarperCollins, 1993)
Evelyn Lau has been blessed with

They may be a little home sick and would
appreciate hearing from their friends on

recorded on Denman Island at Hearcore

Bullfrog, except for "Not Another
Hurtin' Cowboy Love Song" which was

for life.

SOMETIMES IN THE NIGHT

the balance in nature informing the

Side A, "The BagDads," was

Side B was recorded at

I have no doubt that in the

Melanie Bilodeau

Tongue-in-Cheek Production; valuable

poems and vocals.

The 40 minute recording contains
nine songs, two raps, two poems and a
short story.
Eight of the nine songs are cowntten

leads the "BagDads" (Atlee, lead guitar;
Richard Sauve, bass; Tevis Woodbum,
drums; Victr Sylvan, sax, blues harp and

reader.

future Evelyn Lau will again present us
with something burning with her passion

Reviewed for TIDELINE by Hillel Wright

SWAN ROAD is: Randall Duncan,

The album was a real home grown
effort, with most of the work done right

so she did achieve her intent, but in
doing so she lost the interest of me, the

Circle of Fire, Circle of Stone - by Paula LeBaron
(Ravenwood Press, Denman Island, 1993)

At present two Denman Island teens are

tapes, "Label This: Songs, Poems and
Lyrics"
by
Denman
Island
poet/perfonner Hillel Wright, at the
Denman Island Christmas Craft Faire,

bleak

with the passion of a young girl

out of the country as exchange students.

MiNUS TiDES magazine lynched

her

Rather than excerpt from these
short, well-crafted pieces, we offer you
one poem, which, as much as any other,

Label This

the first in a series of literary cassette

transcend

participating in life, struggle though it
may be; they are dying their lives.
Of course it is possible that this was

for

Swan Road "Fine Line"
The new year has started well for
Denman's jazz/folk quintet SWAN
ROAD. Their first release "Fine Line",
a nine-song cassette has sold out its first
pressing. More tapes are now available
and can be ordered through Randall

the stories all

seemed much the same, with their
underlying theme of total resignation &
despair.

to

(Cont'd page 9)

1

nsuo, ohome mframa.
"the crocodile lives in the water;

yet breathes air, not water"

Hye Wonnhye " he who bums be nol
bumed"(a symbol of forgiveness)
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Wednesday, January ISth
Friday. January 23th

RED CEDAR CIRCLE - 3:OOpm.
COFFEE HOUSE - Earle Peach, singer/songwriter, original folk & blues $5,$4 members.
$2 teens 3:00pn\.

Saturday. February 12th

FUND-RAISER - Denman Friends of Friends of Clayoquot Sound, com&dy & local talent.

Saturday,
Saturday. February 19th

COFFEE HOUSE & SACK ROOM DANCE - Ken Hamm. acoustic blues, bottleneck guitar $5.
$4 members. $2 teens S:00pm.

Friday. February 25th

DIACS CONCERT - Robert Minden Ensemble classical music played on unique instruments
S:00pm.

* Annual Year End Sale *

^ CHILD CflfiC =

Designs by P.J.

Colourful Women's Classic Clothing

watch for more details.

DATE;
r

RR#I. Site 130. Box 2
Denman Island. B C

Sat. Jan. 29th. 1994

PLACE: 7161 Northwest Rd.
Komas Ranch

Canada VOR ITO

(604) 335-0723

Graham Brazier
9900 Green Hill Rd.

N€UI BCGINNING
HAIR STUDIO

Denman Island, B.C.
VOR 1T0

Sylvie Marcil

Denman Island B.C.

COMMUNITY EVENTS

" On Saturday January 29th all day New Seginning Hair Studio will be offering hair cuts, $10 adults and 1/2 price for
children, with all proceeds going to the Children's Hospital. To avoid waits please make an appointment call: 555-1600.

In caring, sharing household
5 days / week
Monday - Friday
8:30am - 6:00pm
Ages 0-12 yrs.

McLaughlin

TIME;

10lOOam - 4;00pm

3336 Lake Road
335-0457

* Now Open *
DENMAN - HORNBY

Sundance

* FOR THE UJHOLE FflAAlLV *

Jackie Telcp
ANTIQUE WICKER
RESTORATION & SALES
335-1262

(Behind the General Store)
GREEN HILL WICKER
RESTORATION

Serving both Islands with o

BEAUTY UNLiMiTED

Bookkeeping Services

Fodols * flnti flge Treotments
Full Body LUoxing * Manicures * Pedicures
Make-up * €or Piercing * Losh Ci Brouu Tinting
Lymphatic Droinoge Massoge
2976 Northwest Rd.
Denman Island B.C.
VOR 1T0

For Small Businesses

fl

335-1600

Marcelle DurvKle

complete mobile gloss service

Closed for January

Reopens February Sth, 1994

Art, Crafts, Qyilts

Licensed Esthetician

Aluminum & Vinyl

GENEERAL STORE - DENMAN

Leyah Kelly

DenmanIsland

Stmdaiice

GeneralStore&

at tlie ferry landing

Peqistered Massage Therapist

Thermal units
Mirrors

Storm windows
New construction

Tel: (604) 335-1446

335-0981

Island Massage Therapy

Picture glass
Plate glass

Call for o free estimate
3632 East Road
Denman Island B.C.
335-1576

Honrs

Hornby Island

Sat. & Sim.

Plione 335-1291

llaiii - 5pm

- POST OFFICE & LIQUOR AGENCY -

2769 Northwest Road
Penman Island B.C.

- COMMISSIONER OF OATHS -

By appointment only
555-25B4

*** OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK ***
STORE: 335-2293

Open 7:30am daily(10am Sun / Hoi)
Close 7:30pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)

^

ON DENMAN

FAMILY HAIR DESION
Beat the winter blues, treat yourself....

Sandy Shaffer

3590 Northwest Rd.
Denman Isi. B.C. VOR ITO

o r-

i

r-

v3v30-U 1 DO

CAFE: 335-2999

Open 7:30am daily(10am Sun / Hoi)
Close 7pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)
Phone orders accepted - Special orders can be arranged

SPeCIRL
nNNOUNC6M6NT

DSN MAM HARDWARE
335-2400
HARDWARE • KEYS • RENTALS

Fri, Jan, 21,6:30pm
P.C. user group meeting
(evetyone welcome
novice - expert)
Ken Buction's
9416fvlcfarlane Rd.

NEW!!

CARPET CLEANER FOR RENT

BULK CHAIN OIL, FILES. ETC.
GARDENA & FISKARS PRUNERS

ORGANIC FERTILIZER. BONE MEAL & MORE
• SPECIAL ORDERS •

15% OFF ALL HAND & GARDEN TOOLS UNTIL JAN. 31/94
3676 Denman Rood

Mon - Sot

9:30 • 5:30

FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
NEXT MONTH
INTIDELINE

CALL 335-0778

DEMMAh ISLAMD BUSINESS SERVICES

FRIENDLY PHOTOCOPIER. IT PRODUCES NO OZONE AND IS MADE
OF 95% RECYCLABLE PARTS.

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE NEW FEATURES
• Redrculating document feeder •Amost three times fester than our old machine

•Automatic double sided copies from single or double sided originals or books
THIS NEW MACHINE ALLOWS US TO COMPETE WITH THE
BIG PRINTING COMPANIES IN SPEED, QUALITY AND MOST
IMPORTANTLY, COST ON LARGE VOLUME JOBS

im
Fax Service:

Send during business hours - Receive 24 hours/day
Word Processing:

Letters, Resumes, Mailing Labels, Rycrs, and more
CANOJV NP 6030

3676 DENMAN ROAD (IN THE HARDWARE SrOR0
PHONE/FAX 335-2731
COME IN AND SEE WHAT THE LATEST IN TECHNOLOGY CAN DO FOR YOU.

'
BUCkERflELVS

* VEU MEATS S CHEESES

GLEN'S VIDEO HITS
to choose from and more to come

ANIMAL FEED

NEW RELEASES

COMING SOON

No more freight charges
Same prices as town

Coneheads

Volume discount for

Hard Target

5 bags or more

Last Action Hero

In the Line of Fire

Its Not Easy Being Green
Secret Garden

Man Without a Face

Program
Demolition Man

* GROCERfES

AUTHORIZED
BUCKERFIELD'S
FEED DEALER

Now over 1400 movies

Rookie of the Year

Tldelln© Is printed by D.I.B.S.
on ttie new Canon NP 6030

Winter hiours

Sun. 12am -6:30pm
Mon. - Thiurs. lOom - 6:30pm
Fri. - Sot. lOcm - 8pm

PET FEED

Introducing the
Pet Club Card for

Frequent buyers
5% - 15% discounts

On Denmon across from the Hall

on all dog & cot food

Call us!! 335-0451

New! Max dog & cat

Son in Law

food in cans

Fox and the Hound

BUCKERFIELDS COUPON
REGULAR MOVIE SPECIAL
5 movies 5 days $5 + tax
NINTENDO GAMES
6 games 3 days $6 + tax
(Machine rentals available)

$0.50 off complete
horse food,20kg bog
(please present coupon)

BIRD SEED
Wild bird seed
Black oil sunflower seed

Small & large striped
sunflower seeds
Finch mix

REGU AR MOVIE COUPON

Cockatief mix

5 for 5 for $5 + tax

Rent 5 take 6 get 1 free
(please present coupon)
IMH ACCEPT VtSA. MASTERCARV S V/RECT PAYMENT CARVS

DENMAN ISLAND B.C.

International Women's Day - By Roxanna oanu
[ntemational Women's Day is a day of both celebration and protest. A

celebration of women's progress in the struggle for equality, a celebration of
our diversity, a celebration of our power. A protest that we still are figiiting
for pay equity, still fighting for control of our bodies, still fighting for a better

\

^

life.

[ntemational Women's Day (I.W.D.) was bom at a time of great political
and social upheaval. At the beginning of the 20th century, women entered the
work force, en masse. Most were working gender segregated jobs, mainly in

manufacturing, and domestic services. The working conditions were horrid,
and the wages were deplorable. These conditions ignited industrial disputes
involving both union and non-union workers.

j .

j

In 1910 Clara Zetkin, a German socialist leader attended the second

international Conference of Socialist Women, where she proposed that women
the world over, should set aside a day to acknowledge, and commemorate
woman, and their struggles. Women from seventeen countries unanimously
approved Clara's proposal. Out of this I.W.D.s predecessor. The Day of Bread
and Roses was bom.

J. Oppenheim wrote the poem which became the intematoinal anthem.

Bread and Roses. Bread represented economic security, Roses represented a
better life.

BREAD AND ROSES

As we come marching in the beauty ofthe Jay
A million darkened kitchens

A thousand mill tofts gray
Are touched with all the radiance
That a sudden sun discloses

For people hear us singing
Bread and Roses
Bread and Roses.

In 1922 women in Manitoba began celebrating Bread and Roses, leading the
rest ofthe provinces, in Canada.

In 1975 the United Nations formally declared March 8, international
Women's Day.

On March 8 the women of Denman celebrate our progress, our diversity,
our power. We also stand in protest, that we are still figthting for the same
issues we fought for in 1912. We still are singing Bread and Roses, Bread and
Roses.

I am a common woman

And upon my common woman's head,

IMTERMATIOMAL
WOMEM'S DAY
CEEEBRATIOMS

I swear the common woman is as common

As a common loafofbread,
and will rise.

Thank you to Stephanie of the Comox Woman's Resource Centre.

\4arcii 8f[i,6 p.m.
Denman Island

Communift) Hall
(potlucL supper)
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On behalf of the whole community

we gratefully acknowledge the Denman
Island Library for giving us excellent
shelf space and DIWOS thanks the

DIWOS project - funded by a grant by
the Ministry of Women's Equality.
The women's section includes books

on

health,

psychology,

self-help,

women who volunteer their services for

children's issues, anger, abuse, violence

cataloguing and organizing the books

and grief recovery.

into a women's section: notice it as you

walk in: top shelf

Approximately 80 new books are
part of the women's section; from a

to Heal; Ourselves Growing Old; SelfEsteem is a Family Affair. Children's

books:

I Feel Orange Today. Men's

books:

Broken Boys; Mending Men;

Letter's from the War Zone.

for

March 8th is International Woman's

borrowing are:
Woman and the
Blues/Body Love;
Learning to Like
Our Looks, Love Ourselves; Courage

Day and Celebrations are in order; at the

Some

of the

titles

available

Back Hall from 6 p.m. on. an all women
event sponsored by DIWOS.

sky. To the west, the main sea lion pod

become aware of I, this tall apparition

seems to be in conflict, the bulls loud

on the shore.

roars carrying across the water, their
aggressive movements for territory
seemingly so clear in that congested

Three large bulls are now in the sea

another pod; I find time to dance with

before me, cruising back and forth,
barking excited, encouraging. I, clear,

them, and they sing back. Several pups
leap, clearing the water; one leaps four
times, in a line. They're calling, calling,
and I, laughing, laughing more than I
have laughed in a very long time, drawn
to them, must tear myself away, finally,
their song following me as I make my

space.

am now laughing as I dance with the sea

"Perhaps not so clear", I think.
There's movement, but a rhythm too,
like the waves. "They're dancing?", I
think. I look at the nuzzlers; they're still

lions, with the elements, wtih life. The

affectionate.

The roars take on the

texture of cries, ofa song, and so I start
to imitate their motions, their graceful,
wavelike fluidity, and I find myself

dancing, and humming, with the wind,
SHOULD MEN WHO ABUSE BE PROTECTED OR EXPOSED? - By John Showier

I have since been asked if I would

do not want is to be publicly exposed.
This takes away their power as the jig is
finally up. Anonymity is crucial for

respond to the Interesting question;

them to be able to continue their abusive

There has been much response to the
article I wrote in last month's paper and

and their cries, grow louder as they
The third and for me the most

important reason is the effect the abuse
has on my community. The damage

cries, deep, or piercing, take on a tenor,
an orchestral sound, with texture and
nuance. Towards Denman, the suri,

dipping towards the mountains, is
fanning rays over the lighthouse.
Closer, reflecting off the ocean, it
warms the lounging "waiter".
It's late; I must go.
The sun,
revealed through the clouds, is veiled

story? The alleged theft, or the rumour,

Should the names of men who have
been convicted of assault be known to

behavior and to retain their standing as

which can be equal to an assault in the

someone steals his chain saw. Ken's job,
his dream, are now seriously threatened.
Bob is a young local. He grew up

pillars of their communities, etc.

day interactions on the school yard, the

amount

on the island, lived here most of his life.

the public.

The second reason is simply that the
judicial system is inadequate in their

store or on the ferry, but ultimately we

damage done to the victim?

all pay a price.

been convicted in a court of law, to

prevent

the

incidence

of

false

allegations.

My first reason for my decision is
that the very thing that men who abuse

ability to respond to the situation.
Unfortunately too many within the
system see the situation as a private
matter resulting in women living too
much in fear, pain and paying often with
their lives.

In a community where an innate

respect for our neighbors is
commonplace, violence Is disruptive and

of emotional

and

financial

John and Mary have recently moved
to Denman Island. Like many, they
have dreams of building their house
from materials produced on their land.
John, in fact, has spotted a log he'd like

community that much better.

to use for a beam in the front room.

TIDELINE would like your opinion on

One of these days. John figures, he
should mark the log with spray paint or

pull it out ofthe ditch onto the roadside,

Sea Lions - By Herch Chemovsky
The lower trail from Shingle Spit to
Ford Cove is bordered on one side by

Rumours; What is the real crime in this

unnecessary. In my opinion, e.xposure
of these men would help to make our

this issue.

GUEST COLUMN

On the edge of Norman Point is a

so I'm sure I can outrun any pursuit.

way back.
I have seen the lions of the sea. I

have shared with them. On the lower
trail, there's silence in the trees. A
breath of wind touches their limbs.

Their branches, touching me, caress.

PUBLIC FORUM:"Anatomy of a Rumour"

done to women and children is perhaps
difficult at best to notice in our day to

My answer to this question is YES!
The one qualifier being that they have

again. I pass close to "waiter", alone,
and gentle. Along the ridge back is

but one priority soon replaces another,
and this hasn't yet been done.
Ken has also recently moved to
Denman Island. Ken's young, pierced,

of his truck is hardly saw log quality,
but Mary has ceased to listen and

angrily drives away. Joe is more
confused than ever. Although several

He's got a chainsaw and his Dad, Joe,

island trucks fit his truck's description,

has a pick-up truck. Bob works in a

Joe has long red hair. Both Ken and

seasonal industry, and when Ken's
equipment goes down, Bob is between
jobs. So Ken hires Bob and his saw.
Bob borrows Joe's truck, and, with
Donovan's permission, off they go to
John & Mary's land.
Bob and Ken work hard all day.
Cutting firewood on inexpertly cleared,
bulldozed house sites can be tricky. So
when they spot a fir log in the ditch near

the roadside, they realize it will make a
welcome addition to their load and buck

Bob have short black hair.

Who was

"seen" cutting wood? Joe has no choice

but to investigate the mystery.
Joe's investigation revealed the facts

which make up the first part of this
story. The person who allegedly fit

Joe's description remains a mystery and
can probably be put down to a false

assumption made by someone who saw
Joe's truck, or even someone who heard
someone say they saw Joe's truck. But
somehow, during the process, Joe has

it up. It tops off the cord nicely, and

become

tattooed, wears a Mohawk, one of those

away they go to sell the wood. They

Rumours.

see the singular white heads of resting
bald eagles between communes of sea

"shrubbies" you may have read about in

"crime," Joe was informed that Sue, or

lions and birds. Further down the shore,

a lone crane, juxtaposed before the

too. He wants to work, save money,
buy land, build his own house. Sound

have time to go to Sam's mill, where
they have permission to cut scrap and
mill-ends, and they deliver this wood to
Joe, for the use of his truck.

that Joe had been caught "stealing

chaos, watches.

familiar?

the

"criminal."

How?

wind swept hillock. Beyond it, the
shoreline is strewn with logs, the rocks
are slick, the wind, out in the open, is
mild but fierce. Alone, I approach
cautiously, mindful of the danger of my
footing, and the vrild animals about. I

Near the shoreline, ducks and gulls bob
on the sea. On the far, larger island, I

trees grow close, so it ofien seems like a

pause near a smooth brown boulder,

tunnel, and the soft soil is springy, so

I watch. On the near island, a large

Donovan is another recent arrival.

leave his house when he hears an

Joe & Bob had long ago gone to

that the ground reverberates through me

which lifts its head, a dirty beige; it
glances at me, before returning to its

rock, a squirming bull sea lion seeks

ruminations.

comfort on the barnacle encrusted

aggravated pounding at his door. He
opens it to find Mary, who immediately
accuses him of "stealing firewood." Joe
is stumped. He doesn't even know that

John &. Mary's house and told them their

as I walk.

He's put up a small cabin on his piece of
land, next door to John and Mary's land.
Since John & Mary live elsewhere on
the island, they've hired Donovan to
manage their land, including the clearing

John & Mary own any land, besides the

tireless, and sensual.

of a house site, and the distribution of

lot they live on, and, since his injury last

the resultant wood products. Donovan

year, Joe hasn't cut any wood at all.

because that's what she seems to be

I hear the wind and the lapping
waves, and the cries and roars of life

time had only Ken's word to go by.
Joe, of course, wasn't even there,
and knew nothing, Joe even consulted a

has permitted Ken, who has a chain saw

doing.

surrounding me.

Checking the sea

and a pick-up truck, to cut firewood

before me, and "waiter", for danger. 1

from the slash, in return for cleaning up

Mary tells Joe that a saw log has
gone missing from her land, and that Joe
and his truck were spotted near the

turn my attention to the far island. The
eagles dot the east end and the cloudy

the area for a smaller, safer slash bum.

scene of the "crime." Next, she points

witness.

So far, so good. But then Ken runs
into trouble. His truck goes in the ditch.

to the wood in the back of Joe's truck.

rumours persisted.

moss and peat and sleep groves of
shadowed greens, and on the other by
sunlight reflecting off a patchwork
ocean, and our own Denman Island.

The trail is one of my favourites; the

It's a nice way to meet

Hornby, a nice way to prepare for a

"Oh ", I think, edging away from the

visit, because in mid-January I've come
to visit the sea lions at Norman Point.

cow. I don't feel any danger, but one

The shoreline past Ford Cove is a
rock platform. The rock, sculpted, is
covered in radiant green slimes, so I'm
hiking cautiously, pausing often to pick
my way, or to view the sea, or listen to
the rising cries ofthe sea lion colony.

lions are wild animals, are supposed to
be unpredictable. I call her "waiter",

doesn't know.

Wild animals, and sea

Working towards the main herd, I
find shelter behind a boulder.

The

ground is slippery, but the shelf is steep,

ridges. Two cows, nuzzling in the
water, are flowing up and down each
other.
They're very graceful, and

(Cont'd page 3)

Tim Wees' book. But Ken has a dream,

The next day Joe is getting ready to

As long as 8 months after the alleged
Sally, or Pete, or Paul had told them
firewood."

version of events. Donovan says Ken
knew the log in question was reserved.
Ken says he didn't know. Bob, at the

lawyer.

John & Mary apologized to Bob and
Joe. John & Mary's friend Bill was a
But somehow, those vicious

Joe points out that the wood in the back
(Cont'd page 4)
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cross between "Mississippi John Hurt &
Carl Jung."

dances at the Hall) on Friday, June 17

The merry month of May brings the
traditional harp duo, Laurie Riley &

and her trio. Coco is a young(19) vocal
stylist and scat singer, whose voice is a

Michael MacBean from Vashon Island,

remarkable

Washington. Celtic and original music
played on two classic haqjs. Friday,
May 20 is the date to circle on your

musical education (her Dad's a jazz saxman and her (jranny's an opera singer) is
comprehensive. A rare opportunity.

event seems to have caught on.

details (335-2324).

On Friday, September 23, Colleen
Eccleston, popular folksinger, will help

D.I.A.C.S.

Don't miss this one.

us kick off a new Coffee House Series.

The Summer Art Gallery

calendar.

June concludes the series (we're
taking the summer off, but watch for

with Jazz dynamo, vocalist Coco Alcom

instrument,

and

whose

In August, the International Poetry
Festival returns, dates to be announced

soon.
Poet Leonard Gasparini has
accepted an invitation and more poets

from many cultures will read from their

Preparedness". We hope that you can
join us.
Time: 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

work. Last year's Poetry Festival was a
big success and the idea of this kind of

Please call Mr. Green for further

Special thanks to Randy Duncan (creme
de cacao), Jessie Edwards(mocha java),
Ron Manea (double espresso) and Hans
Jungmann (cafe au lait).

COMMUNITY NEWS

Our preschool shared a sad
heart-warming event last winter.
grandmother of one of the 4 year
passed away after a short illness.

but
The
olds
The

death of a loved one is always a
sensitive time and though Tynan tends
to be a shy little fellow he was able to

share thoughts and memories of Granny
Mary with the group. And as only
children

can

do, our

snack

her

family's

thou^tfulness

and

admission is by donation - and we even
serve refreshments (coffee, tea & baked

enriched by Mary's love of children for

goodies)! Call one of us if you have any

many years to come.

questions or suggestions. We are: Rod

Jayne-Ann O'Reilly, ECE
Blackberry Lane Preschool

Chant (335-1438), Guy Marion (3352799)& Marsha Woodbum (335-2437).

Denman Island

At this time of year, the most

conversations around the table branched

popular books in the library are
gardening books.
Every year the

when they die, apparitions, things one
can do when one dies. The ideas were

both amusing and touching, reminding
me in particular of how precious we all
are every step ofour journey.

The heart-warming aspect for our

As of press time last issue this
address was incomplete; here is the
update:

Citizens of Denman Island:

This will provide an opportunity to
strengthen the link which exists between
community, home and school. To this
end, Denman Island Elementary would

stood out in their minds among other

We have been robbed - between Jan.

possibilities as we have been in a

28 Friday night and Jan. 30 Sunday

financially needy position this year and
Mary Phillips always had a special
fondness for children. So, thanks to that
special fondness, our preschool was
honoured with nearly $500 in our Mary

noon, the locked cupboard in the main
and our tips were stolen.

Phillips Memorial Fund. We were able

8477 or the RCMP at 338-1321 (day)

to purchase a beautiful Childcraft maple
ride-on transport truck and a hardwood

"Building the Ideal School". The staff
would like to encourage you to attend
this meeting and offer your expertise

or 338-6551 (night).

and input.

carpentry table.

Denman Island Film Society
Don't hibernate alone!

"Denman Island Film Society".

All items we have yearned for but never
had the means to acquire.
Our
carpentry table bears a brass plaque in

Next showing Saturday, February 26
(title to be announced); 7:30 p.m. at the
Denman Island School Library.

Join the

The local phone book is made up

proceed or not. Last summer's gallery,

Gallery Committee like the committee

from the listings in the BCTel book. If

because of lack of support, of not only

that is responsible for the Concert

you are not in the book or need changes

the local artisans but also in volunteers
to organize it, resulted in one of the

Denman Series.

or extra listings please contact Dot

the gallery opened (attended and
advertised etc. - not the overall quality
ofthe individual shows themselves).
The Arts and Crafts Society receives

advertising,

hall

Time is a factor in

rental

and

most

important, the lining up of the summer
program. Anyone interested in helping
our please contact Mike at 335-2293 or
Bill at 335-0083.

no government grants to operate the

Lastly the Arts and Crafts Society is
still waiting for the "Donations^ from

gallery and must rely on volunteers, plus

some artists who had work sold last

moneys

raised

by

the

raffle

and

extra books then give BCTel a call.

Vouds at 335-0758 or Doreen at 335-

9262.

Individuals wanting to get a

listing in the Business section at the
back ofthe Denman Phone Book should
contact the above individuals as well.
The New Denman Phone Book should
be out in about 4 to 6 weeks.

year. This money is required to fiind
this year's gallery. Thanks.

rental and advertising.

Special Crime Report

Community Interaction
On March 2nd all School District 71

to a worthy cause it seems the preschool

and start a collection of hollow blocks.

Ideally it would be nice to see a core
of about 5 or so individuals forming a

like

- Call the police and other members of

Tunisie, North Africa

students).

remaining to add to our carpentry tools

DIACS, as the organizers of this
yearly event, are at a loss as whether to

your Neighbourhood Watch Group

the library.

We still have money

what BCTel has

immediately.

to the preschool instead of flowers.
When they decided to ask for donations

phone a confidential TIP line at 338-

quantity that is on the list. IF you want

more books than

indicated that you are to receive. We

but your neighbours would!

schools will take part in a Community
Interaction Day. Schools will not be in
session for the day (no school for

Anyone knowing anything please

only receive books to satisfy the

etc.

picked up at the General Store anytime
during the day. Please do not ask for

Jendouba 8170

The next regular writers' group
meeting will be March 7, at 2:15 p.m. in

hall was broken into, beer, wine, brandy

reading this article. Phone books can be

is a positive response from not only the
artists of the community but also from
the other individuals who wish to help in
the organization of the shows advertising, organiz-ation of volunteers

not recognize a stranger in your yard -

them promptly.

members and friends to make a donation

- he cannot do it alone. What is needed

The 1994 BCTel Phone Books

officer patrolling your community may

Tynan's family

their family

should be here by the time you are

Maison des Jeunes de Bousalem

preschool of the sad event was that

asked

BCTel Phone Books

Melanie Bilodeau

Garden Club provides several new
volumes for community use. We don't

yet know the titles of this years gift, but
we know they will be in demand. If you
are interested in gardening, borrow
those that interest you, but please return

"To Be or Not To Be"

donations to cover the cost of the hall

Exchange Student
Library Notes

time

off into pets d>nng, where one goes

We are a non-profit group, so

Our community will be

generosity.

School Library

poorest shows that we have seen since

memory of Mary Phillips and thanks to

Grandma's Memory

Place:

As It stands now, we do have one

volunteer who provided he gets help,
will co-ordinate this summer's program

to

invite

interested

parents,

community members and organizations
to join in a public forum to discuss

March 2nd

Time;

9 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Place:

School Library

During the afternoon, interested
people are invited to attend a
community discussion and goal setting
meeting in

relation

IF YOU ARE GOING AWAY....

Leave the following information with a
trusted friend or neighbour;
- Where you are going.

you are, what type of car you own and

- How you can be reached in case of

may be the first to notice a burglar at
your window or door.

- When you expect to return.

HOW TO DEVELOP THE
PROGRAM

Neighbourhood Watch

"Neighbourhood Watch - a self-help
crime prevention program to reduce
threats to you and your neighbour's
property".

On February 1st , Constable Smiley
of the Courtenay R.C.M.P. spoke to us

about securing our properties against
theft and break-ins.
WHAT IS NEIGHBOURHOOD

Date:

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The program works through mutual
aid - Neighbours watching out for
neighbours. Neighbours know who

WATCH?

Neighbourhood watch is simply a
program of neighbours watching other
neighbour's property during times when

burglaries are likely to occur. A police

To develop a Neighbourhood Watch
program in your neighbourhood, contact
your police.
They will assist in
developing a community plan. For the
program to be totally effective, each

emergency.

- Ifanybody will be at your home
(gardener, repairman).

Leave a key with your neighbour
PROTECT YOURSELF BY:

- Good lighting

- Good lock security
- Secure all doors and windows when

resident must take an active role in both

your house is unoccupied.

security improvement and observation.

- Join Operation Identification.
Electric engraving pencils are available

IF YOU SEE SOMETHING

- Write down the description of any
suspicious persons.

at your local police agency for
borrowing, free ofcharge.
On an Island where police patrols, at

- Get the make, model, colour and

best,

license number ofstrange vehicles.

Neighbourhood Watch program seems

SUSPICIOUS. ..

are

very

limited

the

to be a good alternative.

to "Emergency

(Cont'd page 7)

HOLLYWOOD HELL: Al's Oasis, a restaurant in North Dakota,serves a Buffalo
Burger advertized as " 100% Buffalo meat from the famous herd seen in the Acadamy
Award Winning movie Dances with Wolves!" CostnerBurger anyone?

- Page 8 -
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Special Review - Clayoquot Arrestees Benefit Concert - By Kate Gehlbach & Dallas Stevenson

.and the Fudge was delicious.'
t was a stormy Saturday night on the rock as we prepared ourselves for the
event of the evening^ the Clayoquot protesters benefit comedy night, at the hall. Just as
we were psyching ourselves up to txave the blustery rain, the music topped, the lights
dimmed on arKi off, and then all was dark and silent At that precise moment vw had

strange feeling, our bodies were suddenly possessed and we were Inhabited by the
infamous Intergaiactlc travelling body-lnhabltors Ron and Don from Wonowon,
reporters for the Wonowon Tines newspaper. Before we knew it, we had coiffed hair
dos and were wearing suft: jackets, glasses, and press cards. The fact that we couldnt

finish the dinner we had started on the electric stove was forgotten as we grabbed
notebooks and pencils and ran out the door. LIttte did oir famished stomachs know of the

feast of treats that awaited us at our destination. Facing the storm full on, we somehow
knew that the show would go on, despite the lmmlr>ent darkness. As vie approached the

hall, we caught sight of Christmas lights and laughing faces. Wfch amazing help from
Mike Lindsay, technical director and electrician extraordinary, the hall svas lit up, the
music was playing, and the show was about to go on.

Since the show was delayed due to the "great *94 bteckout^', it gave us time to

men". Sandy Kennedy, who organized the beneffc, expressed her thanks to the communBy
for their support of the 18 arrestees and explained that the arrestees will get 3 weeks
jail dme (2 weeks with good behavior), 25 hours of communfty service, and $250

worth of fines. 1the arrestees being Phyllis Fabbi, Sandy Kennedy, Kkn Backs, Charlie
Johnson, Maiam Leigh, Nettie Devilliers, Tom KIrwin, Anne Fairbanks, Kathy Rieder,

Wendy Pope, Julie Austin Des Kennedy, Ron Doble, Tim Wees, Louise Bell, Sara Wees,
Darlene Lessard, Kim McGee, Mllora Spong, Phil Bailey, and Robin Freete. She ateo let

out that Des is dependant on his hairdryer. Des ended the set with his amazing story of
"The Last Standing Tree" where he poked fun at some of the polSicai leaders and business

figures Involved in the logging process. His story sarcastically debated such topics as the
sustainabllity of a half tree and made reference to the Royal Carradian MacMillan Police.
He was joined by Kim Backs, Randy Duncan, Cynthia MInden and Patti Lonsdale who added
a touch of music to the story.

During irteimlssion, people were eager to share their views on the first half of
the night. "Amazing artlculationr said one individual; another was amazed at the
amount of unused talent on the bland. SusarvMarie, of the infamous Carmen Mirandas,

confided that, "stridJy off the record, we have lote of hats." The reti^n of hydro caused a
bit of confusion as everything was re-plugged and swftched arourid, but no sooner than It

check out the scene and talk to some of the guests. There Vias a great turnout despfte the

had begun, the break was over.

confusion, and the hall was warmed with a special sense of community spirt. There was
a marvelous assortment of sweets and specialty drinks, (could it have been responsble
for the turnout?) and we were greeted by cheerful bartenders and smiling goody
servers. The proceeds of these and other things sold at the gala event went to help the

Randy Duncan and Richard Sauv^ started off the second half with three tovely
songs, followed by "Edward" the lentil-holic (Gary Plercy), wth a Funky Melow* t-

Denman Island arrestees with fines and expenses of thet court processes, some of which

will take up to three weeks. Sandy Kennedy said "Denman Islanders should be happy that
we are getting approximately 450 hours of volunteer work put Into the corrxnunlty by

the airesteesf" While browsing the desserts, we ran Into Josh Leigh chonping on a
cream pi/f. When we asked him why he was there, he responded, "It's the only place wfth
ligt^ In town." Larry Berg said he was there to "raise a Ifttle hell... and to sipport the
arrestees of Clayoquot", Gary Plercy replied, "I was asked to do something and I'm going
to do something special." Another profound thinker stated, "I am here because I am not

there." A particularly joyous young woman commented, "Warm, wonderful community
gathering; everyone Is buying me drlnksl" The stage was set with candles, props and
various musical Instruments. One prop was a sign the protestors carried that read, "I
stand not In contempt of court but with respect for my country and Its ancient

rainforests." At approximately 8:30 pm, we returned to our seats as the show began.
Des Kennedy, the nights commentator, came out wearing a peach tuxedo shirt,
jacket, and a most stylish sequlned hat. He started the show off with thanks to those
Involved, a warning of possible future delays t B.C. Hydro got the lights working. After
the Introduction to the first act, Briny Deep, a local band of talented young musicians,
started the show off with some funky, danceable, jazzy, electric Instrumentab. There
was, however, no place to dance because of numerous chairs and people. Following close
behind were those "fixtures of Denman high society", the Denman Maids, ip to their
usual entertaining antics, tap dancing up a storm. Next, Jude Kirk, with a feministic
voice on vibrators, computer simulated orgasms, various uses for max! pads, and her

version of "Do Your Balls Hang Low^ got the crowd laughing with the first taste of stand-

tp comedy. The two youngest arrestees, Mllora Spong and Sarah Bherldge, accompanied
ty pestanne Lundqulst, performed two flute pieces and John Lennon's "Imagine" on

vlollhnrate^BTKf-orgafr The professor of Crumb bland University recited a five minute
rx>t so accurate report on the htetory of the world including such Issues as "Virgins and
other mythical beings", and "mechanical forest rapers that do the work of a hundred
(Cont'd page 9)

shfrt for donation to the cause. Back by popular demand, Jude Kirk re-sirfaced with
stones about flesh colored water wings and proof that condoms are Indeed big
enough"(she placed one over her head and blew It up with her nose). A prote^ sing-

along headed by Miriam Leigh and Fireweed had the whole crowd t)eIlowlng and laughing.
The three part version of row, row, row yoir boat that had each sechon of the audience
playing either the loggers, the burecrats or the protesters, was an uplffting addition to

the night Another show from the Carmen M^andas followed, wth vivacious danclr^ and
frolicking about. With his Latin accent and hfe Tour of hell", Juan Barker w^s a

He Included political commentary on the captaltetic system, wfch god
"nothing can t>e perfect or rx> one will wart; to go to heaven" and the advice ^

^

^

because tonrwrrow they will make a law against If. Briny Deep closed t^ benefit wth
some more outstanding Inslrumental music. The benefit was a ht, a special occasion to

be remembered. One artbt summed It up in saying, 'it was an excellent ^y of

supporting the cause; through music and comedy." After the show, we asked Des If he was
happy wth the response and all he could say was, "Great turnout, great energy, great
blackout"

in good spirits, we left the hall for home, fully entertained and exhausted from
laughing so hard, t earned a very deflnte "two thumbs up" from these travelling
reporters, Ron and Don from Wonowon and ateo from those of us who were Invaded by
unusual travellers. As a final statemert from Ron, Don, Kate and Dallas In the wise
words of Mr. Casual,'We do what we need to do; for t we don't, what we need to do does
rK)t get done."

If you wish to support this cause financially or otherwise, please call Des
Kennedy at 335-0400. A video tape of the Clayoquot Comedy Benefit will be available
for rental at the Denman Island General Store with the proceeds going to the anestees.
* ®
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FEBRUARY
PT. ATKINSON

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

0*r TIME

Book Review; MAD MAGELLAN'S TALE

By llya Tourtidis
Reviewed for TIDELINE by Paula Lebaron

Mad Magellan's Tale transports us immediately to another world,

Reading this book of poems Is like silting down to a
lovingly prepared gourmet feast where every detail has
been thoughtfully taken care of. There is a passionate,

intense, deeply yearning quality about these poems,
lightened occasionally by a quirky sense of humour.

across centuries, across continents; as if we have suddenly wandered

Probably the highest praise I can ^ve Tourtidis is that his

into a parallel dimension, familiar yet exotic and strange. Here is a

work has similarities in style and reminds me a great deal of

sensory extravaganza for the imagination.
THE MOON IN RED SEA WEED

two great modem poets (interestingly, both Greek) George
Seferis & Odysses Elytis.
I would like to finish with an excerpt from Sea-Song

our coats dry...

In ourfaces
twenty years of.teafoam;
In our eyes
twenty years ofmyth - making;
In our groin

We will go on marching forever

twenty years ofblood - grief

The moon in red seaweed

is like a beautiful word caught in a net.
Tonight everything we say is about springtime
our pockets arefirm

TU

DENMAN

2
WE

FAMILY HAIR DESION

F
TH

The red moon spins in your lap
drunken sailors ask your name

as we remember it

and scorch the remaining debris
with a paralyzing
and incarnating breath.

and bark

Poet Ilya Tourtidis lives in Royston, on Vancouver Island

as to your identity

Mad Magellan's Tale and most of the other books reviewed

is

in TIDELINE are available at Abraxas Books.

335-0155

3590 Northwest Rd.
Denman Isl. B.C. VOR 110

Custom Lumbermill Work
Woodmizer Bandsow Mill
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Call Allen Mason 335-0137

PUNTLEDGE VETERINARY CLINIC
Will hold a Veterinary Clinic at the
Denman Isl. Community Hall (back room)
The 1st. Wednesday of each month
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For an appointment call 338-0537
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m.MADCn 19th
COMMUNITY HALL CALENVAR
Sat. Feb. 19

COFFEE HOUSE - Ken Hamm,$5/$4/$2 teens,Spm

Fri.. Feb.25

PIACS CONCERT - Robert Mindcn Ensemble. Spm

Sat. Feb. 26

ROSERT MINPEN - Workshop, lOrSOam - 12:50pm

Wed. Mar. 2

VETERINARY CLINIC - 9am - noon

Tue. Mar. &

IhrTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S PAY - 6pm potluck

Thur. Mar. 10
Fri. Mar. 11

PiRCS EXEC. MEETING - Spm
COFFEE HOUSE - Travels with Charlie. $5/$4/$2 teens,Spm

Fri. Mar. \S>

CilRCLE PANCE WORKSHOP - Contact Sasera Gamble for info.

Sat. Mar. 19

PIRCS PANCE - The Rootabe^gas,$10/$S/$5 teens, 9pm (Par)

Fri. Mar. 25

PIACS CONCERT - Moonlodge

UJanted to rent - 3 bedroom home
on Denmon Fl.S.fl.P.

Please phone Roxonno 335-2697

At 9:00 pm
DANCE TO THE

GENERAL STORE - DENMAN

ENVIRONMENT
"The Pellet People"
HOME HEATING & RECREATIONAL FIRES

PLUS

SALES - SERVICE - INSTALLATION

GAS,WOOD.COIVieiEli UNE OF PBUfr-FlRED ^PrtANCES
*GOOD USED FREESTANDING

The

CHRIS SMITH

Rootebeggas

5455 ISLAND HIGHWAY. UNION BAY

Defreshments

GeneralStore &

CafeontheRock
- POST OFFICE & LIQUOR AGENCY -

WOODSTOVES. $300 - $450

D.I. Cofflinunitj Hall
Ticket prices
$10/$8 mcfflbere / $5 teen<s

DenmanIsland

- COMMISSIONER OF OATHS PHONE/FAX: 335-0050

*** OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK ***
STORE: 335-2293

N€IU BCGINNING
HniR STUDIO
* PERM SPECIfilS *

Thanks to all my clients who supported the
CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL hair cut special.

Jackie Telep
( Behind the General Store )

335-1600

Open 7;30am daily(10am Sun / Hoi)
Close 7:30pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)
CAFE: 335-2999

Open 7:30am daily(10am Sun / Ho!)
Close 7pm (9pm Fri/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)
Phone orders accepted - Special orders can be arranged

BUCf<ERflELVS

• VEU MEATS S CHEESES

GROCERfES

GLEN'S VIDEO HITS

AUTHORIZED
BUCKERFIELD'S
FEED DEALER

Now over 1450 movies
to choose from and more to come

NEW RELEASES
K

I
I
§
t

No more freight charges

THIS WEEK

Same prices as town

It's Not Easy Being Green

Volume discount for
VISA

The Secret Garden

PET FEED

winter hours

TUESDAY MOVIE SPECIAL FEBRUARY ONLY

Sun. 12pm - 6:30pm

Introductory offer - 10% off

Mon.- Thurs. 10am - 6:30pm

Natural Choice Plus -

FrI. - Sat. 10am - 8pm

for the active dog

On Denman across from the Hall
Call usi! 335-0451

REGULAR MOVIE SPECIAL
5 movies 5 days $5 + tax

201b. & 401b. size

with vitamin E)- plus
5% off for frequent
buyers on the

MIDWINTER SALE
20% off Bodycare products

PET CLUB CARD

20% off all pasta

NINTENDO GAMES

20% off all Eden beans

6 games 3 days $6 + tax
(Machine rentals available)

I

20% off all Eden canned tomatoes

20% off all spaghetti sauce
20% off Mayacamas soup mixes
25% off all toys - Tonka, Majorette
& Lego

Ji
BuckerXieiQ s

LAWN & GARDEN SEED
Now In - vegetable,flower
& herb seeds

Planting a new lawn?
Order your seed now

i
2
ft

BIRD SEED

AUTOMOTIVE SPECIAL
4L windshield cleaner $2.49

Verdic wiper blades

ft

(naturally preserved

20% off all hot cereals

NJ

I

i

The Man Without a Face

get a regular movie free

5:

5 bags or more

The Program

Rent a new release

I

c::

ANIMAL FEED

$5,49

Sunflower & Wild bird seed
Cockatlel & Finch mix

M/'f ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD S DIRECT PAYMENT CARDS

ABRAXAS
BOOKS
Will be re-opening in

b€NMRN.iSLRND

msmessS^^^ices
FAX
PHOTOCOPIES

the early spring!

WOl^ PROCESSINQ

Across from the General Store

QRAPHICS

(next to the Seniors Hall)
Special orders welcome now!

PHON6/FnX

335-2731

OPCN 9:30 - 5;30 MON - SflT

Call 335-0433

3676 DCNMON RD (RT DCNMRN HRRDUJRRe)

CLASSIFIEDS
Wanted to rent - Family loving the Island,
Is looking for a comfy home(2 to 4 bedroom).
We are fun loving and happy
conscious beings.
Please call...
Lees 335-1724

Blackberry Lone Preschool
Is receiving bids on uiork to improve
their fodlity. If you are interested in
knouiing the specifications, please contact
Heather Monks 335-1403 or

Joyne-flnn O'Reilly 335-0778

Gosing Dote Fri., Feb. 25th
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Denman Ciayoquot; Trials Near the Final Stage - By Ron Dobie
We are entering the final stage just
as the siege of Victoria is about
commence.
We have pleaded,
submitted, faced judgment and now
await punishment for disobedience, civil
or otherwise, justifiable or not, herdlike
or else, cultlike punishments. We await
the handing down of sentence, the
commencement of the sentence, the

we're older and hopefully capable of
looking back. Like now

industry must change to improve its
image abroad, it's not enough to just say
it - no matter how many limes they say

But why bother confusing the issue.
The judge was very judge-like, the court
was very court-like, the lawyers were

that our forestry issue has planetary

very lawyer-like, the prosecutor was
very prosecuiorial, the court workers

concerned for the people in Port McNeil

it. Economic pressures abroad reinforce

proportions, and although we must be

(the sheriffs, the court recorder, the

and Woss, we must also be concerned

that there is a healthy, sustainable future

serving of the sentence, the completion

coun clerk) were very worker-like, and
the defendants defended, pleaded,

of the sentence; and sentence as we all

submitted,

know is what gives meaning to our
lives, to what we have to say. There are
masochists and sadists among us, who

(.Maybe 21 days; some in jail, most on

The larger issues carry on and

electronic monitoring, some elders and

intensify as we continue to forge ahead

hardship cases with suspended sentences

into who knows what crises, (salmon

seem to relish this territory, but they

and community hours. All very matter

shall respectfully remain nameless.
There is respect of course for the
iudges, the law and the justice system;

of fact)

become endangered species, water
supplies shrink, jobs, homes, income

and

the

transnational

corporations
unions,

and
but

the
none

whatsoever for the government and the
bureaucrats. We can all hate them and

waited,

and

received.

We clearcut broom and ivy to show
we are clear and positive about our
action h was a beautiful place. Oaks,
native lilies, moss, rocks; we were trying
to stop "environmental pollution"
encroaching on things Phyllis was very

for all inhabitants of Earth,
fishers could talk )

sources,

sustainabiliiy

(if cod

etc.)

Our

individual business in court is one cost

of stating clearly and emphatically that
we must change the way we deal with
our forest and water resources

It's been pleasant to spend lime with

they won't punish us, they'll just try to

pleased to find a young snake here, and

people from the community whom

get our votes anyway. Not like school;

we were on CHEK 6 news.

otherwise there isn't lime to visit and to

Two trips to Victoria over 2 weeks.

witness the elders with all their humility,

do good. And they'll do it over and

One more. April 8 Things are rippling

experience, and purity of heaa speaking

over again 'til we learn it doesn't matter.
Being good, that is, for them; when

internationally and at home, as we've

school wilt make us feel bad if we don't

drified up and down our Highway I .

out for fLiiure generations as they, and
we, approach the final stage to a new

Our Government now acknowledges

beginning, always and as ever - for.

the painted portrait, but there were
other things, pieces of furniture and the
way they were arranged, that seemed

to Denman, are you'^"

different.

course, the ferry reduces our mobility

Guest Columns
A Dream - By Just Havelaar
I was standing on the loft of our
own house but noticed that the furniture

was different, for there was no loom, my
wife's desk was closed and my own was

remarkably clear of paper. From the
room below voices floated up, one of
which, a male, was very familiar, but I
could not immediately associate it with a
name. I went to the railing to look
down in the livingroom. I recognized

immediately the metal floorlamp with its

large shade, the oak chest and, above it.

The person who was speaking was

"...but you are not sorry thai you moved
"Not at all." he answered

somewhat, but

there

are

so

"Of

many

my son, clearly, but how he had aged!

compensations. -No, we love it here.

His hair was thin and gray, his beard

There was a time we were afraid that

almost white. His visitor seemed to be a

my parents would not be able to hang

woman, but I couldn't see her because

on to the property, because of the high

she was sitting right under the loft. I
caught the tail end of her question:

taxes, but they managed. And since the
government has reduced those taxes so
much It is no longer a problem. Of
(Cont'd. Page 2)
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atiribuics we bridge gaping ravages

spirited, allows for the understanding of

around the functions and fitness of our

our dualistic nature: our love of life, our

behavior. Becoming aware of our great
need to heal, we build our support and
accountability toward one another.
Female aspects include healing, caring,
nurturing, counselling, practices of
offering thanks, consensus based

anger over death. It accepts graciously
the gif\ of transformation through

decision making, circle gathering for

celebrating the cycles of Nature,
imaginative wishful expression, and
local cooperative management of
resources.

individuals making amends for past
hurts, we can bring about change
and be present
for one another.
Growing respect for our common

communicating from the heart both

needs

of expressing our inner/outer

sorrow

selves,

for

and

humor.

Ayakwew

recognizes and honors the mystery and
the magic of our spirituality, part of the
Sacred and Divine Creation. Speaking
our truth from the heart invites openness
to the dream world. Being proud yet
humble, acknowledging where we come
from, and owning our place now. as

"Ayakwew," the different one, two-

acceptance

of

our

relationship/responsibility to each other,
and to our Mother Earth is essential to

all of our well being. Community as a
circle with a flow ofcelebrations;

supporting everyone in participating
with the process of becoming strong,
clear, safe and aware of the pleasures of

life; this is passing-on Love.

Dear Ms. Nomer,

The Enemy Is Us.
It's « Violent World. I grew up to
violence of a kind: a war being waged

over my head, planes intent on unloading
their bombs around me, guns and planes

and searchlights all trying to say no, each

replying with their own display of
violejice.

I

experienced

those

five

waning years with the various wisdoms

listed in my first year psych textbook; he
was entrapped - he went to one meeting,
then another, then he spent a weekend
with them (during which he was
subjected to sleep-deprivation), then he

took the big leap and committed himself
to their cause. He took part in a severe

offend my instincts against abuse. Very

exactly have the charismatic leader it
would need to a true cull, there are
certain aspects that are indeed cult-like.

that during the retreat, "the groups'
ideology..suddenly makes immense
sense. They feel a new clarity to their
thought; the words they hear seem rich
with significance and truth " As you no

few joined my boycott then and over the

doubt

belonging takes on prime importance.
They are a unity, all doing the same

You

are

very

correct

in

the

have

noticed, once

initiated,

things, believing the same beliefs,
speaking the same stock phrases,

"chosen" Now he group thinks along
with the rest of the flock. My problem

entrapment issue for as you know, the
initiation (AKA "arrest") was only one
part of the process which began with a
friendly conversation followed by an

their identity and they proudly proclaim

invitation to spend an evening at a

their

is, how do I continue to live with this

meeting.

man whom 1 thought I loved, but can no
longer tolerate because of the stress and

invitation for a visit to the Peace Camp.

uncertainty

initiation rite and has now taken on part

of his groups' identity and has come to
see himself as one of the "elite" or

he

has brought to

our

family''
Yours truly.

This was followed by an

Dear Friend,

How perceptive of you to recognize
the movement to save Clayoquot for
what it may well be: a cult. As resident
cult-expert
and
former
Teenage
Republican, Millie Narian, has
explained, "Thousands were called (to
the Peace Camp), but few (800) were

Being a

member becomes an important part of
new

"Arrestee."

and

collective

name

Some even wear T-shirts

and shove the hardest get the most. But
we dont teach our children the kind of
toll on our lives that bullies wages take.
We dont leach them because we are

to

spousal violence? Why is it acceptable to
protect our consciences in this way from

the violence of someone who swings a
1000 kg. vehicle rather than a 1 kg. fist?
We cannot get rid of one kind of
violence while we accept and condone it

last thirty years the social casuaJness
towards violence has continued to rise

until very few now have a decent sense
of how
much insensiu'vily
and
callousness thai they carry around with
them.

Americans who had died in three years
of war, my cry also went out to the

50,000 Americans who died on their
roads each year. Very few would then or

We need to teach our children about
bullying, how to relate to it without

being caught up in its escalation towards

I won't ask you to resolve that
dilemma in your mind. All those
arguments are too tightly twisted around
our own personal experiences for us to
be able to step back and see clearly. Nor
for my mind should the issue be

violence. Violence is the symptom not
the disease. By the time violence occurs

violence, how to resolve a confrontation

without appealing to an older and bigger
bully and especially how to see their own
bullying and its contribution to the
conflict. As children we leam to suffer
and accqjt the self inflicted violence of

our own over ambition in a physically
active world. We leam tliai pain is a

it is already too late. We employ police

passing inconvenience and is often

or ^peal to authorities as a losing tactic.

rewarded by a consoling sympathy. It is
only wliere and when bullying is
involved that a sense of outrage persists.

At the time of the Viet Nam war

protests, when the cry was of the 50,000

continually bdng bullies our selves and
ignorant of it.

The disease itself is bullying and
there is no cure for violence which

doesn't first gel undemeath it and look at

the bullying which preceded it. All of it,
not just that of the violators and not as a

will now discuss that casually acceptable

way of assessing blame. Bullying is
something that is enonnously prevalent

It isn't the violence that impacts our
spirits it's the bullying. If we can each
acknowledge that and observe our own
bullying and how we express it, then we

stand a better chance of leaving it behind
us and its violence with it.

level of violence which goes with our use

in our society and there are very few who

In his 1984 article "Radical Departures."

proclaiming this fact
My advice to you Friend, is firstly.

of vehicles. We cover our ears with no

can claim a clean slate. You don't have to

Action Second. On the other hand

Saul Levine states that an invitation for

DO

fault insurance and hide behind 'accident'

be big to be a bully and women cannot

myths, or if all imagination fails us, wc

we can also demonstrate our rejection of

claim any higher moral ground than men.
Our sodety has been tailored to the

NOT

ATTEMPT

TO

DE

a two or three day retreat is part of the

PROGRAM YOUR FRIEND; this can

three basic steps in entrapment. Perhaps

cause permanent psychological damage
Secondly, just wait
Most cult
involvement lasts for approximately six
months - rarely more that two years.

we can't exactly call the Black Hole

Friend of a Clayoquot Arrestee

working towards consensus.

no fault insurance as a solution

lifestyles.

In addition, Levine slates

Clayoquot) are political, others are
therapeutic or social in nature

live in a bullies' world, those that push

In the 1960's I stopped going to
movies as their increasing exploitation of
outside..."

For example, although it is not well-

that will get much worse later on. We

prefer to acc^t the thinly laid blame of

elsewhere as a working part of our

chosen " While this movement doesn't

known, not all of these intense groups
(or cults) are religious: some (like

us. Are there those out there who would

available to a four to nine year old boy.

violence and its suffering started to

Last September, my friend and lover
of ten years, was compelled to join a
cult He has all the signs and history

by Robbie Newton

"beautiful," but it is most definitely
striking, n'est pas''
According to
Levine, these retreats are usually held in
a "secluded, rural and often strikingly
beautiful spot away from the busy
city. " "Careful attention is given to
serving good, nutritious food " "There
is ordinarily no television, radio, or
telephone. It is as though there is no

And rest assured, former cult members

almost always extract from their
experience permanent and (you hope)
positive values which they integrate into
their lives. Good luck!

Yours Truly,
Ms. Nomer.

" To the creative mind, there is no right or wrong. Every action is an
experiment, and every experiment yields its fruit in knowledge." R. A. Wilson

Contributed to TIDELINE by Dave Lang

blame drunk driving.

That is typical of the way in which

we respond to the violence in our lives:
avoidance,

delusion

and

designs of tfie successful bullies of

history.

blaming.

Getting onr Bullies Out in the

Violator and violated both. We live in a

Open. With children the first bullying

society addicted to seeking out blame
and assigning punishment Even those

can be naively transparent. The
successful tyranny of loud screams is one

violated will, if necessary, blame and

of

punish themselves rather than abandon
that addiction. So naturally it is "mCT'
who have become the easy generic target
for violence against women just as the
dnink driver has been
for vehicle

violence. In all our history, blaming and

punishment has not produced a saf«
saner society yet our addiction to it as a

their

first

lessons

in

powCT

manipulation, if we let it be. And if we

dont let it be, is that us being bullies? All
the syo^toms of future violence can lie

in thai early interplay of two

bullies

standing each other off. What really are
our attitudes? Who is trying to sustain

their dignity, wlio is trying to move in

yfiOt

$5 members/$2 teens

Da'^id Essi^

Refreshments

to face front and observe the backs of

heads and judge someone's contribution

by the tone of their voice, you are
accqpting the standards of a bullies' club.
Top down patriarchal control is the bully

standard by which any supposedly
serious business is done. We need to stop

contributing to those systems and their
bullying resolutions.

I will pick on one of Denman's
How much of a killer instincl do we

April 8th.
Doors open et 8 PM.

lives, is really an interconnection of
bullies' clubs. It is the clinging to
bullying tactics that perpetuates them.
Every time that you attend a 'sit up and
beg' style meeting, where you are obliged

for the kill?

ruling mantra persists.

COFFEE HOUSE

it in our society practically. The so called

Old Boys' network, which permeates and
runs most of what is important to our

Talking First. Blaming is a waste

acc^t and ^laud among children

of time. We are all co-conspirators

through our casual acceptance of the

playing games? As much as we accq)t
for ourselves? It is a slipp^y slope that

endanic social violence that surrounds

we offer our children to leam on. One

prime targets in that respect, the
Ratepayers' Association, which has not
ceased to be a bullies' club even with all

the eolifijitened influeaice of youngo- and
(Cont'd Page 6)
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more aware people. If that institution
wants to elevate itself, it must start by
rearranging its seating so that everyone

rjjn see and be responsive to each other.

of one pCTSon and give it to three.
In^ossible you say. How can three
people "run' a meeting? My point exactly.
If three people cannot agree among

Hornby Ratepayers has seen that light

themselves

and now sits in circles but that alone is

happening at a meeting, the^ they

about

what

should

be

just one person as mediator, and force
them to act as a power broker, or even

two who can just as easily fall into the
tr^ of polarisation. Instead call on three

people who care. Three is the numbCT
that turns a couple into a family and
turns agreement into commitment. It's

"Western Lady," "Optimist I,"
"Pacific Concept." "W 5," "Pacific
Rancher,"

"June

Wl,"

"Western

Challenger," "Cotton Picker," Klemtu,"
"Bon

Accord

II,"

"Bura,"

"Lady

the usual fare of most small meetings

come to useful decisions. Nor would I let

also an awkward number for bullies to

Augusta," "Mitchell Bay," "Sans Peur,"
"Viking Spirit." "Beaufort Sea," "Ocean

now which doesn't stop them being

those three people sit together, I would

deal with.

King," "Ocean Renegade," "Providence

patriarchal. We have replaced chairmen

surround each with the company of us

with chairpersons and facilitators and we

ordinary mortals.

not enough. Some variation of circles are

shouldn't expect the meeting itself to

continue to play our well learnt bullies'
lessons.

Well, I am a practical person as
well as a philosophical one. I cannot get
enthusiastic about trying to devise a set

of rules to foil the patriarchal b^t of so
many. I would rather simply lake the
powCT to run a meeting out of the hands

making sure you can all see each other
face to face in a non confrontational

of our community health.

Is that enough? No, but it is simple
and practical and two steps below a

patriarchy. As a model it also has good
advice for dealing with less structured
problems in a bullies' society. First

setting and seeking the support of not

which hardly existed when I began

perspective, fishing makes a lot of sense.

fishing, like black cod, rock cod and

You work in an exciting, outdoor,

shrimp, seem to be holding their own.
fishing 3 years ago, a number of ethical

wilderness setting. The pay. although
sometimes very little, is usually pretty
uood. and you have the bonus of being

and economic questions were brought

housed and fed and you have nowhere

into play.

to spend your money until the season's
over You get to see cougars and bears
on the beach, dolphins, whales,
albatross's and storm petrels on the high
seas, incredibly gorgeous moonrises and
sunsets, and absolutely frightening

So when my son Hano decided to go

In his first year, Hano worked only
one season, salmon troll, off the North

West coast of Vancouver Island.
By Hillel Wright
They say time flies when your
having fun, so it hardly seems like 25

years have past since I began my
commercial fishing career on the sampan
"Alika." 65 tons, an "ahi" (yellowfin

tuna) bait boat out of Hilo, Hawaii.
I've seen a lot of changes in the

fishing industry in the past quaner
century, a lot of fisheries end or become
extremely limited and regulated, and a

lot of new fisheries open up because the
demise

of older

ones

made

them

suddenly seem viable.
Some of the West Coast fisheries
that seem to be sustainable are the

limited entry and heavily patrolled and
regulated herring roe fishery, and the
salmon fisheries for sockeye and pinks
Coho, Spring salmon, ling cod, crabs
and clams are some of the fisheries

limited by severe reduction of stocks.
Things have gotten so bad south of the
border that there will be no salmon

fishing,

sport

or

commercial,

in

Washington slate in 1994.

This eerily recalls the failure of East
Coast cod stocks.

Other fisheries.

II," "Royal Banker" (1 wonder who

But no external game playing will
change anything if people are unable to
acknowledge their own bullying and its
contribution. Bullying is like the
common cold, pervasive, contagious and
debilitating. It's both a personal and a
community disease which we can tackle
only in terms of our personal healths and

He

fished from June-September, but got
enough experience to get more job
oflers the following year. Last year, he
fished roe herring, both in Lambert
Channel, on the East Coast of Denman
Island, and at Bella Bella Next came
salmon trolling in the Queen Charlotte

Islands (Haida Gwaii), then albacore, a
high seas fishery, and finally ling cod,
out of Winter Harbor. The season went
from March-November, with April and

May slack time for fishing, but busy
with work on the boats, shipwrighting,

On the other hand, if

environmentalist,

you

may

you're an

have a

problem with dragging nets along the
bottom, wasting tons of "junkfish" (or
"incidentals" as the industry likes to call

them), or burning gallons and gallons of
tbssil fuels

So in order to try to make some
sense of the life and choices available to

young fisherfolk today, Hano and I have
embarked on a project we call "A

This year Hano chose shrimping
over herring roe fishing and is currently

Deckhand's Year." For his part, Hano

Tofino. If this boat, crew and fishery

will make journal entries and take
photos while at sea. For my part, I'll

agree with him, he'll continue on,

watch from the beach, dialog with Hano
on his short visits home, and make a.

switching to salmon gear from June-

proposal to publish our results in the

September and then back to shrimp in

WESTCOAST

the Fall, 9 months fishing with little time
off. If not, he'll fish rock cod from
April-June, switch to another boat for
salmon, then go back to the cod boat for
ling cod, September-November.

Magazine, where I have found,a home

FISHERMAN

for a number of articles, stories, songs

and poems about the fishing industry
since 1987. If we're lucky (and luck

plays a large role in fishing and writing
as well), we'll gamer enough material

If you're a parent or a young person,
you probably realize how tough it is for

for a book. And oh yes, we'll update

young people to find enough work these

our project from time to time in

days to make ends meet.

TIDELINE.

From this

Pak," "Magellan," "Gallant Girl," "Val
Don," "Brittany Bay," "Eastward Ho,"

"Pathfinderll."

These

were some of the boats

killed by eagles (they were a little too

far gone to investigate.)

As always, the hundreds of eagles
and sea lions, the southeast gales
interspersed with beautiful Spring

participating in this year's roe herring

weather and colours, not to mention the

fishery in Lambert Channel. From my

great shoals of spawning herring, makes

window, I saw a pretty well regulated

March, at least on the East side of
Denman Island, the most dramatic

opening, no shooting sea lions, no
much junk
washed up on the shore, although I did
find two dead seagulls, either shot or

"overtime" fishing, not

month of the year.
Hillel Wright

Editorial 11

Public enemy Number One'' The
Rumour! I expect niosi of us can

between winter and spring the rumour

myself I must present evidence.

mill goes into overdrive

I've heard

decided that the opinions of rumour

remember being in school and hearing

some astounding things lately
As a
result I've become a bit of a recluse

Public enemy Number One will die of

things like "I hear X likes Y" or "Z told

I've been the victim of stupid, hunful

me that B still wcis the bed." It sounds
almost whimsical to us as adults, but
think hard. .At the time if one of those

and I don't like hearing more now

stories involved you, it probably hurt.
Sometimes living on a small island

also resent being told spiteful little
stories about my friends, acquaintances

like Denman can be like elementary

and even the people I don't know

rumours at several periods of my life
I

school. In this fairly closed environment

One of the really nasty aspects of the

everybody talks about everybody else.
During these dark, wet. dull days

rumour is that one is guilty until pro\en
innocent. In order for me to clear

I've

mongers are beneath my consideration

starvation if everyone stops feeding it
My advise to us all is; Even if you
are positive you have heard something
that is true, before you pass on the
tidbit, think about whose business it is.

.Almost certainly not yours
Sarah Paddock

LETTERBOX

storms

monkey-wrenching, painting, etc.

fishing somewhere off Ucluelet or

owns that one?), "Western Queen," "Sea

"Prodigy," "Elora Jane," "Seaforth II,"
"Bom Free," "Hesquiat," "R.B. Young"
(coast guard), "Atlin Post" (fisheries),

Wouldn't It Be Nice...

I'll call myself Jane Not too long
someone who works in a
professional capacity took me aside and
expressed
concern
with
some

^§0,

information that they had heard about

my personal circumstance. After this
blow to my solar plexus, I regained my
composure and inquired as to who the
informer(s) might be. The "prof" told

if people talked about their own affairs

was an isolated

instead of the affairs of others - just
think what there would be left to talk

couldn't possible happen again.

about.

Anatomy of a Rumour
from "Jane"

incident, one that

Yet the 1992 IWD dinner contained

another equally offensive incident
Several times during this evening,
individual women stood up to make
toasts

to

their

mothers,

their

me that he would ask the concerned

potluck dinner in celebration of

grandmothers, their sisters, and other
important women in their lives. Then a
woman who was visiting Denman stood
up, as if to make a toast, and said to all

party if they were willing to be identified

International Women's Day

This was

the women in the room, "I'd like to

the year of the Greg Laine Incident
when Greg, who had AIDS and
expected to die, had come to the liall to
say good-bye to Island women whom he

apologize for the fact that there aren't
twenty men here that we can forcefully

(I am still wailing for a reply)

Who's business is it anyway'' Should

not any "concerned" person who is
willing to talk about another person's
personal life be held accountable, ie.

"Well maybe you should talk to Jane
yourself as I will be letting her know

you've been talking with me," Would
this not be a way of nipping a heck of
alot ofgossip in the bud?
Wouldn't it be nice

Anti-feminism at IWD

Three years ago, on the eighth of
March 1991, I attended a women-only

kick out. Harharhar..." Her statement

evoked a polite laugh from several

felt had befriended him over the years.

women in the room. I, however, was

Instead, he was rudely heckled out of

shocked and couldn't believe I'd really

the building. That night I lost a lot faith
in my community's women and began to
think that perhaps Denman Island was
no longer the haven I had thought it
was. However, I told myself that this

heard what I'd thought I'd heard. Was it
possible that a remark like that was
being tolerated? Were we not above
that kind of humour?

Her statement

was as offensive as a sexist or racist

(Cont'd. Page 8)

- Page 9 -

- Page 8 -

Reverse
misogyny
is
just
as
unacceptable and inappropriate as its
counterpart. This year and in the future

example of nature in action, appreciating

I will celebrate IWD with my family and

the way in which the conflicts of wind,

friends (some of whom are male, all of

water and exposure are resolved within

whom are feminists) and will persevere

a variety of nature's delicate balancing

with my own personal dream of a world

acts. I recommend that people visit the

statement and IWD dinner continued. I,

that is safe and free from discrimination

meanwhile, was enraged and found I
couldn't stay there and be part of a

for all of us - regardless of race,

area for just that education as well as for
pleasure. However there are at least
two places where erosion has now made

joke, and as such, demanded an
immediate rebuttal from one of the
island's more assertive and outspoken

women. (Two years ago [ did NOT
consider myself an assertive or
outspoken woman.) However, no one
else seemed at all concerned by her

group that would condone that kind of
hatred. In my mind I thought, if these
nice(and incidentally, mostly white)
women will put down men now, who is
next on their agenda"' I left the dinner
and hitch-hiked home feeling once
again, that I could no longer trust my
community

religion, country of origin and yes, even
sex.

Name withheld by request.

enjoyed observing the slow collapse of
these very steep, sandy slopes as an

a sudden and dangerous collapse a real
possibility. With all the heavy rains of
this past winter I now approach the

Danger, Bluffs Collapsing
I would like to give a warning to

edges of these bluffs with caution in
more places than the two 1 have just

those like me who enjoy the area of the
Komas Bluffs that was logged by
Weldwood some years back I have

mentioned.

I would recommend thai

and everything. It was going to make
great bedtime reading! The price sticker
on the cover read

75 cents.

The

atmosphere wasn't exactly condusive to
a study of the occult sciences, but I

couldn't resist leafing through the pages
I was desperately trying to remember

of the native's self-expression and
indicates a lifetime of hardship and
drudgery."
It was succinct.
Cold

shivers ran up and down my spine. My

mind kept repeating the flowery couplet
"Hardship and Drudgery,"
"Do you think this purple jacket is

something of my "chart" while all

too tight?" My friend asked. "It's a bit

around me the talk was of "could I wear

hard to button up."

"A bit hard." I

like me. i think I spoke three sentances
on the drive home.

When I got home I ran to the

bookshelf until I located my "chart". I
had gotten it wrong. My sun was
conjunct saturn, not squared. That
improved my chances for happiness

considerably! With that black cloud
lifted, I sauntered into the kitchen,

these shoes with this skirt do you

parroted, numbly. I scanned the room,

flipped on the radio and danced a slow

think?"

if one were doomed to a lifetime of

waltz to Willie Nelsons' "Blue Skies".

I had it! Finally from memory I had

dredged up that my sun was "square"
Saturn. 1 merrily flipped through the
pages until I came face to face with
"This square places obstacles in the way

hardship and drudgery this seemed like
an appropriate enough hang-out.
I became (morbid). My friend must

Still, there must be some poor souls
somewhere with thier sun square satum,
pity.

have wondered what had ever possessed
her to make a friend out of a deadbolt

others do the same. Enjoy but make
yourself familiar with what is going on
under your feet.
R. Newton, Denman Island
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Singer/songwriter David Essig has
been a mainstay on the Canadian folk

It had been raining a lot

festivals like Mariposa & Winnipeg, on

scene for over 20 years,

at

fact, that when a girlfriend phoned with
a suggestion that we "get off the
rock and hit the S O S

in

Parksville" it was all I could do to stay
It

sounded

like

the

opportunity of a lifetime. (It had been
raining an awful lot.)
1 had never been to this fabled

second-hand store before, but as soon

as 1 stepped into the room I knew what

1 would find; row on row of acrylic
sweaters with bold geometric appliques

and sequins, and polyester blouses with

the "floppy bow". My friend, catching
the look of desolation on my face, was

quick to reassure me that there were

treasures to be found here if only one

was diligent. Not having much choice in

the matter, I shuffted through the
flowered skirts and checkered shirts in a

desultory sort of way
"What does that book say'" a little
girl's voice said.
"The Astrologers
Handbook", said a young boy. My
pulse quickened.
I have always been fascinated with
anything to do with the occult. I had

supposedly universal truths, and then
blithely contradict them in the next
breath. For instance; "Saturn in Pisces
indicates that the native is sensitive

(morbid), self-sacrificing (weak). Well,

which one is it, huh? That's always been
my beef. I mean it's nice to be self-

sacrificing but nobody wants to be
weak!

handling looked big and weighty, a real

been able to make much out of it really.
It looks very impressive though with its

tome of the astrologers art, and it had

pocket books you find at the grocery
check-outs never seem to clear anything
up.

They make statements that are

show

$5 members/$2 teens

Refreshments available

13 record albums or CD's, as producer

Concert Series. This year, he returns to

Denman as part of our popular Coffee

Fink, & as composer of classics like

House Series, at a price affordable to a

"Albert's

Cove,"

Picture."

He has played in Australia,

wider range of our population. So come
on out & don't miss this outstanding

CBC Radio'

entertainer and artist.

TIME-COLONIST

&

"Paint

Me

a

Doors open at 8 p m. Show begins
at 8 30 sharp.
Limited open stage

Info:

335-

1031 (Hillel)

"If you think Mississippi John Hurt &
Carl Jung don't have much in common,
you have yet to meet David Essig."

"Transcendent cowboy blues. "Victoria
"One of the premier guitarists & folk

songwriters

in

Canada "Calgary

HERALD

Coffee Houses to Come:

Friday, May 20 - Laurie Riley& Michael MacBean - Celtic harp duo
Friday, June 17 - Coco Alcorn Trio - Jazz vocalist & scat singer extraordinaire

Friday, August 26 - "Travels with Charlie" returns *

Saturday, August 27 - Bob Bossin - Singer/songwriter, Eco-comic, poet *
Friday, September 23 - Colleen Eccleston - Dynamic original & Celtic music
♦ 2nd Denman Island Poetry Festival

The book that these children were

my "chart" done years ago but I've never
druid-like symbols and brightly colored
lines criss-crossing a circle. The little

between David's sets. Jam to follow the

of albums by Willie P. Bennei & Cathy

Indonesia
& Singapore, & hosted
CBC's national country music show "Six

So much in

Days on the Road." from 1982-85. He

currently lives on Thetis Island.

Last year, David played to a packed
hall here on Denman, as part of DIACS'

music

Europe, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong,

Blue Skies - By Jane Masuiani

earthbound.

DAVID ESSIG Returns to Denman Hall ( CoITee House)

some inscrutable writing on the cover. I
swiftly ambled over to a nearby shelf,
and as soon as the children dropp^ it, it
was mine.

It was all there, I could see that at a

glance, the meaning of life, the universe

(Cont'd. Page 9)

NGOMA by Sara Wees
NGOMA, a popular, world beat
band from Vancouver, will be playing at
the Denman Island Community Hall on

April 15 at a benefit for Clayoquot

Sound.

Organizers of the event are G. P.
Vanier students, Tia McLennan and
Sara Wees, grade 11.
McLennan
comments on the purpose of the benefit.

"The Friends of Clayoquot need support
in their cause. We wanted to help them

out by donating money and this seemed
like a terrific way to do it."
The band usually starts and ends the
dance with their now infamous Batucata

drum sessions. These sessions last about
30 minutes and as NGOMA dancers

(Cont'd. Page 10)

- Page 1 1 -

- Page 10 -

LIBI^ARY NOTES; The Night Manager\>y John LeCarre, Without Remorse by Tom Clancy, and Pleading Guiltyby Scott
well

know,

thoroughly

exhaust

everyone.

The band members use percussion
instnjments to enhance the overall

fullness of their unique sound. Other
instruments include alto and soprano

McLennan says that they incorporate
almost every type of rhythm Into their
music.
"And their energy is
contagious."
NGOMA members are friendly and
often stay to meet the public after the
show.

bongos, and vocals.

asked not to overindulge or to find a
sober driver to give them a lift home.
There will also be a kitchen serving
snack food, pop, and juice.
Any

down to earth band keeps a person

swinging on the dance floor all night.

are

much

Tickets are priced at $8 for adults,
$6 for teens, and free for 12 and under,
but as this is a benefit, donations are
welcomed with enthusiasm!

Hope to see you dancing to the

saxophones, trumpet, bass guitar,
electric guitars, penny whistle, recorder,
The style and the energy of this

donations to the kitchen

appreciated.

A bar is available, but drinkers are

rhythmic tunes of NGOMA on Denman
Island soon!

to

present

Margo

Kane

in

song.
which

A much-acclaimed production
has toured

Canada

to

rave

Tickets for the MOONLODGE are

Island communities.

The next Writer's Group meeting is scheduled for 2:15 p.m. April 4.
COmUHiiy CLUB NEWS

Community Club elections are less than 3 months away (June 3, 1994). The hall really needs "new blood" as many of the
"old gang" have been at the job since the late 'SCs. So if you're Interested in helping to or^arxMc dances, concerts,
COMMUNITY ma CAIENOER

Friday. March 25
Wednesday. April 6
Thursday April 7

and Laughing Oyster Books,

At the

door, tickets are $ 12 and $ 1 1

"Moonlodge", with Margo Kane (PIACS), & p.m.
Vet Clinic, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.. Appointments call 336-0537
Ratepayer's sponsors a lecture on bears, 7:30 p.m.
Coffee House with David Esslg (see article in this issue) 6 p.m.
Dance with Ngoma (see article in this Issue) 6 p.m.

Friday, April 6

Friday. April 15

reviews

"MOONLODGE"

Richardson. It captures the flavour of island life c^ulte nicely up to page 136, when he Introduces skunks to the Gulf
Islands. There are no skunks on the islands. The library has ac(\u\rGd phone directories for Vancouver and most Down

coffee houses, fairs, workshops, or the many other Community Club activities, come to our meetings at the Hall, 2nd
Thursday of each month at 3 p.m.. and consider taking a place on the executive committee for ■94/'95.

DENMAN ISLAND ARTS AND CRAFTS SOCIETY
CONCERTS DENMAN is proud

Turow, are now in \\ardcovGr in the library. We also have Pachebr Prothers'Bed and Preakfast^y CSC poet laureate Bill

The Last Concert of the series is:

This is a play which celebrates
Native Spirituality and womanhood with

SIO (adults) $9 (students) in advance at

Saturday April 23rd -duo pianists,

dance, drum, humour, storytelling and

the D I General Store, Hornby Gas Bar

ANAGNOSON & KINTON

aye.
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES

Next deadline; April 1

Vries-Kollee,

Next issue; April 25(v 7, #1)

Shoshanna Ray Wiley all deal with the
problems of adopted children, but each
from a different point of view, Jeronimo

Memories of childhood emerged as

Vancouver

Buckland. Richard

Johnson,

Hans Jungmann, Lorraine Smith &
We still have limited space.

Write

Poems by Japanese poet Shiori
Tsuchiya, Vancouver writers Alan
Alvare. Ban Campbell & T. Crane, &

and include SASE if you want your

GIRLHOOD

and

MY

of

GRASS

CRADLE), Denman writer Josephine de

Tulsa,

'basic' Individual Tax Returns
Each VVecincsclav Ironi March SOlli. to April 1 3lli.
10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

Daniel van Heest round out the issue.
to;

WILES

to

Phoebe

Oklahoma in 1956, when Elvis Presley
comes to town...and to Jerry's father's
clothing store.

of

us

Cumberland's Allan Barr. & art by

MiNUS TIDES, Denman Island's little

(author

takes

writer

Miller's

Amott

story

&

the main theme in the forthcoming

international literary magazine. Stories
by award winning .Metis writer Joanne

DENMAN

335-0981

MiNUS TIDES Magazine out next month

MiNUS TIDES

Site #50, Box #10
Denman Island, B C VOR ITO

original work returned

Drt)p-in...I.<Kaic(! in FYlcr Tikhcncr's
ChiropracUc (3IBc"c bcliind the Denman Store

"i'he i^'iit'f Peo()le"

lUS

SALES - SERVICE - INSTALLATION

' GOOD USED FREESTANDING

a very readable collection of poetry and

"The mail slides through the door slot
and lands on the carpel like a bomb.

short prose by former Saskatchewan

The cat, which had been asleep on my

native, now BC resident, Allan Barr.

lap, digs in its back nails and leaps safely

His work will likely strike a chord with

under the couch.

many readers, as he recounts the travails

Nothing good ever comes in the mail.

of daily life - anger, irony, humour &
anguish. If Barr's writing is a little short
on happiness, it nevertheless would
appear that he is intent on discovering it.

"I carry the letters, held carefully
away from my body, back to my chair.
The mail is dominated by a fat,
malevolent yellow envelope sealed with
buff strapping tape, I set that aside for

the CHAMBERED NAUTILIS is

I don't blame it.

is a balloon glass filled with green liquid.
On the back of the card is my name, my
address, and a message; 'Claire has got
dysentery or something. Leaving today
(Jan 17) for La Paz. See you soon.
Love Angle.' 1 have no idea who these
people are. It is September here."

ANTHOLOGY

yellow one is serious business.

Stewart).

"Distant Friends":

in shades and flip-flops, reclining on a

- COMMISSIONER OF OATHS -

*** OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK ***

9900 Green Hill Rd.

Denman Island, 8. C.
CAFE: 335-2999

Open 7:30am dally (10am Sun / Hoi)
Close 7pm (9pm FrI/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)

appeared in the 1991 JOURNEY PRIZE
&

General Store &

Open 7:30am daily (10am Sun/Hoi)
Close 7:30pm (9pm FrI/Sat; 6:30pm Sun)

Graham Brazier

His short story " Visit from Lloyd
(McClelland

Denmanlsland

STORE: 335-2293

VOR 170

news in the other envelopes, but the big
"A postcard from Mazatlan: a burro

PHONE/FAX: 335-0050

5455 ISLAND HIGHWAY. UNION BAY

Allan Barr lives in Cumberland, B.C.

His work is deeply personal and often
quite moving.
My own fevourite is a prose piece
too long to print here in its entirely, so
here are the first three paragraph of

later. Maybe this time there'll be good

CHRIS SMITH

fold-out lounge chair. Beside the chair

335-0155

- POST OFFICE & LIQUOR AGENCY -

WOODSTOVES, $300 -$450

review for TIDELINE - By Paula LeBaron

Denman Isl. B.C. VOR ITO

Cafe on the Rock

BOOK REVIEW

THE CHAMBERED NAUTILUS By Allan Barr (Thistledown Press, 1992)

Sandy Shaffer
3590 Northwest Rd.

GENERAL STORE - DENMAN

ENVIRONMENT
HOME HEATING & RECREATIONAL FIRES

FAMILY HAIR DESiON

ANTIQUE WICKER
RESTORATION & SALES
335-1262

GREEN HILL WICKER
RESTORATION

Phone orders accepted - Special orders can be arranged

BUCKERFIELVS

" DEL! MEATS S CHEESES

* GROCERiES

AUTHORIZED
BUCKERFIELD'S
FEED DEALER

GLEN'S VIDEO HITS
Now over 1525 movies

to choose from
Buchcrlield's

Ci

MOVIE TIME SPECIAL

ANIMAL FEED

Take 2 new releases

an

1 - 2 litre pop

I
I
§
t

No more freight charges
Some prices as town

1 - box Nalley's chips
VISA

$8.88 + tax

Volume discount for

5 bags or more

OR
Take 5 regular movies

Sun. 12pm - 6:30pm
Mon. - Thurs. 10am - 6:30pm
Fri. - Sat. 10am - 8pm

1 - 2 litre pop
1 - box Nalley's chips

PET FEED

On Denman across from the Hall

$7.77 + tax

Call us!! 335-0451

REGULAR MOVIE SPECIAL
5 movies 5 days $5 + tax

6 herb seeds

Mar. 30 Fatherhood

6 games 3 days $6 + tax

i

(Machine rentals available)

5

NOW IN
20 Supernlntendo games
35 nintendo games

Apr. 6
Apr.6
Apr. 6

meadow mix

Age Of Innocence
Beverly Hillbillies
Bronx Tale

[L!

Cool Running
Malice
Another Stakeout
Mrs. Doubtfire
Batman Mask Of

§

Low growing white clover

Superfront & Superback
grass seed

$1 off 2kg bags Superfront

Apr. 13 Carlito'sWay
Apr. 13
Apr. 13
Apr. 20
Apr. 26
Apr. 26

57o off purchases

Slow-grow. No-mow

To Do With It

REG. NINTENDO GAMES

Ask for your PET CLUB CARD

LAWN & GARDEN SEED
Now in - vegetable,flower

COMING SOON
Mar. 23 What's Love Got

•SJ

1

reg. $12.99, now $11.99

s
Hi
I

BIRD SEED

10% off, while supplies last

Phantasm

IVE ACCEPT VfSA, MASTERCARD S D/RECT PAYMENT CARDS

demmaxm hardware

DCNAARN ISLRND

335-2400

BUSIN6SS SCRVIC6S

Now available for your garden:
Seed Starter Mix

Potting Soli

BonerT>©al

Kelp Meal

Comfi^ete Organic Fertlltzor

Canola Meal

Mushroom Manure
Perlfte
Vermlculfte

DIatomaceous Earth
Dolomte Lime
Peat Moss

FAX
PHOTOCOPIES

WORD PROCESSINQ
QRAPHICS
PHONe/FRX

335-2731

OPeN 9:30 - 5:30 MON - SflT

3676 Denman Rd.

Mon - Sot 9:30 - 5:30

NClll A€GINNING
HfllR STUDIO
• QUALLA BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS
'

Keep in touch witti today's need for a

more perfect balance In the world of hair care

5676 D€NMnN RD (RT D€NMRN HRRDUJRR€)

Custom Lumbermill Work
Woodmizer Bondsaw Mill

36" Diann. - 21' length capacity
Will cut your logs on site to any dinnension
Paul Sconlon 335-0677

(REFILLABLE PROGRAM)

Jackie Telep
(Behind the General Store)

335-1600

Turtle Shell Secondhand & Consignment
0|>enin9 Al^ril 1st (Behind the Ceneral Store)

PRICE $1.50
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CREATIVE SOLUTIONS CONSERVANCy GOAL

by Hillel Wright
"80 Islanders Meet"

The Denman Conservancy Association held an "emergency meeting"
on Thursday, April 21 at the Denman Island Community Hall.
The topic at hand was the fate of the 144 acre "Lindsay-Dickson"
Forest, which has been the focus of an ongoing struggle btween
Merville logger/developers Richard & Cheryl Shellinck, and the
Denman Conservancy and concerned citizens.
The 80 islanders at the meeting heard that the Shellincks,
who had acquired the East Road property in November 1993 for
$375,000, had turned down a Government/Conservancy offer of
$1.7 Million. Facilitators Juan Barker & Ann deCosson told
residents that the Shellincks estimated the "fair market value"

of the property, through logging and development to be about
$4.5 Million. The Government's participation, $1.55 Million,
expired on March 31 , 1994, the end of the fiscal year.
Islanders also heard that the Lindsay-Dickson Forest is one
of only 20 properties remaining in the Coastal Douglas Fir Biogeo Climatic Zone having old growth potential. Only 1% of this
zone, which includes the Gulf Islands, the Sunshine Coast, and
SE Vancouver Island, along Georgia Strait, remains unlogged
and undeveloped.
The first line of response to be established by the Conservancy

is the "Response Team of Elder Women," which is on call to engage
any loggers or roadbuilders in on-the-spot negotiation, while
more permanent actions can be organized.

After also hearing that Conservancy has spent $25,000 thus
far on legal fees in the attempt to reverse the sale to the

Shellincks, the meeting shifted modes, into "Brainstorming,"
The first Brainstorming exercise was to voice fears & concerns.
These included: outrage at the perceived greed of the Shellincks,
and at speculation in land in general, fear of confrontation,
concern about energy drain in the community, and despair over
the bias of the Courtenay press, in particular, the RECORD.
Next, needs & wants were addressed. Those most often identified

were public relations, legal, diplomacy with the Shellincks,
direct actions (non-violent), emergency response and creative
ideas.

Finally, volunteers were called for and nearly all present
signed up for one or more committees. Those interested in finding
out more about the issue may call Ann deCosson @ 335-2294 or
Juan Barker @ 335-2401.
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Guest Columns

would have observed many of the
following traits in a large number of

coercive persuasion or behaviour
modification
techniques
without

Clayoquot Arrestees. (On the contrary,
I suspect that she has not!)

informed consent" - indicative of cult

rural environment ordinarily void of
contact with the outside world. She
neglects to mention however, that

mind control. As for sleep deprivation
... well, I'm cornered on that one. I'll

and go from the Black Hole (freely of

-loss of free will and control over

Eagle Tree - By Hersh Chernovs!^
There's a tree on East Road which

grows eagles.
Green strands

of

erratically

proportioned needle strewn branches,
wrapped around a tapered trunk, rise
ever upwards to a hooked, bare notched
birthing stump which touches slq'.

a turquoise ocean, in dancing gull
clouds and sea lion pods, in natural

creation and natural death. Eagle Tree
knows that eagles must be bom, to fill
their niche in this season of life.

Why is this then a season of grief?
— "Will the herring fisherman who

one's life

be the first to admit to the belief that

course) sometimes daily, or that the

-development of dependency and

all

steady flow of highway traffic,

night

drumming

definitely

and iiicotineAmerica butts drifting on

return to child-like behaviour

constitutes

behaviour, and

reporters, newspapers and forestry

the turquoise tide.
Eagles don't drink coffee or pop or

-loss of spontaneity or sense of

might just initiate a survivors support
group!

workers available for contact were a

beer. They don't smoke, or digest lead
shot. They're bom to serenade, not

-inability
to
form
intimate
friendsWps outside the cult or enjoy

humour

mourn, the sea lion song.

flexible relationships

Eagle Tree doesn't know human
blight. It doesn't know pollution, or

-physical deterioration and abuse
-psychological deterioration (includ
ing hallucinations, anxiety, paranoia,

deviant

constant "reality check"!

a

Lastly, cult "exploitation can be

destructive cult, (as outlined by CAN),
include
deception,
exclusivity,
exploitation and alienation. Recruiting

financial, physical, or psychological".
In the movement to save Clayoquot

and fundraising with hidden objectives

who helped make the Peace (2amp
possible, and who continue to support

Other

distinctive

marks

of

Sound, it is the thousands of volunteers

On this stump, against a backdrop
of leaden or wispy or grey, grey clouds,

lion rotting on our rugged shore please

come rain and shine, and rain again,

come and take it away!

eagles grow.

One moment there's

behind a smell, not a sweet odour of

nothing, then one immature appears,

movement to save Clayoquot Sound

Wise Use Movement in the States, and

wilderness and forestry workeis denied

Eagle Tree is a magic tree on a

"doesn't exactly have the charismatic

local counterpart. Share B.C.

a sustainable future livelihood.

and sky.
The eagle growing season runs

composting herring eggs in natural
regeneration, but a morgue odour
reminiscent of gangrene and maggots.
Come for your trophy! Come to make
wallets for the product of your greed!"
Is Eagle Tree appalled? Does it
know? No; it's purpose is to breed

magic island. As sea lions die, as
eagles die, as pollution fertilizes the

leader it would need to be a true cult".

In fact, one of the more significant

from January thru April. The Eagle

eaglets to a human, inhumane earth,

ocean and murders the shore, so will

marks

"secreliveness or vagueness by
followers regarding activities and
beliefs" are counter to the very

Tree, just a hundred years young, but
with an old, genetic memory, knows

where licensed genocide is allowed so

magic die, and a magic tree, innocent,
will grow eagles no more.

charismatic leadership that may consist

which

in

magnificent

a

blink

white

becomes

hooded

a

raptor

singing eagle songs,fanning wings to a
radiant sun from its niche between sea

this is a season of momentous events.

There's joy in the spawn of herring in

put a bullet through the brain of the sea

hundreds of individuals would'come

You've left

that exotic palates may be fed, in

the world it brings it's children into. It
just keeps growing eagles.
Years ago, an eagle, with legs

-involuntary, de facto servitude or

amputated after it got entangled in a

exploitation

disorientation, and dissociation)

net, died on Hornby Island. Was it a

Ms. Nomer contradicts herself by

child of the Eagle Tree, bom to glide,

accurately acknowledging that the

hover, soar!

exchange for dump truck loads of
styrofoam cups and tinCanada cans

In Defense of Forests and Free Will by Fireweed

of

a

destructive

cult

is

knowledge
and
demanding
unquestioning obedience with power

campaign in raising public awareness
was due in large part to accessibility.

thorough thought on the subject. As a

and privilege."
The Friends of
Clayoquot Sound, First Nations,

This

Sound Peace Camp for nearly three
months last year, I was privileged to

their own words, they "are dedicated to

bringing

organizations, media and individuals

principle,

etc.,

especially

when

regarded as a fad;
(3.) a group of followers, or sect.

harmful

to

public

effects

awareness the

of DESTRUCTIVE

from

Canada

around

the

Wilderness

world

-

have

In the March

Accordingly, one might consider a

cults...", (caps, my emphasis) which

issue of Tideline, I was dismayed to

vast array of commonplace mindsets

they define as "closed systems whose

read Ms. Nomer's response to the letter

and activities in contemporaiy society

followers have been unethically and

collectively contributed to global
awareness of B.C.'s vital, and
endangered
rainforest ecosystems.

from "Friend of a Clayoquot Arrestee"
in which she lauds the writer for being

as categorically cult-like in nature from belief in an afterlife to fashion

deceptively recruited through the use of
manipulative techniques of thought

the beauty and ongoing destruction in

so perceptive in recognizing "the
movement to save Clayoquot for what

consciousness, or allegiance to Star
Trek! Unfortunately, both Ms. Nomer
and "Friend of a Clayoquot Arrestee"

reform or mind control. The system is

Clayoquot Sound for one's self hardly

imposed without the informed consent

constitutes "manipulation by use of

According to the Abridged College

draw far less benign parallels with cult

personality and behaviour."

Dictionary,"cull" stems from the Latin

behaviour in their respective reflections

uncommon reactions.

it may well be: a cult."

root "cultus", meaning

care

and

cultivation, as well as the French

"culte", meaning culture, adoration,
dwell,
inhabit, and
worship.
Definitions include:

(1.) a system of beliefs and ritual

connected with the worship of a deity
or spirit, or group of deities or spirits;

victims, and misinformation and
misrepresentation
further
their

marginalization, it has been

extravagant admiration for, a person,

splayed across the front-page of a
newspaper
in
sensationalized
headlines, fear and loathing are not

civil

intention here to simply provoke more

Committee, GreenPeace - in fact a
virtually endless list of grassroots

to,

non-violent

Because destructive cults are a

painful reality for tens of thousands of

disobedience. In fact, I firmly believe

Cult Awareness Network (CAN). In

attachment

of

and passion, that have refused to

ignore exploitation - systematic,
corporate exploitation of both precious

that the incredible success of last year's

or

devoted

principles

And

the international campaign with
money, time (in more ways than one!),

of one individual or a small core of

Western

(2.)

mind controlling techniques", along
with the use of "front groups", are
tactics of deceit more likely employed
by P.R_ firms like Burston Marstellar,
anti-environmental groups like the

leaders, "claiming divinity or special

for members of the American-based

Let's face it. Whether the word
"cult" is uttered in hushed tones or

and without full disclosure of the use of

And an invitation to come witness both

was

demonstrated

on

the

blockades daily by women, men and
children from many walks of life, and

in every age range, through dignity,

non-violence trainer in the Clayoquot

witness several dozen blockades over
the course of the summer. There is no

doubt in my mind that each and every

opcruiess and respect for all.

Alienation or separation through a

Denman arrestee - and the many

destructive cult "creates inability or
lack of desire to verify information

hundreds of other courageous souls
who followed through on their own

provided by the group with reality".

individual

Ms. Nomer seems to base some of her

experienced a profoundly life affirming
rile of passage on behalf of us all. My

belief in an uncarmy similarity between
life in the Peace Camp and cult

conscience

-

- Fireweed

Clearly, as the Network implies in

on the largest civil disobedience action

in Canadian history.

existence of such groups is seriously

educational

literature,

the

Both women refer to entrapment

problematic - "they can be harmful lo

as an active part of a sequential

followers and extremely disruptive to

process, alleged to be operating
through the environmental campaign
with the ultimate goal of erasing
individual autonomy. This is shoplalk

families,
friends
and
society."
According to CAN'S checklist of

harmful

effects

experienced

NCUI BCGINNING
HniR STUDIO

Graham Brazier
9900 Green Hill Rd.

Denman Island, B.C.
VOR 1T0

'QUALLA BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS
'
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more perfect balance In the world of hair care
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destructive cult devotees, Ms. Nomer

(Cont'd. Page 3)

ANTIQUE WICKER
RESTORATION & SALES
335-1262

GREEN HILL WICKER
RESTORATION

have

final word is for them. Thankyou!

indoctrination on the fact that the latter
often takes the form of a retreat in a

of the recruit and is designed to alter

their

my

Jackie Telep
( Behind the Generol Store )

335-1600
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How does one speak to the pain of a tender child dying?
Children are so precious, such joy givers. As I walked on East

by Hillel Wright

Road I pondered on the loss of Pandora.

"VIRTUAL BASEBALL"

From having lost my firstborn child I know that a period of
grieving was something I had to move through, and no words,
no matter how loving or well intended seemed to touch the deep
well of grief.

It took time, and one day I noticed the warmth of the spring
sun, and at the same moment heard the beauty of a robin singing.
I actually felt my heart thaw, and hope was rekindled in my
heart, that day, I knew I could go on.
I long to speak that hope, to all the hearts on this island,
and especially to the parents, who one day can receive itWhile walking I suddenly recalled a farmer I knew who shared
this precious story with me. When I met him he and his wife

Hey, no joke. I was really spending April Fool's Day at EC
Place Stadium watching major league baseball, the World Champion
Toronto Blue Jays vs. the National League East runner-up and
Canada's "other" team, the Montreal Expos.

It's also no joke that I'm a die-hard Expo fan. Sure, I root
for the Blue Jays in the American League, and despite being
a long-time National League fan, I rooted for them against the
Phillies in last year's World Series, and against the Braves
the year before.

But I grew up in the '50's with the National League. My father

were in their '60's, solid, kindly people. They were visiting

was a Giants fan. N.Y. Giants. He never really transferred his

my home before returning to Estavan, Saskatchewan.
We began to talk about angels; he said "Let me tell you of

loyalty to the S.F. version, altho, like all Giant fans, he
was fiercely loyal to Willie Mays, arguably the best player

my encounter with angels - they are real alright 1
were growing up, some in high school, when to our
were having another baby. Well, I'll tell you, no
loved. Not only was she the apple of our eye, but

the game has ever seen.

Our family
surprise we
baby was more

also the older

kids adored her.

"One day, when she was about 3 years old, without anyone being
aware, she toddled into the barn, went behind one of the horses,
was kicked in the head and died.

"We were a stricken family. We all agonized; added to the
grief, we blamed ourselves that she had been able to go where
there was such danger.

"Nine months later, still sad of my heart, I was in my fields

I was a Brooklyn Dodger fan ("Dem Bums"), and for a while,
an L.A. Dodger fan, especially during the heyday of Sandy Koufax,
arguably the best pitcher the game has ever seen. But my loyalty
to the Dodgers (only the Brooklyn team could be call "Bums"),
faded quickly after moving to Canada in 1972.
I rooted for the Phillies in the 1980 Series, and their

fabulous stopper Tug McGraw, but through all their heartbreaking
losses and close calls (especially to the Dodgers in the 1981

NLCS), I've been, at heart, an Expo fan.
There's even a direct line from the Brooklyn Dodgers to

Montreal, since the Montreal Royals, the Dodger's AAA

on my tractor; it was a very hot day and the sky was bright

International League farm team in the '40's & '50's was the

blue. I became aware of a small white cloud in front of me.

first white team to employ Jackie Robinson, the Dodgers All—
Star 2nd baseman and the first "negro" player in the major

It remained in front as I moved, I became aware of its shape

like an ice cream cone, it was the only cloud in all the sky.
As I moved it began to come closer and lower, and finally
stopped directly above me. It was then I saw it was not a cloud,

but a column of angels, more beautiful than any words can
describe, and from the centre of the column came the dear voice
of my little girl.

"'Daddy, don't cry any more, I'm so happy.'
"From that moment on, the sadness and heaviness left my heart."
Marjory Pope

leagues.

The N.Y. Yankees of the American League dominated baseball

in the '50's, winning the World Series in 1950, '51, '52, '53,
'56, & '58. They, like the current Blue Jays, were a big budget
team. Today's Blue Jay salary budget is the biggest in baseball,
about $55 Million.

The Dodgers, until moving to Los Angeles, were "da Bums,"
a real low budget team, but one which held the loyalty of working
class fans. Today's Expos are another low budget team, whose
current salary budget, about $11 Million, is the poorest in
baseball. I can imagine the Expos lining up for their checks
in the dugout on the last Wednsday of every month.
1955, the only year in history that da Bums beat the mighty
Yankees in the World Series, was the highlight of my youthful

sports fan career. Living in Hartford, CT, I got to see a number
of games in Boston, Brooklyn and New York, and was lucky enough
to have seen all the great Dodgers of the day, Jackie Robinson,

PeeWee Reese, Duke Snider, Don Newcombe, Roy Campanella & Gil
Hodges, and other baseball immortals like Ted Williams, Mickey
Mantle and Willie Mays.

- Page 6 "Virtual Baseball" 2

Of course, I've yet to see the Expos play in a World Series,
but this year in Vancouver I got to see baseball's poorest team
shellac the well-heeled Blue Jays 8-2 {thus producing 20 times
the runs per dollar), with Maple Ridge native Larry Walker going
3 for 4 with a double and two RBI's, and a great catch off Paul
Molitor in right field.

But somehow, with the domed stadium, the artificial turf,
the electronic scoreboard, the programmed fan participation
gimmicks, the plastic packaged peanuts, the generic hot dog
vendors and the no-smoking rules, it just didn't seem much like
baseball. Gone were the smells of fresh roasted peanuts, foot
long Coney Island red-hots, and 5<P "White Owl" cigars. Gone
were the musical shouts of the red-faced vendors - "Hey Get
Yer Cold Beerl Heyl Get Yer ICE Cold Beerl" and the cacaphony
of Flatbush Avenue accents shouting "Kill the Umpire 1" and the
Brooklyn "Sym-Phony" Band.
Several times a high-fly hit the dome, and once the fielders
lost it for an error. The only vendor who actually spoke above
a whisper was a woman pitching "50-50", a gambling scheme. As

Edi torial:
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There were two large circles on Denman Island last week, on
April 21 at the Community Hall to defend the Lindsay-Dickson
Forest, and another on April 22 at Fillongley Park to honor

the spirit of our community's departed child & sister. Pandora,
who drowned on our island on April 17.
The act of coming together in time of need, whether social or
personal, and holding hands to support each other in crisis
or grief, is one of the virtues of our island community. The

feelings of encouragement, comfort, empowerment and understanding
were all very much evident at both circles.

Our islanders are most supportive when the need is greatest.
It is a source of strength to be a part of a circle, especially
when the circle comes together from the pure motivations of
the heart.

by Hillel Wright

my friend. Islander Women's team catcher Adrienne Gardner said,
"The whole place smells like cinnamon buns."
Well, the '50's it's not. That glorious baseball era is a
collector's item nowadays. But is it baseball? Well, sure, it's
better than a video game, better than instant replays on TV,

better than watching a Blue Jays World Series video in December.
But, compared with the days of real grass, real rain-checks,

real tasty hot-dogs & real smelly cheap cigars, the days when
real on-the-field- dramas were commonplace, not contrived, and

there were no "designated hitters" in either league, it's just
"Virtual Baseball" to me.

Community Club Calendar

Fri. May 6: Dance "People Playing Music" World Beat
This is the band that played at the Courtenay Film
Festival this winter. $10/$8members/$5teens. 9PM.
Thurs. May 12: DIRCS exec, meeting @ the Hall. 7:30PM.
Sat. May 14: Garden Club plant sale. lOAM-Noon. Gazebo.

Fri. May 20: Coffee House. Riley/MacBean Harp Duo. 8PM $5/4/2.
Sat. May 28: Dance - John Atlee R & B. 9PM

The Community Club Election is Thursday June 9 @ 7:30 PM
@ the Hall. If you would like to be part of the committee

which governs the Hall, presents dances, concerts, workshops,
etc., please attend this important meeting.

Calendar Note; The posters are right, the calendar is wrong,
the Laurie Riley & Michael MacBean Harp Duo Concert is on Friday,
May 20, not May 13.

Out of sorrow - Hope
Out of hope - Love
Pandora
1992 - 1994
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LETTERBOX

Cats on Drugs? - By Sarah Paddock

Our Island is under a cloud of

sadness and regret. Each of us has been

effected by the tragedy of Pandora, her
family and friends.
We all feel that we have made our

children's live's as safe as possible.
When we look at the world through the

will prevail, it provides a framework in
which good may prevail.
In matters of political and social

island. 120 truckloads later, all that was
lef^ was a selective massacre. These are

dissent, those who make the laws have

cases, a forest dies.

an interest in discouraging those who
would break the law to unite in a group,
as the consequences of ignoring one

eyes of a curious, adventuresome child,

voice is so often so much easier than

we can better understand the natural

ignoring many clamoring voices.
The Denman Conservancy is an

draw to water in any form.

As a community can we help ensure
that such a tragedy doesn't happen

again? Fencing wire, poles, sweat and
work teams can help ensure that the
curious stay as safe as possible.
This tragedy will remain heavy in

examples of peaceful dissent. In both
This

new

infestation

respond to negotiation.

does

not

It has no

shareholders. The Record will not print
information, so our story does not reach

the public domain. The invader plans to
log 1,000 truckloads!
Personal violence, while temptingly

institution with one voice, set up to deal
in a lawful manner with a foreign body
which would destroy a vital part of our

appropriate, is intolerable. An economic
response is appropriate. The question

home. As an institution, its one voice

is; "How to respond?"

has been ignored by a small voice who
would use the law to cheat an old man

A swarm of bees is more forceful

than a hive.

In a human anarchistic

personality and he oozes affection. He

catnip grows on Denman but I have

bumps into furniture rather than walk

noticed that my cats are even stranger
than usual during spring. I'll explain.

around it. He rolls over in his sleep

brother is that she possesses enough

and falls off the settee - and it doesn't

brain cells to form a neural network.

wake him up. His most bizarre antics

This network works in sly and devious

I have two cats. Most of the time I

enjoy their various antics and find
them welcome company since I live
alone. The female (Smudge) is about
seven years old and the male about

three and a half. The two exhibit very
different behaviours and have opposite
personality types, especially at this
time of year when whatever gets them
high is prevalent.
My male cat (Chelsea) is at the

our hearts for a long lime to come and a

and his family, and wound the land,

slate, each according to their ability

precious child shall be missed forever.

irredeemably.

gives according to their conscience.

By lawful means has he been
approached, and by lawful means has he
held this community for ransom. He has
refused offers that far surpass a fair
return. As a martyr to the yellow
ribbon, he is not a presence who can be

The law may or may not be broken.

best times the equivalent of a human,
male adolescent: gangly, clumsy and
about as bright as a bag of hammers(as

That is each persons perogative. That is

happens with teenagers, the brain

anarchy.

fairies have visited, hopefully to return
when adulthood is reached). One can't

Kathy Trew
Denman Island

Definition; "Anarchy"; absence of
government; from Greek, "an-" without
and "archos-" leader.

Over the millennium, those with a

tolerated on Denman.

This is the status quo.

vested interest (to wit; those in power)
have brought about the word of law, as

Conflict

the confines of Denman Island.

The

seen a thousand hectares destroyed. A
threat of violent dissent on Denman

Denman life.

a holy presence that impacts primarily

will be a declaration of war. How he is

met will tell how he is repulsed

RUMOUR

pursue legal means as per its mandate.
Well meaning people should reach
agreement (at least in theory) beyond
forest is spiritual to our island; the
touching of one tree, in malice, is an
invasion, a declaration of war. A good
clean purging is then appropriate, to
save the life of a magic forest that gives

seems inevitable. His arrival on Denman

on the lives of those under the illusion

that law, by its very nature, is good.
As a presence, law has been refined
to a level of sophistication that goes far
beyond its original purpose. Instead of
providing a framework in which good

The Conservancy should continue to

Peaceful dissent in Clayoquot has

Hersh Chemovsky

compelled Raven Lumber to negotiate
selective logging in the heart of our

Denman Island

HOTLINE

ways.

occur in spring.

The other day I heard a clattering

noise on my verandah and went to look
out the window for the cause of it.

Chelsea was grasping an oyster shell
(claws stuck in the barnacles) and
holding it on his head whilst lying on
his back and waving his back legs in
the air. Occasionally in spring he

In spring her chief source of

delight is destroying my belongings.
My favorite chair (fortunately old and
dilapidated already) has become a
scratching
post
and
adventure

playground par excellence and my
riding boots are chewed and mauled as
though they were half dead rodents
attempting to flee.

break-dances. He has the same build,

Fortunately this catnip-like giggle

colouring and spastic movements of

weed only seems to be intoxicating

Michael Jackson and looks just like

during April and May. If anyone
knows what this plant is and how to
recognize it I'd love to know so that 1
can either seek and destroy it or try it

him when he is jerking about on the

porch (probably chasing bugs), but
don't lock up your kittens, he's fixed.
My female cat has a permanent

myself. After all, I won't beat my furry
little demons so I might as well join

get angry with him though, because he

case of PMS.

has

example of catty elegance and an

them.

Library Notes

The Denman island Guest House &

a

charming,

irrepressible

She is a beautiful

COMMUNITY NEWS
April,

as

everyone

knows

was

Cancer Canvassing Month. Thank you
all for your donations. A special thank
you for the volunteer canvassers who

The library has two new books by
Denman authors on its shelves. Crazy

About

Gardening,

Des

Kennedy's

ol

gardening

were; Margarete Heim, Kate Gardiner,
Jackie Telep, Robena Eraser, Trisha
Madaski, Jennifer Inderwick. Loma

to the Ancient Life of Vancouver Island,

Straith,

by Graham Beard of Qualicum Beach,

Donna

MacKenzie,

Diane

humorous

collection

essays; and West Coast Fossils, A Guide

Davis. Kresta Saunders, Deryn Buchan.

and Denmanite Rolf Ludvigsen.

and last but not least Mary Ann Lazare.

Bailey, also of Denman Island did the
very handsome cover photo.

You all did a super job. Thank you
In response to several inquiries, "Dear Ms Nomer," which appeared

admirable huntress. She also knows it.
The advantage she has over her

I don't know if a wild form of

again from
Society.

the

Canadian

in the last issue of TIDELINE (March 1994), was not written

Cancer

The

writers'

group

will

Paul

Restaurant

As of May 1st the Denman Island
Guest

House

will

be

under

new

management. It will be open Wed. thai
Sun. from 4:30 pm - 9:30 pm.

Special Mothers' Day
from 11:00 am - 2:00 pm

Brunch

Please join

us. Reservations recommended

335-

2688 or 335-2183.

meet

Monday. May 2 at 2:15 pm in the
library.

by any staff member of this magazine. The entire piece, both
the letter & "Ms Nomer's" reply were written by a friend of
a Clayoquot arrestee who requested anonymity. TIDELINE agreed
to honour her request. We at TIDELINE read the piece as a sincere
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attempt to address the "side effects" of the action in a

COFFEE HOUSE - Harp Duo Laurie Riley & Michael Macbean to Perform

humourous mode.
the editors
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Local audiences will have an opportunity so hear why when the pair comes to town on Friday May 20, 1994 at 8:00 pm . The concert will
be held at the Denman Island Community Hall.
Laurie and Michael's spicy harp arrangements and compositions are a blend of Celtic, Latin, and Jazz influences. Playing Neo-Celtic

and double-strung harps, their music spans the centuries from 1 100 AD to the present, offering a variety of styles ranging from pure
traditional to upscale, contemporary, and original. It's all presented with plenty of humor and a bit of historical background.
Laurie and Michael have toured the U.S. and Canada since 1987. performing, teaching, and even Judging harp competitions. Their
music has been recorded on several albums which receive worldwide airplay. They have authored several books and many articles on harp
playing.

The unusual harps they use are Neo-Celtic (a newly made harp based on an ancient Irish design) and the rare double-strung harp, which
has two parallel rows of strings, Laurie is one of the few contemporary players of this instalment, and many of their compositions were
created specifically for this harp
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BOOK REVIEW - And the Silence, Stones by Catherine Owen - Reviewed by Paula LeBaron & Hillel Wright

people playing music - D. 1. Community Hall
FrI. May 6th at 9;00 pm. Tickets $10/ $8/ $5

'And the Silence, Stones' is a journey of love, of fierce tenderness. It is the journey of a young girl becoming a woman, beginning with
initiation by rape and concluding with an emerging awareness of self love and inner peace. Owen has produced a beautifully and
thoughtfully written book of poems, well worth reading. Some of them are quite haunting and linger on in my mind as in 'Mary Mourns*.

What's in a name?

The Peopio arc: Randccsh C5off, David Sikula, Martin Blackwcll,
Hugh Scaly, Don Gill, John Korsrud, Jcny Cook and the Oramcs Brothers

The angels to Mary Magdalene,"Woman why are you weeping?"

Kristos and Panos(that's nine of us). The Playing occurs on
saxophone, bass, congas, d'jcmbcs, keyboard, drum kit, trumpet, guitar

The sorrow was

and, of course, the first instrument: the voice. This is the central focus of

in the stone rolled away.

the group as there arc no less than three lead vocalists who combine in
various harmonies. When these people are playing their instruments, it is

a floor without footprints.

The sorrow was

clear that they have refined their sound into tight, cohesive and passionate

The sorrow was

Music which is performed in exciting and entertaining all original sets.

a loincloth peialled

This music is known for its variation through the connected roots styles of

with skin.

funk, African, r&b, rock, reggae, a cappella, all percussion, Afro-Cuban,

The sorrow was

and samba all simmered into a West Coast flavor. As eclectic as this may

"he is gone
they have taken him"

situation where a large group of talented people come together with a
single goal, good things come from it; this is strongly evident here.

LAUGHING

Courtenay, B.C,

OYSTER

and 1 do not know where

seem the band has retained its own style and character.

In many ways. People Playing Music is a travelling roadshow of nine
exciting performers who work hard to make great music. And, as in any

334-2511
286 5th Street

"I wish we'd held out

on selling our place
'til the market skyrocketed."

Lest readers form an impression that Catherine Owen's book is overwrought with sorrow, we'd also like to offer an irreverent, humourous
poem from AND THE SILENCE,STONES.

Warning: This music will make you sweat; to dance is inc%Htablc.

JITTERBUG

The combination of pure vocal harmonies, smooth rhythms and clear tones
supporting meaningful lyrics gives people the opportunity to dance or just

i ' m a blackfiy bitch

sit back and listen to Peopio Playing Music.

ofa maggot

with the morals

i'm a flea in your shag
with the puppy dog

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

eyes.

"Moment of Truth; the Broken Pledge," a made for TV movie
produced by & starring Linda Gray (of "Dallas") and featuring
Denman teen Laurie Grogan recently aired. Proud papa Brian Grogan
has a video tape of the film. If you are interested in watching

swallowing the offerings

i'm mosquito mamma
a nighttime nit

stroking your hide

a Denman Youth Theatre member in this film, based on a true

'm a worm with the

nside story

were televised during the show.

i

7 Days
Per Week

Denman Island General Store

& Cafe on the Rock
335-2293 or 335-2999

'm a blue-bottle babe
with a zen

Vancouver photographer Zoe Mackenzie, who accepted the award
at the presentation in Ottawa. Several of the photos of Anita

*OPEN

'm a weevil

story, call Brian @ 335-0814. Laurie plays the brother of a
college student killed in a fraternity hazing.
Former Denman teen Anita Wright was recently featured on the
YTV Youth Achievement Awards which aired on April 16. Anita
was the model for the award winning series of photgraphs by

BOOKSHOP

for whoring
i light up after lust

and devour my mate
i'm a love-sucking
jitterbugging
reprobate.

Groceries, Gasoline/Diesel/Propane,
Liquor Agency, Post Office, Vidoes,
Tourist Information

* Open Daily 7:30am to 9pm

(Sun. & Holitdays 9am to 9pm)

MiNUS TIDES Magazine, Vol.7,
is now on sale @ the Denman
I. General Store, Kaleidoscope Market & Abraxas Books. Denman

*(May 24lh until Thanksgving)

contributors include Daniel van Heest (Cover art), Jerome Miller
& Josephine deVries-Kollee (short stories), Hans Jungmann &

Laura Trimble (art & illustration), Miriam Leigh (editorial),

Paula LeBaron (^review) & Hillel Wright (poetry/publisher). Also
featured in this issue are works by Journey Prize winner Allan
Barr of Cumberland & League of Canadian Poets Award winner Joanne
Arnott, high performance poet T. Crane & Shiori Tsuchiya, Japan

Denman paleontologist Rolf Ludvigsen is co-author, along with
Graham Beard of a recently released book, WEST COAST
FOSSILS,Whitecap, Vancouver/Toronto, 1 994. You can check it
out at the Denman library or buy a copy, $14.95 @ the General
Store.

Denman author Hillel Wright was elected to the Board of Directors
of the Federation of BC Writers, BC's largest writers'
organization, at the group's AGM held in Vancouver on April
16. Hillel will represent the North Vancouver Island region.

* BUCkERFfELVS

DELf MEATS S CHEESES

GROCERIES

AUTHORIZED
BUCKERPIELD'S
PEED DEALER

GLEW'2 VIDEO HITS
Now over 1600 movies

to choose from

20 Supcrnlntcndo games
AWIMAL PEED

35 Nintendo games

No more freight charges
Same prices as town

REGULAR MOVIE SPECIAL

5 movies 5 days $5 + fax

I

REG. WIWTEMDO GAMES

6 games 3 days $6 + tax
(Machine rentals available)

§

Volume discount for

Open 7days a wez^ I
On(Denman acrossfrom tfe
Community tdad

5 bags or more
PET PEED
Ask for your PET CLUB CARD
5% off purchases

Cad us!335-0451
PER2EU2 VlfJEeAR2

CHEESE

BODY CARE PRODUCTS

- Sdbroso

Prepackaged

- Qourmet

7n 0/ -Qiovanni
OU
70 -Kiss My Face

R£QWLy\R $7.99

- cheddar
- mozzarclla

NOW $4.99

SPECIAL $2.99

- Apple menl

•"Sj

1

OFF -Rachel
-Earth Science
Perry

i

s

i

0

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCAPV g V/RECT PAYMENT CARDS

DEMMAM HARDWARE

D6NAAnN ISLRND

335-2400

^SINjeSS S€RVLC€S

Now available for your garden:
Seed Starter Mk

Bloodmeal
Bonemeal

Potting Soil
Complete Organic Fertilizer
Mushroom Manure

Kelp Meal
Canola Meal

Perllte

Dlatomaceous Earth

Vermlcullte

Peat Moss

Now available for rent:
3676 Denman Rd.

V Rotary Hammer
Mon - Sot 9:30 - 5:30

ABRAXAS
BOOKS
Across from the General Store

(next to the Seniors Hall|
Special orders welcome now!
Call 335-0433

PHOTOCOPIES

WORD PROCESSINQ
GRAPHICS
TYSfllNSMNiSyOUR WORD PROCESSED DOCUMENT

iON AmOPPY DISK AND WE'LL PRINT IT ON OUR
ivp:s:Y;»::;tASER printer starting at si.go
PHONE FOR DETAILS

PHOI\ie/FfiX

335-2731

OPEN 9:30 - 5:30 MON - SAT
3676 DENMAN RD.(AT DENMAN HARDWARE)

Custom Lumbermill Work
Woodmizer Bandsaw Mill

36" Diam. -21' length capacity
Will cut your logs on site to any dimension
Paul Scanlon 335-0577

NEWSSTAND PRICE $1.50
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FUNKY MELOW, K-MART, & ISLAND TRUST
by Hillel Wright

Saturday May 21 was a big day for Gary Piercy and his FUNKY
MELOW Clothing Shack. It was the grand opening for the business
in a new Location, the spacious grounds of Kaleidoscope Market,
and in a new building, a truly funky cedar mobile store. Gary
and his popular clothing shack were back in business.

Tuesday May 24 was a bad day for Jean & Glen MacMillan at
Kaleidoscope Market. The morning started with a call from
Victor ia...Larry Olafson, the Bylaw Investigations Officer.
Larry informed Jean & Glen that he had received complaints,
through Islands Trustee Rolf Ludvigsen concerning "retail
activity" on the Market's lawn. Since the "K-Mart"s Development
Permit did not include mention of a separate building, it was

the Trust's position that "Funky Melow" would have to move.
On Wednsday May 25 I spoke to Island Trustee Rolf Ludvigsen
for more than an hour. He patiently guided me through a labyrinth

of Bylaws, permits, plans, clauses, applications and ammendments.
At the end of the tunnel was the "Official Community

Plan."

Although K-Mart had recently negotiated a development permit
with the Trust, the "OCP" didn't allow for another building
without an application for an ammendment to the development
permit. All this took time. The Highways Dept. has a Sq. ' to
Parking Space ratio that must be investigated. What about the
septic field, "Natural screening" (green areas), signage

requirements and wheelchair access washroom facilities?
On Thursday May 26 I spoke to Gary Piercy and Jean MacMillan.
Jean assured me that friendly negotiations between Trust & K-

Mart were taking place and that an ammendment to the
developmentplan is currently being drafted. Jean said she had
no idea that a mobile would fall under the same regulations

as a permanent building. Glen added that an application for
an ammendment costs $250 in fees.

Gary Piercy told Tideline he's "not giving up" and will be open
for business on Saturday May 28. Gary pointed out that he has

a Student Employment Grant to employ a full time student this

summer, and will also employ at least 2 part-time students on
his own In addition, 8 Denman residents sell products, ranging
from hand-made clothing, to jewelry, to cassette tapes & literary

magazines. This all adds up to at least 12 Denman residents
losing all or part of their incomes if the business is
compromi sed.

(Cont'd. Page 2)
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Requiem for Two Heavyweights - by Robbie Newton

Rolf Ludvigsen wanted it clearly stated that the Islands Trust
is by no means opposed to commercial development in Downtown
Denman. He pointed out the recently opened bike shop, book store
and the anticipated bakery. In fact, he said, the Trust re-zoned
both the K-Mart & the book store locations from Residential

to Commercial. Rolf admitted that "There's no doubt we get

how nature has worked to paform its

Danger- BtnCb Orfbpsfaig

reversal on those bluffs. Slowly there has
been change, ever so slowly, but finally

that were dug into the roads after the
logging to block the traflic of firewood

collectors. None of them were ever big,

involved in bureaucratic bullshit." He gave the "What is a picnic
table?" debate that the Trust had over Kaleidoscope's right
to have picnic tables on the lawn as well as patio tables on

It's hard to recognise their grandeur
now as they lay, trunks crushed tightly
side by side, heads down in a gully, all

the pattOTis emCTge out of the
disintegrating tangle of clinging greenery

the deck, as an example.

their

gone,

and I can see that the sand and wat^ have

they were enough to provide a focus for
water to collect and drain downwards, to

disintegrated after their cliff top fall.

Both Gary Piercy & Jean & Glen MacMillan emphasize the completely

Only their immense interwoven roots

been flowing together, a creqiing imion
ofliquid and solid.

reappear twenty or thirty feet lower,
coming out of the faces of the bluffs.

mobile nature of the clothing shack, which in their minds, put
it in a different category from a permanent structure. Gary
indicated his willingness to sponsor a community meeting on

the question. Jean mentioned that other groups & individuals
have participated in "retail usage" at K-Mart, including the
Conservancy (Plant Sale & Quilt raffle), individual artists
(restaurant art shows, book launches), and Abraxas Books
(original location), all without complaint.

Hopefully, good will, clear communication, and positive problem
solving will result in an equitable solution for all parties
concerned, not least of which is our island community.

GRAFFITI WAU«: GONE YESTERDAY, HERE TODAY

Islanders driving across Denman during the third week in May
no doubt noticed the gradual disappearence of half of the

graffiti wall at the top of Greider's Hill. The wall was
originally erected to shield the grade of Denman Road from the
abandoned granite quarry. Many of the 2" boards which make up
the wall were thrown by person or persons unknown into the quarry

pit, somtime around May 19 or 20.

massive

branches

staring blankly back at the sky hint at the
proud strength they only recently
supported. Does a tree feel the ignominy
of being so thoroughly nose down trashed
in such a way? No eagle will ever stoop

pile of sand and rain on it, the rain will
slowly sink to the bottom of the pile. But
my instincts are wrong, especially on the

their way again.

scale of the sand pile that covers the

situation, he contacted island building contractor Larry Lepore.
Larry organized a crew of young people ranging in age from about
10-13 and including Simon Richie, Chris Stiebel, Gavin Mather,
Rosie, Willie & Andy Lepore, & Joe & Herb Hyder.
On Monday morning. May 23, Rolf, Larry, the crew, along with
Matsuki Masutani & Yoshi Yoshihara, descended into the quarry
and with ropes & pulleys hoisted the errant boards up to road
level and nailed them randomly & creatively back in place.

Left to be eagle trees, their fall was
inevitable. Yet, if the truth could ever be

sticks to itself and to the sand and only

figured out those two trees alive,
probably tied their cliff top together for
longer than if they had been cut down
like all their neighbours. But as each year
went by, though I could never say by how
much, I could see they were tipping

the roots of trees, shrubs and plants that

really provide the paths for water to move

the sand dries and waits for more water to

downwards at a pace that can match that

come.

further downwards, towards the east and
the ocean. In all but the last moment, it
was a graceful exit.
1 wasn't there when they fell but in

spirit I was close by and anxious. Not for
them alone but for all those cliffs and

their occupants. Almost a mile of steep
sandy cliffs rising to 300 feet above the

were logged, time and nature had
managed to fully clothe those bluffs in
the greens and browns of trees and shrubs
and grasses, burying the sand out ofsight.
The part of me that understands that sand
has no nutrients of its own is fascinated

by that piece of nature's trickery.
Something from nothing is always
magical but on the scale of those Komas
bluffs, as they were, it was indeed
awesome.

The island owes a vote of thanks to Larry, Rolf, Matsuki, Yoshi

and especially these young people who had an Excellent Adventure
while contributing to their community, rather than detracting
from

it.

It surely is going to take nature a
long time to repeat that magic. Right now
and for a while to come, it is breaking

down its past handiwork, levelling it out
until a longer lasting stability can
REPOmOB
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Looking down from the bluffs' edges you
can see how the sand there is flowing out
from undemeath, undermining its own
collapse and then still continuing to push
out more. It's sand and water flowing
together. Looking around at the slumping
shapes along the edges of the bluffs,
there's no denying that the movCTnent is
that of a liquid, a liquid that can move
very slowly and then pause for a while as

north-eastern third of Denman. Water

ocean at their highest. Long before they

When Island Trustee Rolf Ludvigsen became aware of the dangerous

Instinct tells me that if you have a

just shallow indentations now, but still

washed out from under them. Since that

sand and water merge together, watching

penetrates it slowly and reluctantly. It is

of falling rain. That's equally true of any
type of soil. Did you ever notice water
puddling on a forest floor, even in a
torrential downpoiu?
On this sand, which has no nutrients

to tempt trees to dig deeper, the biggest
ones spread their roots out into the broad
but shallow pedestals on which they

Dry sand too erodes like water. As
wind and sim relax the water's hold,
rivulets of sand grains trickle and cascade
down the steep slopes like miniature
waterfalls. Visual magic acting out the
fate of those two trees in tiny detail.
Undercutting their roots' support until a

time would come when their last grasp

stand. While a tree lives a multitude of

was not enough. Wind and water, sun and

tiny rootlets will reach out to extend the
tree's grip but it is still a marvel of natural
engineering capable of balancing itself
against gale force winds, a balance which

sand and time. It reminds me of the last

line of a poem by R. G. Howarth.
Upon aRow ofNuns in a Cemetery

must teeter precariously once nature's

Each,ttieissue ofapassioned kiss,
ReiKiuiKsd her birthri^for siperior bliss.
Achieving lastly,this.

equations are changed.
And they are changed radically by

logging, on almost any scale. Tree roots

Sad but not sad. The same common
end is inevitable for us all. Should we ask

feed water deeper than shrubs and plants.
Cut the trees down and the water clings
more closely to the surface, slipping

that a logger should have no ambition or
should we rather ask that the logger's axe

sideways as the surface slopes, looking
for easy places to dram into. Once the
tree roots stop attracting the water their

be wielded with respect? And respect not
just for the trees that they bile into but
also for the environment that they disrupt.

way, the easy places become fewer and
further apart and surface runoffs become

automatically granted by the scale of the

more common. In the featureless sand of
north-eastern Denman, it's the logging
roads which usually show up as the easy

places and they are commonly eroded by
that runoff.

At the edges of the bluffs, the easy

At

the

time

of axes, respect

was

tasks that they faced. Now, vast machines

make respect a matter of discretion even
though our engineering still cannot match
up to nature's. Our arrogant carelessness
can only leave us sadder while we watch
and wait for nature to hopefully pick up
the pieces.

places have been provided by trenches

li
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TIDELINE: Editorial

Earlier this month I got the opportunity to spout off on CBC's
A

VOICE FROM THE BEACH

by Hillel Wright

BEACH

Back in the March TIDELINE I wrote in this column about the

choices facing a young person with regards to a commercial

fishing career. After all, fishing for a living has been one
of the major occupations in this region for at least the past
50,000 years. Since then, the fire has heated up in the so-called
"salmon war" between US and EC fishers.

"Almanac" call-in on the state of our roads. I mentioned the

overcrowding on the Island Hiway between Buckley Bay & Courtenay,
the lack of real bike trails, and the perils of "the Hornby
500" race between ferries.

Reflecting on the issue, I came

up with a short list of recommendations, which may also stand
as the Greengo Party (Green Wing/Rhino Party) "Road Plan for
a Small Island Community."
1. NO HEAVY EQUIPMENT: Backhoe
Diesel Grader

CAT type tractors

If reports in the ma instream press are to be believed, the US
has taken the lion's share of West Coast salmon stocks through

Cement

the years, and, with the exception of Alaska, done a much poorer
job in enhancing the stocks than BC counterparts. This is true
for Washington state, Oregon, and northern California. As far

Logging Truck
Moving Van

back as 1978, when I fished a salmon season in northern
California (Crescent City), I remember the fish being generally
smaller & the stocks less plentiful than in BC at the same time.

Mixer

Gravel Truck

Double

Wides

reasons: Roads are 1 ) too narrow
2) too steep

3) too unstable (made with "cold mix
& not hot asphalt)

The US negotiators, as is their usual way, are "playing hardball"

4) too heavily used by "green users"

and refuse to negotiate, expecting less powerful countries like
Canada to simply acquiesce. Canadian negotiators are urging
BC fishers to "fish aggresively." Salmon, often cited in the

a) kids

b) pets & livestock
c) horses & riders
d) mothers & babies
e) skateboards

past as the ultimately renewable resource, is now, at least
south of the border, seriously endangered.

f) rollerblades

Lots of seafood for thought as the year rolls on. As far as
"A Deckhand's Year" is concerned, the project I've embarked

g) bicycles

on with my son Hano, a third year commercial fisher, April &

May saw him continuing to fish for shrimp out of Ucluelet on
the West Coast of Vancouver Island. Once the weather settled

down enough to make complete trips, the fishing was pretty good
and Hano was kept too busy to visit Denman. Tim Clark of Denman

has just left to work on another Ukie shrimper. When salmon
opens in June, most boats will run in & change gear and spend
the next 2-3 months fishing salmon, political battles &

plentiful stocks permitting.

Tim stopped here at Whalebone Pt, to pick up Hano's camera,
mail & designer jeans to deliver in Ucluelet, so I hope to see

some pictures if Hano can make it home for a few days in June.
After that, it's likely up to Haida Gwaii until August or
September. I just wonder where he plans to wear those designer

2. NO RV's
Reasons:

1 )Encourage local, small, green enterprize
a) bike rentals, sales & repairs

b) cafe stops for hikers, cyclers, & adventure
tourists (kayakers, windsurfers, etc.)

c) better access to tourists for crafters, artists,
home industries/less tourist pollution

d) increased B & B opportunities/more jobs
e) increased adventure tourism opportunities

jeans.

i. sailing ii. kayaking iii. windsurfing
iv. diving v. caveing vi. garden/nature tours

Out in Lambert Channel off the East Coast oF Denman Island,

vii. Mt. biking

there's been little boating activi ty, but a good variety of
weather to make up for it. Irwin at Ford Cove (Hornby I.) tells

me that this is an off-cycle year for Coho (about every 6 years)
and that except for the odd Spring, few salmon are being caught
by sport fishers & that, in fact, few boats are bothering to
go out. The biggest beach activity I've observed lately is
islanders gathering up seaweed for their gardens.

If a plan such as this were put into effect, the lifestyle of
our island communities would reflect more of the much heralded
(Cont'd. Page 6)
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virtues of the insular existence, namely ingenuity,

CANADA DAY BLOCK PARTY TO SAVE DENMAN FOREST

self-reliance, familiarity with Nature, physical good health,
balanced with time for the contemplative arts, and tolerance
for those with alternative attitudes. The small island

The Concervancy committee to save the Lindsay-Dickson Forest

communities of our bio-region offer ready-made laboratories

will be organizing a neighborhood block party on Owl Crescent

for a great experiment in modern cultural design. Do we, as

on Canada Day, Friday July 1, with food, theatre, T-shirt sales,

islanders, have the courage to participate in the experiment?

jugglers, live music, and a ritual honoring of the Forest.
Activities for children will also be high on the agenda, so

EDITORIAL II

organizers urge you to bring the whole family for an old

In my March editorial, I reported not having seen any sea mammals
shot during the Lambert Channel herring openings. Well, I was
wrong. At least two dead sea lions have washed up on Lambert
Channel Denman beaches, between the Telephone Cable Beach and
the sheep farm on East Rd. The stench of decaying flesh is
unbearable as you drive or walk througli the area. Local residents
report having called Fisheries, Comox,to complain, but to no
avail. To date, no one has organized a burning or sinking of
these carcasses. Is no agency (Fisheries, Health, Island Trust)
concerned about what can certainly be called a public health
risk, as well as a serious public nuisance?

fashioned community celebration. More info will be released

via posters & bulk mailout during June.
Committee member Leslie Dunsmore reports that the legal case

is currently in a "holding pattern" and that the Conservancy
board continues to pursue land trade options.
The 144 acre East Road forest is one of the last remaining
Coastal Douglas Fir Zone properties with old growth potential,
and a popular recreational area for islanders. It borders both
the eastern shore of Graham Lake, and the western shore of

Lambert Channel. Logger/Developers Richard & Cheryl Schellinck
of Merville purchased the property from the Lindsay-Dicksons
TIDELINE:

for $375,000 in November 1993. In March 1994 the Schellincks

Politricks

refused a joint Government/Conservancy offer for $1,550,000
Way back in October 1993 I requested the poll-by-poll
election results from Elections Canada. Early in May, the
requested material finally arrived. While my original interest

and declared their intention to realize $4,500,000 from the

in the break-down of the Federal Election in BC was the Denman

Volunteers are being called for to help with arrangements for
the Canada Day Celebration of the Forest. You may phone:

property through logging and real estate speculation.

& Hornby results, the Lasqueti Island numbers seemed to me the

most interesting, in their potential for prophetic projection.

Bently LeBaron . 335-0198
On Lasqueti, 185 (70%) of 263 eligible citizens voted. (Denman
& Hornby both had 75-76% voting). The party break-down is as

Susan-Marie Yoshihara . 335-0253
Leslie Dunsmore . 335-2918

follows:

The Celebration will run from Friday afternoon through Friday

Green - 59 (32%)
National - 46 (25%)
NOP - 28 (15%)
Reform - 28 (15%)
Liberal - 15 (8%)
Natural Law - 5 (3%)
P. Conservative - 3 (2%)

night, Canada Day, July 1, 1994.

DYNAMIC JAZZ SINGER JUNE 17

Independents - 0

Vancouver Jazz & Scat singer Coca "Love" Alcorn and her trio

ABRAXAS
BOOKS
Now open!
Across from the General Store

(next to the Seniors Hall)
Special orders welcome
Call 335-0433

B GESSIOMS

H

I As/Axt-ASue
f okJ De:MMA^3

*
^
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fo. inCffi-QSed pe-fSonal
vision and ifansfoft^ailon
AVSN CRAN(^ 335-2887

'Ho»'nby *5sland B.6Z.
VO^R 1Z0

will be entertaining at the Coffee House at the Community Hall
on Friday June 17,
8 PM. Coco, while only 19 years old, has
already made her mark on the jazz scene in Canada and has
released a cassette tape WE SPEAK JAZZANESE, which will be on

sale at the Coffee House. Coco, whose Dad is a jazz saxaphonist
in Toronto, and whose Grandmother was an opera singer, has a
superb musical education, a dynamic jazz voice, and an impeccable
sense of rhythm & harmony. Jazz fans will not want to miss this
concert.

Coco has played all the best Jazz Clubs in Vancouver, including
the Glass Slipper, the Station Street Cabaret & the Blue Note.
Her trio includes Peter McDonald on guitar & Ed Maxwell on bass.
All the jazz players I know predict Coco will be a big draw
in the near future, so the chance to see her in a small local
venue may not come again. So come on out for COCO "LOVE" ALCORN
Friday, June 17, ^ the COMMUNITY HALL @ 8 PM.
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COMMUNITY HALL CALENDAR

'
QUALLA BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS *

■

WEDNSDAY, JUNE 1: VET Clinic, 9AM - 3PM

Keep in touch with today's need for a
more perfect balance in the world of hair care
(REFILIABLE PROGRAM)

0

ANTIQUE WICKER

SUNDAY, June 5: Lindsay-Dickson Forest Non-violence Workshop

RESTORATION & SALES
335-1262

Jackie Telep

GREEN HILL WICKER
RESTORATION

(Behind the General Store)

with Miriam Leigh, 7:30PM

335-1600

THURSDAY, June 9: Ratepayers lecture on Deer & Elk, 7.30PM
SATURDAY & SUNDAY, June 11 & 12: Conservancy Garden Tour
WEDNSDAY, June 15, Community Club AGM & Election, 7:30PM

334-2511
286 5th Street

FRIDAY, June 17, Coffee House with Jazz/Scat Singer COCO ALCORN
& her Trio, 8PM $5/$4members $2teens. 335-1051.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, June 24 & 25: Community Club Benefit Coffee
House/Cabaret organized by Peter Kehrer (335-0836) & Hans
Jungmann (335-1308). Local entertainers.

LAUGHING

Courtenay, B.C.

OYSTER

' Denman Island General Store

BOOKSHOP

& Cafe on the Rock
335-2293 or 335-2999

SUMMER CALENDAR, COMMUNITY HALL

Saturday July 2: Dance with "NEC TRIBAL VISION" World Beat Rock
Sunday July 10: Concert with a Ugandan Choir - watch for details

Saturday July 16: DIRCS Dance with the "WINGNUTS" a 3-piece
"BOB'S YER UNCLE" spin-off. Alternative Country Rock

Friday Jul 22: COFFEE HOUSE Concert with the "WOMEN OF ALBION"
^ of the "ALBION BAND", one of Britain's prime folk/rock groups.

August Long Weekend: DIRCS Dance with either "THE SWINGIN' DUKES"
(Rockabilly) or "PELE JUJU" (all women world beat band from

^ CHILD CflRC'

Groceries, Gasoline/Diesel/Propane,
Liquor Agency, Post Office, Vidoes,

In caring, sharing household
5 days / week
Monday - Friday
8;30am - 6:00pm
Ages 0-12 yrs.

* Open Daily 7:30am to 9pm

Sylvie Marcil

(Sun. & Holidays 9am to 9pm)

1190 Swan Road
335-1825

*(May 24lh until Ttianksgving)

Tourist Information

California) Details will be announced as received.

Friday Aug 19: Dance with "THE HOCKEY MOMS, Denman's own punk
rockers fronted by Daiv Pritchard.

Friday Aug 26 & Saturday Aug 27: 2ND DENMAN I. INTERNATIONAL

COMING UP AT THE COFFEE HOUSE:

POETRY FESTIVAL. Poets, Songwriters, Readings, Music, Book Fair,

Potlucks, Coffee House, Cabaret. Mohammed al Hakim, Shiori
Tsuchiya, Carole Chambers, Stray Dog Poetry Project & others.

Friday July 22: WOMEN OF ALBION (CHRIS WHILE & JULIE MATTHEWS)

Two members of the British Folk/Rock ALBION BAND, pianist &
vocalists perform original & traditional music.

Sunday Sept 4: DIRCS Annual Fall Fair & Dance with ELLEN
MACILWAINE, Internationally acclaimed slide guitarist. Rock

Friday & Saturday August 26 & 27: 2nd DENMAN I. POETRY FESTIVAL

with Carole Chambers, Mohammed al Hakim, Shiori Tsuchiya, Alice

'n' Roll.

Tepexcuintle, Bob Bossin, "Travels with Charley" & "The Stray

DON'T FORGET!

••fij

Community Club

Dog Poetry Project."

dGM & Election

Friday September 23: Singer/Songwriter COLLEEN ECCLESTON

Wed. lune 15, 7:30 pm
fit the Holi

Friday October 14: Chapman Stick player JIM RILEY.

'
VEU MEATS S CHEESES

- GROCERIES

AUTHORIZED
BUCKERFIELD'2
FEED DEALER

GLEW'2 VIDEO WITS
Now over 1600 movies

to choose from

20 Supcrnlntcndo games

AWIMAL FEED

35 Nintendo qames

No more freight charges
Same prices as town
Volume discount for

REGULAR MOVIE SPECIAL
5 movies 5 days $5 + tax

REG. WIWTEWDO GAMES
6 games 3 days $6 + tax

5 bags or more

Ofen 7days a zaee(<i I
On Tfenman acrossfrom the

Community fnaff

(Machine rentals available)

PET PEED
Ask for your PET CLUB CARD
5% off purchases

Callus 1335-0451
MEW[-BREAD
INl-STORE-BAKERY

ICE CREAM
12 BACK!

IT'S BURGER SEASOMI

- Regular while or

- Nut burgers
- Hamburgers

whole wheat $1.80
- Try our specialty breads

8 - Flavours
Ice cream bars & tubs

FLAX & FOCCACIA

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD S D/RECT PAYMENT CARDS

demmaxm j-uxrdware

D€NAAnN ISLAND

335-2400

BUSIN6SS S€RVIC€S

Come and see our selection of garden supples.

PHOTOCOPIES

Now available for rent:

1" Rotary Hammer

NEW: TAKAGI Japanese Pull Saws

FAX

WORD PROCESSINQ
ORAPHICS
SsSS-BfirNS -L
WORD PROCESSED DOCUMENT
:;ra?ON;:A FLOPPY DISK AND WE'LL PRINT IT ON OUR
CASER printer starting at Ji.oo
PHONE FOR DETAILS

All HAND & POWER TOOLS 10% OFF DLL JUNE 30/94.

PH0N6/FflX

335-2731

OPEN 9:30 - 5:30 MON - SAT

3676 Denman Rd.

Mon - Sat 9:30 - 5:30

3676 DENMAN RD.(AT DENMAN HARDWARE)

Custom Lumbermill Work

>1

Woodmizer Bandsaw Mill

ON DENMAN

36" Diam. - 21' length capacitv
Will cut your logs on site to any dimension
Tor sole - Red Cedar 1200 lineal feet

FAMILY HAIR DESION
Sandy Shaffer
3590 Northwest Rd.
Denman Isl. B C. VOR ITO

335-0155

TxlO"(10'-16' lengths) $725.00
Paul Sconlon 335-0577

